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BUSINESS CARDS.

DAILY

MISCELLANEOUS,

POBTLAND

RIPLEY,

BUY THE CHAMPION CORSET !

Second Pariah Church,

Hexton

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year In advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in advance.

II.

E.

CO.f

PUBLISHING

Und.ertals.or.
respectfully inform the citizens of Portland that he is prepared to furnish Cofflm,
C'nHiictM nuil l.rave-t lotlirN, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.feb!0d6m

WOULD

TRESS

THE MAINE STATE

published every Thursday Morning
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.
Is

tit

$2.50

a

Rates of advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or lees, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $l 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50,
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1 00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Dress Makers
WHO
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aid of the
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ORPHAN ASYLUM,

GST^Sent to any par of the United Staten

By the Children of the Schools, and the following
distinguished singers:
Mrs. VC. C. Bollard, Soprano.
Mian Ita Welsh, Contralto.
JTtiss Teresa F. Flynn, Alto.
Dr. E. C. Bullard, Baritone.
Mr. McViaushlin, Basso.
Mr. Byrne, Tenor.
Dr. C. II O’Connor, Comic Singer.
Mr. Ceorge Turner, Pianist,

And

Select Choir.

a

Song—Comic.
M.
U

7. Song—Believe Me if all, etc.
8. Hail Glorious St. Patrick.

Pabt II.

Opposite

MODEL

JO lift
119 1-2

MILES,
of

Comedy

CONSTANCE.MISS SOPHIE MILES
W1LDR0KE. JOSEPH F. WHELLOCK
I.adieu’ Matinee every Wednesday and Saturday at 2 p. m.
Box office open from 9 a. m„ to 9 p. m.
se2dtf

Grand Barnabeo Concert,
City Hall, Thumday Eve’s. Mar. 4.1. *76.
Mrs. H E. H. Carter, the distinguished soprauo;

Miss Auna C. Holbrook, the pleasiug contralto; Mr.
W. J. Winch, the eminent teuor; Mr. H C. Baraabee, the renowned basso and humorous vocalist;
Miss Persia Beil, the talented young lady violiniste;
Mr Howard M Dow, the accomplished pianist. Admission only 35 cts.; reserved seats 50 cts., for sale at
Sini'UhHilcrfi’fl

slurp

mnaic

linnra

nripn

nr

7 1R*

mil.

cert at 8
First and only appearance of “Barnabee”
this season. Secure your teats in advance.
mchl6-td
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janlS
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Doldt,

49

MUSIC

amateur

MAINE.
jan2idlw-ttf

to the trade

AGEN rs WANTED.
throughout the United States and the world. These
beautiful goods sell themselves at sight. Complete
outfit of samples with full information will be sent
to agents on receipt ot $5.00. P O. Money Order.
€. J. 8QI)IRK«
Address
43 Park Row, New York City.

F. M. R.AY,
JVlainc.

Probate Business and Collections.
d3m
jan20

Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.
The Most Complete
System
OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE

Ever Devised
for
Home Practice,

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MANUFACTURER OF

Parlor

21st.

Suits, Lounges, Spriua
Beds, Mattresses,
McDonough Patent Bed Loonget, En.
atneled Chairs, Arc.
83r*All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

boxed and matted.

AT

THE

PRICE LIsT-No. 1. For
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
For ChilNo 3
$1.10
dren,8 to 10, $1.20. No. 4
For Children, 10 to 14, $1.30 No 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years and upwards, $1.40. No. 6. For
Geutlemen of moderate strength, $1 50 No 7, $2 00
Complete set of seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price.

oct5-’69TT&Sti

—

Vestry of the Uniyprsnlist Church, Stevens’
PlniuN, Friday evening, iTlarch 17, ’70.
By particular request, Members of the T. C. & C. T.
Dramatic Club, Portland, will produce
“LEND ME FIVE SHILLINGS.’’
The Original Farce of “Burg'ers,” will also be
be brought out.
Admission, 25 cents. Curtain at 8 P. M. Horse Cars
leave Port.and at 6.45 and 7.15.

d3t

Addrecs

Mali's Rnbber Store,
STEPHEN

mid

ffioofcj Job

BERRY,

UHDEK FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dtf

malO

(j)Wid ffidnieh,

HEALTH LIFT !

No. 37 Plum Street.
9

CONSUMERS!

GAS

tl

BUSINESS

THE ELLIS PATENT

ulator aud Shade

Combined

—

ed to be the best Gas Light ver produced—
steady as the Argand, which varies as ilie
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles ol the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
alter being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.
as

L.

C.

FAVORITE

poNite the Park.

and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

fatigue

nor

237

Middle

Refreshes

exhaust.

op-

Portland, Me

Street,

J. H. G.iUBEItT, Proprietor.
no25

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WAI.TER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.

Horse Shoers.

Photographer.
Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

Roofers.
>

—

|

MUTUAL FISHING
now

INSURANCE CO.

open, and all applications for stock should be
made during the present month.

GEO. W.

RICH, Secretary,
ma2d2w

«

Street.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, Wo. 91 K-.thni.jf

MDLLE. ROUTE ULE,
Seventh daughter ot the seventh Son,

Clairvoyant and

Fortune Teller,
describes your future wife or nusband, looks after
absent friends, ost ©i stolen goods, gives advice on
law and business, gives names, etc. Office,
364 1-4 C'ongr«'NM 8trw*,i, (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
10 p.m.
Satisfaction guaranteed,
lerms. Ladies
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.
fet>7
dtf

Stair Builders.
open

roe:

(

«a
At

fey

retail

Faintly

nso,

R- F. l.liiltt', Wo. 333 Fore Street, eor.
Cro.M St in Delnno’K Mill.
S.
HOOPER, Cor. Vorlt and Mnple
Street*.

orates.

the

Cargo

!

choice vaiiety tor
warranted to give per-

a

Watches, Jewelry
J. A.
J.

Randall

6f2i>

O.cAllister,

COMMERCIAL,

ST.

United States Hotel,
PORTRAND,
Hotel during th« past,
if'HlS
remodeled and

A. MERRILL.

j

a

agio

& H. H.
& L n io a SC*.

KEITH.

Middle

phHi^v

addiiioS

eodif

the Uuited States

I

and Europe: terms as
y Canada,
\ low as those of any other reliable houge.
Correspondence inl]
U11
KJ vited in the
English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with

\
\
'/l

mYITmfl
1

HI. C.
Practical and

PATTJEN,
Expert Acconntaut,

accounts, partnership settlements,
adjusted. Previous business written,

INTRICATE

£tc., etc
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed
Compromises between debtors and creditors effected financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements effected when desired
Instruction in book-keeping tu a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities
tnarY
TYV&Fteodtf

Vaults Cleaned.

ALL

ORDERS promptly attended to by cauiu
R. GIBSON
addressing
588 Congress

at or

jaal

SMITH

&

cessful.

If you want a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description of
your invention, We will
•
make an examination at
the Pa’ent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send yon papers and advice, and prosecute your case. Our fee will be in ordinary cases, $25.
I
T\ TT T
ft POral or written in all mat-

AlYlCfefREE

and inventions.

M. D

CITY ADV ERT1SEMENTS

City
If

NOTICE.

PRISONERS

in tlic Jail Work

Shop

for Cumber-

land County may be visited by tbeit friends on
WEDNESDAY of each week from 10 to 12 o’clock
a. in., and from 2 to 4 o’clock p. m.; and other prisoners on THURSDAY of each week at tbe same

Board of Mayor

and

Aldermen,

I

ORDERED,

Streets.

Street, south side,

Thomas Streets.

May Street,
Spring Street.

east

between

1 & 11-4 Inch

For sale in lots

or car

DEGHING,

J. W.

110 Commercial Street, Fool of Centre Ml
eodtf
ne!2_

TAT SUCCESSFUJiLY

CAA

m

TREATED

^t the home of the patient
out the use of the

KNIFE

n

B^
U 11
CH
BF

side, between Danforth

and

Portland Streets
Smith Street, west side, between Cumbeiland and
Oxford Streets
Plum Street, east side.
Adams Street, south side.
Pearl Street, east side, near Laurel Street.
Lincoln, No. 22.
Cross Street, east side, near Middle Street,
Franklin Street, west side, between Fore and
Middle Streets.
Spring Street, south side corner May Street.
Congress street, north side, corner Congress Place.
Portland Street, corner Brattle Street.
Brattle Street, east side.
Fore Street Eastern Promenade, east side.
Washington Street, east side.
Bead and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk
Attest,

pursuance of the foregoing order, I hereby give
INnotice
that
M >NDA Y, the third day oi April
on
seven and

a half o’clock P. M., at the
next, at
Aldeimen’s Room, in City Building, the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen will hear all parties interested in the Asesssiuents above referred to, and will
thereafter establish the same.
Per order
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
mal3
did

City of Portland.

Street^

U.

W,

the
THIS
HOTEL.
WEEK.
rooms

at

All diseases and difficulties ot the feet treated in
the mosi skillful manner without pain.
Office Hours from 9 A. HI. till 8 P. ]?!., Satmh!4
tirelay till 6 P, M.
d5t

II.

A.

BROWN,

HAVEN, CONN.,
Correspondence from Physicians
also

solicited.

SALE.

Yarmouth Upper Village, 5 minutes walk from
depot, a
story house containing 10 finished
rooms, with cistern and well in the cellar, large new
stable, and all in good repair. Lot containing about
* acre of ground. For further particulars apply to
A T. SMALL,
Yarmouth Village.
mar7d&wtf

IN

alent

Payson& CO.,

State and City Securities,
BAUK STOCK,

Ac.,

Exchange Street.

my27

eodtl

Great Bargain,

-A T-

South 5*aris, Maine,
Also, Ilouse, Store, Stable, Laud, Water Privileges
and all other property connectei therewith. Will be
sold separately or together. The mill contains five
run of stones and all the most approved machinery
for the manufacture of Floui aDd Meal
This mill is
the most favorably situated of any in the State to do
a large and increasing grain business,
having long
enjoyed a very large local trade, whph. with its shin
ping facilities,renders it the most desirable mill property in the State. It has sufficient water power the
year round, having full control of a large pond near
the mill, and also of Bryant’s Pond.
The above property will be sold low and on easy
terms. Address

Paris Flouring Co., South Paris,

mchlStfPORTLAND,

How to make money Is in order, and we are inclined to tell the reader one of the secrets.
ALEXANDER
A
FltOTIIIN<»Il AIVI
12 Wall Mfrcet, New York. Bankers
CO.
and Brokers, are prepared to invest in Stocks and
other profitable ventures of a legitimate character.
This firm is famous for money making, and it num
bers among its patrons thousands who are well off"
of>
and are so because of their employment
FKOTIUNGHAlVI A CO , to procure invests
inents. Send tor their explanatory circular. Stockpurchased and carried as long as desired, on a margin of from three to five p^r cent.—From Boston
Saturday Evening Express, February, 19, 1876.
ma2t>
deodly

ME.

CENTENNIAL 76

!

CALL IN AT

FERNA LD'S

Tailoring Emporium
see

tbe

Centennial Goods
1S70.

FOR

Also all tlie

lor Spring.
A. S. FEKIVALD,

Nobbyjtyles

337 middle Street, Up Stairs.

mal3
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WE SHALL OFFER

SATURDAY, MARCH 18,
A JOB COT

Invest Now According to Yonr Means
$10, $25, $50, $100, $200.

—

91 Commercial Street,

and

—

OF

—

Men’s & Boys’Vests.

8100 each
SS5 to 75 cents

Men's at
Boys’ from

IIUllX

0R1N

k

CO,

OFP. PREBLE MOUSE,

dtw

For Sale.
schooner
the whole of
FIVE-EIGUTHS
building, including the Captain’s share, suitabe
for
now

a

or

ble

comfishing, fruiting oystermau. Can
pleted in five or six weeks.
Apply to R. N. Merrill,
205 Pearl street, Portland.
inch IG-lw*
or

TostoTinfirmary forruptureT
220 Ikurri.ou Ave, BOSTON.

Specially devoied to the permanent cure of Hernia
or
Rupture, Hydrocele, Varicocele and
analogous surgical Uireases.
GEO.
J H.

ma!4d4wt

Heatos, M. D.
Davesfobt, M. D.

money to Loan.

<f.

H

•

JL A HI SOft,

JEWELER,

mil

partiea

ou

G. R

Real

(fatale

UAVIS,

Boat Karate and Mortgage Broker
nov2iseod6m

i

The full exhibit of Uncle Daniel Drew’s
financial affairs show that he has “laiu
down” to stay. We are wicked enough to
say that we are rather glad than otherwise.
For years he has been a sueaking speculator,
and used the cloak of religion to
help him to
catch the financial gudgeons. He has been
a huge gambler and worse
thau that, the
meanest scoundrel in his business.
Keeping
a faro-table would
be respectable compared
with the sanctimouiom snivelling cheating
of Brother Drew.
True, he undertook to
purchase what the Itomish church would call
indulgence by giviug liberally to Methodist
colleges and established the Drew Theological Seminary; hut now in his failure ha
really goes back on them, aud their mauagers
may now realize how near they came to being partuers of ihe most despisable man iu
the stock-gambling business.

___

Swiss Watches, Mpecta*
cle«, Opera Olas-es. Silver Ware,
Clock**
Ac
Watches and Jewelry left for Repair
Insured aguinst Fire
A

201, Nearly Opp. Hie Falmouth.
jam

hunts to

Window Shades,

201 MIDDLE ST.,
Waltham, Elgin

IN Arc, Ac.

and so

dtf

At pi’ict n ih it
Nice
drfy competition.
broad Bold Bnnd Shade* with fixtures,
f r 73 cmiii. Paiuie
Bands for 50 cents.
All loud* of MhudeN coossnutly on hand
and nude to order.

B
mar6d2\v*

PIKE,

53 Exchange St.j Portland.

It seems that David A. Wells could not

bring

himself to accept

a

Democratic uorni-

uatiou. and so the Democrats of the third
congressional district of Connecticut had to
content themselves with the

adoption

of a

resolution commending him to the voters,and
to adjourn without a formal nomination.

TERMS $8.00 PER

Possessing all the advantage that one
cabinet officer can give another, Gen. Cass
became immensely rich at the expense of the
general government whose interests he was
bound to protect.
Gen. Belknap meanly
took a bribe amounting to about $12,000.
The Arrjus calls the first an “ordinary speculation” while the second is an unparalleled
crime. We believe that both are grave offenses for which both if
living should be punished.
The first while a cabinet officer got
several hundred thousand dollars out of the
government and the latter a few thousand
out of poorly paid soldiers.
One was a
great fraud upon the government by ;one
cabinet officer, permitted by another and
known by the administration. The other was
the theft of a few thousand dollars the fact of
which his associates were not aware. We
cannot see any great difference except that
we have a better opinion of the man who by
skill steals $10,000 than of the wretch who
meanly robs a poor man of $10.
Pendleton’s

He took extra
for the fulfillment of which he was already under salary. While he was president of a railroad and
on a good salary, and administrator on an es
tate which owned three-fifths of the stock of
the road, be made a bargain with himself to
come to Washington and get a
big claim paid
or 50 per cent of the amount.
The claim
was so poor that the principal owner of the
pay for

case

discharging

is this:

those duties

stock of the road had declared his willingness
to sell out his part of the claim for five cents
on a dollar.
It had been rejected by Mr.
Stanton and Gen.

Meigs, and though pushed
for years it stood no chance till Mr. Pendleton, a prominent democrat, and a warm personal friend of Mrs. Bowers, now Mrs. Belknap, came on when, suddenly and without
trouble, the claim was allowed, and Pendleton took from $80,000 to 90,000 of it, and
soon after, he made the circuit of
Europe in
company with Mrs. Bowers.
The absurdity of the statement that the
administration is responsible for the escape
of Marsh is patent. He took bis flight to
Canada nearly at the same time that the
news of Belknap’s misdoing was carried to
the President, and long before any action
could be taken by the administration, even
had such intention been entertained, to expedite his flight. The responsibility is wholly with Mr. Clymer and his Democratic col-

leagues.
The business of Congress stands to-day
about where it did last year when the holiday recess was taken. The main appropriation bills have not been disposed of. The
Democrats pretend to have saved about
twenty million dollars by the reduction of
appropriations, but they are trying to pass
an equalization of bounties bill which will
take at the least $20,000,000, and may take

$60,000,000.
Theee

seems

Congress should

to be no
not

good reason why
reimpose the duties on

tea and coffee.

The cry of “a free breakfast
table” savors strongly of humbug. Why a
breakfast table should be any more free than
a dinner table is not clear.
Certainly the
abolition of the tea and coflee duty does not

ANNUM,

IN ADVANCE

says: “The air about Atlanta appears just
now to be full of dark and
rumors of

corruption and bribery.

ugly
Georgia is the mod-

el Democratic slate of the South.”

Southern papers credit Congressman Benjamin H. Hill with the intention to deliver
on the first
opportunity an elaborate delense
of the

Confederacy and of secession. The
advice they give him la—Don’t.
The Republicans of New York state have
gained 198 supervisors in Ihe recent city and
township elections.
The New Orleans Picayune
reports that
T. T. Allain is urging himself for the United
Stales Senate from Louisiana, as a representative colored man.
Gen. M. M. Bane, of Illinois, alleges that
Hon. Ben. H. Hill, of Georgia, told him in
Washington recently in substance, that if he
“thought the ultra views and extreme measures of the
Republican party weie to govern
and control this
government be should not
be there, nor would he remain
longer.”
It is said that the Tilden
programme was
delea'ed at the meeting of the New York
Democratic State Convention, Utica being
fixed as the place and May 15th the time of
holding the state convention to choose delegates to the National Convention instead of
Albany and an earlier day.

Current Notes.
We do not observe that any Democratic
paper is moved to speak of Mr. Fernando
Wood’s Belknapism in selling the office of
corporation attorney, while mayor of New
York.
Circumstances alter cases, and the
circumstance in this case is that Fernando
Wood is a bright and shining light of the
Democratic party.—Albany Journal,
One of the most eucouraging signs of the
times is the gradual lilting of the disabilities
that have hitherto impeded the C“reer of
woman as a worker.
It is true that some
still remain, but ihe removal of prejudice is
a
slow
a.ways
work, and we may well afford
to be patient and gratelul when we see the
advance
of thought in the right direcsteady
tion, eyeu if it does not move with the rapidity which our short-sighted zeal would exactAlready, without noise or flourish, but quietly and with diguity, woman is entering into
ev ry employment which her abilities
suggest, and the opposition, once so loud and

imperious,

uimauu

is now

ci;uu

oi

Ledger.

scarcely heard, save
me

as a

past.— rnuaaeipnia

Tbe House of Representatives proposes to
print three huudred thousand copies ol the
agricultural report. A farmer can obtain
more matter of interest and
reliability from a
siDgle number of a first-rate agticultural pa-

per than from a dozen of them.
The real
purpose of the report is to enable members of
to
flatter
their constituents and to
Congress
promote their own interests by making presents to the farmers at the public cost.
Tbe
kind of retrenchment that permits this abuse
to continue is very much like
extravagance.

—Philadelphia Bulletin.
There is a probability of truth in the story
that Gen. Butler is in Washington endeavoring to prevent the confirmation of Mr. Richard H. Dana, Jr., as minister to England.

Mr. Dana is not the kind of man in whom
Butler delights.
If he were he would not
have been so heartily indorsed by all the best
men and best journals in the
country. He
should have been confirmed by tbe Senate at
the first executive session after bis nomination was made.
His rejection would be a
damaging blow to the Republican party, as it
would be proof that the Senate is controlled
by the elements which have, to some extent,
corrupted and demoralized the party.—Hart-

ford Courant.
The people of New Hampshire decide that
they are not yet ready to turn tbe governas when they were dutiable.
The tax would
ment over to tbe old
element
scarcely be felt by the consumers, and it wbicb has of late been copperhead
coming so rapidly to
would bring a considerable sum into the
tbe front, manifesting a determination to
overturn, so far as possible, all tbe results of
Treasury.
the war. They were not to be deluded by
false issues, but met tbe enemy squarely cn
The case aaainst the admission of New
Mexico grows stronger the more one learns of tbeir own ground and vanquished them.—
Hartford Courant.
the territory. Of the population, which is
not over a hundred thousand, only 1500 are
Tbe Charges Against R. H. Dana Jr.
Ameiicans proper. About eighty tbousaud
Tbe Boston Transcript prints an explanation
are Mexicans and the others Indians. Sevenmake it so, for about everything else on it is
taxed, and even the beverages cost as much

ty-five

per cent, of the population cannot
The lalio of population is less than

read.
one

inhabitant to tbe squaie

vnlnA
a

nf

its nmriimta is

hnf

mile,

and the

rtinofxr

person._^_

The reported action of tbe Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs on the appointment of
Mr. Dana as Minister to the Court of St.
James provokes hostile criticism. The general impression is that Gen. Ben Butler
should not be considered a Republican adv'ser.
The people have thrown him over aud
the fact that senators bear to him and the
New York World against such a man as Mr
Dana isn’t relished over and above well.
Political News.
The Mississippi Republican state convention will be held at Jackson, March 31, aud
the colored men will meet on the same day
to choose delegates to their national convention at Nashville. The Louisiana Republicans meet. May 30 to elect delegates to Cincinnati, and will nominate their state ticket
June 27.
It is suggested that the hill for the admisson of New Mexico should properly be entitled “A hill to enable a Roman Catholic
bishop to elect two United States senators.”
Don’t imagine that ordering “bummers
to the rear” will send them there.
They’ve
got to be driven; and they mean to make a
good fight before they go, too.
People in New Hampshire feel well to-day,
cecause the Republicans would not “Have
Marcy ou ’em.”
Score another rat caught at the treasury
crib. This time it was a Democ-rat, and
Pendleton is shelved.
The Detroit Post draws this unique parallel: “The people of the United States are
paying interest to-day on bonds stolen by
Buchanan’s Secretary of the Interior, amounting in value to over $800,000. Yet the Dem
ocrats in Congress and on the press declare,
with ridiculous solemnity, that Belknap’s
crime is unprecedented in the history of this
any other

or

country.”

The Chicago Tribune insists, notwithstanding Mr. Storey’s donial, that the Times ot
that city is to become a Democratic organ.
It is said that a two-thirds interest is to be
transferred for $400,000, of which sum Samuel J. Tilden and Fernando Wood of New
York, Samuel Rauda'.i ot Philadelphia, and
names a.

nupsius

antee one

oi

nusourg, are 10 guarto be raised

half, the remainder

among the Democrats of the Northwest.

Henry C. Robinson, the Republican candidate for governor in Connecticut, is invited
to address the citizens of New Haven on “the

political issues of the day” by a number ot
citizens, including Henry B. Harrison, Theodore Woolsey,
Leonard Bacon, Francis
Wayland, Simon E. Baldwin. W. G. Sumner
and George P. Fishet, who say that they cordially endorse the Republican ticket for state
heartily approve the platlorm.
pretty strong list, and gives one the
impression that “the scholar in politics” is a
reality in Connecticut and not a myth.
This sort of thing is very discouraging to
poor Ileistcr Clymer and those. Democratic
investigating committees at Washington.
They had held back the evidence against Bel.
knap all winter tor use in the New Hampshire campaign, and that is all the good it has
officers and

That is

482 & 484 Congress Street,
ma!6

currency

vaults of the national bai.ks snail be “set aside
and retained as a part of the lawful money re
serve” which such associations “are, by existing laws required to maintain.”
The effect of this bill, if enacted, will be to
accumulate finally not less than $100,000,000
of demonetized coin in the vaults of the banks,
and to force into active circulation an equal
amount of legal tender notes now
dormant,
wnich are now held as a permanent reserve,
and are not permitted to be thrown into active
citculation. Occasionally a single bauk may
temporarily diminish its legal tender uotes below the legal tender reserve which it is required
to hold; but iu the aggregate it is certain lhat
the banks honestly comply with the law and
maintain the full amount ot legal tender reserve which is made obligatory upon them.
The reserve is not, however, in any sense a
part of us circulating medium, and the legal
tender notes ot wnich it is composed are prac
tically dead and witndrawn. The scheme of
the caucus (if reported correetly, which I trust
it is not) is not therefore a specie resumption
movemeut, bui a measure to positively luflate
at once, coupled witn.ja vague and indefinite
promise to begin a contraction some ten years
heuce
But why inflate if the purpose is in good
faith to finally contract? Contraction and resumption are ,one and the same thing, for the
daily price ot gold indicates wuh mathemat
ieal certainly that we nave a redundancy of
paper, and that a free conversion of it into gold
would produce au instantaneous contraction.
If the treasury was to resume to-morrow there
is no available machinery which would withdraw the greenbacks from circulation and send
them in for redemption as fast as the people
would desire to have them witbdrawu and
redeemed; and the people in the most inflated
section of the country would rnn the fastest to
get up first to the redeeming counter. No mau
consequently, can be considered iu favor of resumption of specie paymenis who opposes contraction, however much sophistry be may use
to deceive himself aDd others.
Tnis caucus currency scheme seems intended
to test the capacity of the country in respect to
uum luuauuu uuu
luuir^uuu; anu to give our
currency a more aleatory or gambling character than it now possesses—thereby increasing
the uncertainties and fluctuations in all prices,
business and investments. The silly frog iu
the fable inflated till lie split; for the purpose,
however, of imitating the size of the ox. But
lie did not commit the supreme folly of inflating for the mere purpose of contr-ctiDg or collapsing. In short, this bill of the caucus reported as agreed upon will, w. eo examined and
analyzed, be found to be nothing but the
Ohio rag baby, besmeared with a little new
paint and bedecked with a gaudy new dress;
and if it is ever seiiously brought before Congress, all the inflationists of both parties, who
closely examine it, will recognize the original
brat, cheerfully accept it, and speedily learn to
love it.

FLOURING MILLS

OB

standard

Wells has been endorsed as caudidate lor Congress by the Connecticut Democrats he ought to be good Democratic authority. He writes:
The majority of the Democratic congressional fiuauce caucus committee is repotted io
have agrted upon a plan ol resumption, which
contemplates no actual specie payment until
after the expiration of a period of more than
ten years, and which in the meantime, will require the national bauks te accumulate annu
ally a sum in gold equal to three per cent, of
their circulation, until the accumulation shall
equal at least thirty per cent, of the entire
national bank circulation. The plan further
provides that the coin ihus accumulated iu the

Government Ronds,

THE PARIS

the entire

As Mr.

DEALERS IN

a

gold

kept out of circulation.
The objections against the bill are well
summed up in the following review by David
A. Wells, published in the New York Public.
reserve

Occupants of Buildings and Lots on Alder, Brackett,
Elm, India, My rile, Preble and

City Clerk’s Office, I
March 13. 1876. f
0T1CE
is hereby given that the above named
ft]
1.1 streets have, by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered according to plans
in the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers so designated must be affixed to the buildings on said
streets within sixty days from the first day ot April
next.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
mal \
dtd

to

also does a positive harm by tore ng into circulation a hundred million dollars of greenbacks which are now held as a permanent

HUBERT BEKNIER,
Captain and Agent for Owners of Bark Emma V,
mal3d3t
Portland, March 11, 1876.

For Sale at

nnnsiui

will express specie value, and so also will
every Inferior currency which is redeemable
in standard currency. But this provision

fllHE undersigned will not be responsible for any
by the crew of the British

32

lvn

by the banks. Its framers forget that when the. Treasury notes are equiv-

Jl
debts contracted
Bark Emma V.

H,M.

arill

coin reserve

BARK EMMA V.

To Owners or

Kcnisoia,
Has

CAUSTICS
pain. Address,

NEW

FOR

City of Portland.

Southgate Dyking Company,
rPHE
A are hereby notified that their first meeting will
beheld in tbe School House, at Dunston Corner,
Scarboro*, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, March
22d, ii-st., at 1 o’clock, for the purpose of accepting
their Cl arter, organizing under ihe same and acting

cimeot’oDivr.

with-

or

And without
DR.

dc22d&w6m

Cumberland Street, south side, from Green to High
Streets.
Emery Street, east side, between Spruce and
Spring Streets.
Green Street, west side, between Cumberland and

NOTICE.

I>r.

loads at Cargo Pr*oes.

Emery and

of County CommiFsioners.
W. L. PENNELL, Sherilf.
mhl0d&w3wll
Portland, March 9, 1876.

)

dtf

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,

ments made for their proportion of ihe cost of same,
and will thereafterwards proceed to establish the
assessments on said Sidewalks as follows, viz:
On Thomas Street, east side, from Pine to Spring

hours.
Per order

upon any other business that may legally come before them
Three persons
SETH SCAMMON,
)
named in tbe
SEWELL MILLIKEN, S
act ot incorporation.
IRA MILLIKEN.
mal4U2t
Scarboro*, March 10.1C76.

—

PHILBROOK,

Dry

nanpr pnrrpnt'o

for redemption, and the Treasury will be
compelled In a very few days to again suspend specie payments. And the inflationists
will do sooner consent then that a specie reserve shall be used for redemption than
they
will consent to-day. The bill leaves the Democracy, whenever it has the control of
Congress, with liberty to stop the accumulaltion oi gold at any time. It is merely an
assurance given to the Western Democrats
that the currency shall not be contracted nor
resumption take place until after the ne xt
two presidential elections. It is a device to
tide the party over the political campaign
close at hand, by giving the hard-money
Democrats a chance to pretend that they
favor resumption, and by conciliating softmoney Democrats by the provision that the
volume of the currency shall meantime remain unaltered. No one will for a moment
believe that the bill has any chance of becoming a law. It is simply a measure of postponement, an excuse for doing nothing. In
speaking of it the New York World justly
says: “The existing law promises specie resumption in 1879. I( the caucus decides to
recommend the repeal of this promise there
is no tongue so persuasive as to induce the
people to believo the Democratic party sidcere in its demand for resumption.”
The bill coniains one absolutely worthless
provision, so far as resumption is concerned,
that which compels the accumulation of a

of Portland.

March 6, 1876, j
That the City Clerk give notice by
publication in the daily papers printed in this
City as required b.v law, to all parlies interested in
Sidewalks constructed during the past year, that
this board at some time ami place to be fixed in said
notice, win near all parties interested m tne ascess-

Pine

vnlump. r»f

Southern Pine Flooring.
300 M.

j

j

BY

No. 12 Market Street.

those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are suc-

Members ot the
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enlarged
Of 24
rooms, also new •iraina room,
reading* room
•ample rooms and billiard ball, giving u a
of acc.ommo«>atiiig 30U guests, making ii now will,
one exception, the largest Hotel in the city,
it hat
been newly painted and frescoed, refuini bed, (ma«»v
ofibe rooms with black walnut (uruiture) ami newu
carpeted, and b in all reRpects a new hotel clean
and brigbifan<l wili be k pt in all ies|*ecLsaR a lir*.
clissboiel. Most centrally located in tlie brndues
pan ti be city, it offer*- superior atl vantages to com
merd-il men and pleasure parties.
JistaUewill at all times be supplied with the
choicest that the market affords.
Tl.UO ru V WOLCOTT, i»roprieior.
new

A.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
MeDCFFFE.Cor.

1■

ME.

year has been
bv the

and Silver Ware.

NEKBILI; A t:o., 119 Middle St.

fect »aiistaction

J. E. Ditson & Co.
Successors to Lee& Walker
Philadelphia.
mar8W&S<Jfew2w

obtained in

gold reserve equal to thirty per cent, of their
circulating notes. Wbeu this is done a great

Can be

Smith Streets.

Portland, March 1, 1876.

A. H. DAVIS 4fc CO., No SO Middle Street.

J. N. MeCOV &CO.,3M

OF THE

PORTLAND
Is

Pattern and Mode! Maker.
JF. 1. BARROIJK, SS50 Fore Street, Cor.
of CrotiN, Portland*

HOOK

STOCK

THE

—

novSdtf

tf

NOTICE.

IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exchange Si. UpholMtering of all kind*
done to order.

Street.

River, for Sunday

City Clerk’s Offise, I
March 11, 1876.
f

Do^s not

Exercise and Salesroom,

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNBY & MEANS, Pearl Street,

•toilW C.

jal2

GENTLE WEN

Doubles the strength in three months.

Book Binders.
WM. A. tJCINC X. Room II, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SiTIALL &MHACKFOBD, No. 35 Plnm

a:
vutniii,
Kxpericuced
llorsi nhocrs at No* 70 Pearl Nt.

FI'EL.

711
Broadway,
New York.

IN TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAY.

niini.vnuiJi

THE

—

FOR SALE

—

EOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

MARSTON,

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE.
ItlS Eichauge ttfrret.
Agent Wanted.
octil&tf

FOR

AND

LADIES

Street.

sdec

quite

HOYT Or

THOROUGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM

A

DIRECTORY

Booksellers and Stationers.

Has Burner, Reg-

C. II. Ditson Ac Co.

d3m

ma9

ENTERTAINMENT
—

mal5

j

PORTLAND,

talent, at

For particulars see posters. Tickets 25 and 35 cts.
Reserved seats 50 cts., for sale at Stockbr luge’s.
mchl5-dlw

DRAMATIC

ST.,

febl5tf

500 Bbls. Prime Michigan Apples.
“
*s
300
Eastern Baldwins*
50 Tubs Choice Butter.
4000 Lbs. Cheese from best Maine Factories.
3000 Lbs. New Prunes.

BOSTON".

I

ST.,

ME.

Butter, Ac.

Apples,

meet-

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

Sjr

Law.

1-2 EXCHANGE

Living Waters, for Praise

Leggett, Ex-CommisReferences:—Hon.
ion, in silver, 3£ inches dia- sioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O H. Kelley.
meter. $1 00
Esq. Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky ana
Forming tbe most beautiful and appropriate me- I the Danish and Swedish minister at Washington,
mentos of our centennial conceivable.
! D. c.
They will be sent, framed in any desired stjle,
ggp-Send Stamp for our “Guide for obtaining
from 15 cts, each up for tbe stogies, from 75 cts,*up
Patents,” a book of 50 pages,
tor the sets and Medallion, which extra amounts
Address:—LO CIS BACrOER Ar CO., Soj
must accompany order.
licitors of Patents, if ashino ton, D. C.P O
dec28dtf
By rfiail tree on receipt ot price. Usual discounts
Box 444.

HOOPER,
UPHO L8TERER

HALL.

March

Tuesday,

at

a

What a prize is Shioiug
Schools! 35c.

col-

Or the oomplete set, mounted on gilt embossed
Bristol. 7x9, ready for framing:
The 9 pieceB, all in copper, $1 50 per set.
9
copper, silver and gold, $2.00
set.

pe siry,

Attornev

gem is
ings ! 30c

35 cts.

J. H.

TURNVEREIN,

Assisted by the well-known

j.

Wliat

1876.

ot the different

gold

dtf

Saccarappa,

to

-BY THE—

PORTLAND

Exchange Street.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

complimentary Benefit tendered

Prof. J.

STANTON BLOCK,

No- 31 1-2

TURNVEREIN.
Grand

FESSENDEN,
IN

coin

Name Stamps for Marking Linen, Rubber

aool3

Tourjee’s
[9*<A.OO]
equally ood book of difficult Anthems for the

this bill to provide for the contraction and
consequent appreciation of the greenback
circulation. The present amount of the
currency is left undisturbed for an indefinite
period. In effect the measure is an anticontraction bill, framed to meet the wishes
of the Western Democracy. Resumption is
not to be even entered upon until the Treasury and the banks both have accumulated a

and Metal Dating Sfamps.Ribbon Stamps,
Neal Presses, Door Plates, .House Numbers. ttteel Stamps. Niencils.
Burning
Brands, Baggage and Hotel Checks, Arc.

Price, Complete, 81,

Rama nnrnnop

onies.

Attorney at Law,

CHASE !

LOVE

an

The first cent coined by the U. S., Washington
cent, 1783.
The first half cent coined by the U. S. 1793.
Silver half dollar, coined by the U. S., 1795.
1795.
dollar,
“
1795.
Gold half Eagle,
“
«
1795.
Eagle,
Also, a reproduction in very high relief of the celeWASHINGTON MEI)Abrated ECCLESINE
LION, STRUCK IN SILVER in England, in 1790,
a beautiful work of art, the most noted profile of
the period, of the “Father of our Country.’*
The originals in the archives of the U. S. mint,
Philadelphia. Handsomely mounted on Bristol,
singly, carte de visite size, ready for training.
j
Any of the copper coins, 25 cts each.
30 cts.
silver

Street, dtf

Middle

D. W.

Monday* March 40th,

THE

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

jan5

Faint Heart Never Won Fair Lady.

SHILLING and the copper

everywhere.

book of easy Anthems for
Perkin’s
Anthem Book
Chorus Choir
Choirs, and
is

Souvenirs of the Colonies.
Birth Marks of the Republic, and
Mementos of the Cradle-days ot Liberty
Being fac-simile reproductions, iu actual metal,
from perfect specimens ot the OLD PINE TREE

MOTLEY,

Moore.

Moore’s Encyclopedia of Masic, 86.

|dtf

EIIRAORDHABT

By John

years the discharge of our pecuniary obligations, and there is no warrant for thinking
that the inflationists will be
any readier to
consent to resumption six years hence than
they are to-day. It makes no adequate provis.
ion for resumption at any time, for it fails in

Rubber Hand Stamps,

FEDERAL

1879, aud

due debt. By this act of repudiation the
Democratic party clearly takes position
against resumption. It yields to the soltmoney men by postponing for at least ten

—

®“Agents wanted. Send for circular.

I IS FORMATION.
W.

MANUFACTURERS OF

—

to resume in

does not even do the government creditors
the justice to allow them intereston the over-

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,

Carols, [lirw] Howard, 30 cl*.

Abridged $3.

STREET.

EXCHANGE

55

1776.

d&wtt

180

pudiates the pledge

St.,

S*—H H. BICH,will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to see all bis old
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf

PORTLAND.

Bassinis’
Art of Sluing. standard txxik in Vocal
Culture Used

CENTENNIAL.

novlOdtf

OVER I. F. FABRINGTON’S,

Secret!

the Comedy of

the Payne bill, a bill which is remarkable
tor the concessions it makes to the inflationists, and for little else. To begin with it reas

Stock and Stand of

H. SARGENT.

E.

—

Easier

BROS.,

feb!6

Hours—10 to 19 A. m., and 9 to 5 P. M.

Saturday evening, March 18th, and Saturday Matinee,

SOPHIE

NO.

PORTLAND.

ma3

price.

Don’t Fail to Improve this Opportunity,

Exchange Street,

WM. H.

F

LOWEST MARKET RATES.
All parties in want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

NO. 232

BOOK.

Information—about [2.000] prominent Musicians,
musical Instruments, musical tvents,Musical Terms,
musical Theory, music Books, and everything else
that one wishes to know about music, all concisely
and clearly stated. Valuable book ol retereuce. The
possessor of this [and perhaps of Ritter’s History of
Music, 2 Vols., each ®l 50] is perfectly posted and inquiry-proof in musical subjects.

at half price.

BEANIE

FOGG.

MUSIC

Price 81.33.

at half price.

&c.,

NEW

MUSICAL,

at half price
•

&

Dictionary ot

Hat Trees, Shaving Stands,

CRAM,

P.

at half

*

Chairs and Tables

RAINEY, M. A. M. D.
Office 499 1-9 Congress Street.
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.

GBEBJW BUSHES !

James Sheridan Knowles’

Marble Top Tables
Lounges and Sofas

JOBBER,
OF

THOMAS

F. Weelock.

Lady Audley’s

&

MAKER

tended to.

By Special Request,

MISS

at half price.

Legal business of all kinds promptly at-

Friday evening, March 17th,

in

Parlor Suits

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.
dly
jul

Supported by the Talented Young Actor,

And

at half price.

Watch and Chronometer markers’ Tools,
mathematical. Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus. Ac.,

Exchange Streets.
CO.,
Proprietors.

Sophie Biles,

Joseph.

Walnut Chamber Suits

BABCOCK.

MANUFACTURER

and

Monday, Marcli 13th,
The Popular Artist,

Miss

feUecdtf

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

PORTLAND MUSEUM,
I. T. WVEB Sc

P.

C.

Dr. Bullard.

Congreuu

St.

A

days

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.
a!6

2. Last Rose of Summer.
Miss Welsh.
3. Duo—Drift my Bark.Kucken
Mrs. Bullard and Flynn.
4. Laughing Trio.Mazzini
Mi68 Welsh, Mr. McLaughlin and Dr. Bullard.
5. Chorus—The Harp that onco..
9. Solo—Let Erin Remember.Moore
Mrs. Bullard.
7. Song—Comic.
Mr. C. H. O’Connor.
8. Chorus—St. Patrick’s Day.
The Star Spangled Banner.
mal7
dlt

BROS.,

Our stock
st be sold in thirty
to make room tor new goods
aud will be sold at a great sacrifice.

D.

cautioned not to trnst ALBERT
as a member of

Said Fogg has gone to parts unknown. The firm of
Johnson & Fogg is hereby dissolved
NOAH W. JOHNSON.
Attest, JOSIAH CROSBY.
feb21d3w
Garland, Me., Feb. 21,1876.

Exchange St.

No. 55

are

ALL persons

and Caution.

JOHNSON

DEANE

dtf

Brown

head of

The Democratic Congressional caucus has
at last adopted the financial measure known

RICH & JUDKINS,

D. FOGG, of Garland, Maine,
the firm of

.A.T

STREET

FREE

Dissolution

FURNITURE

Specially.

n

G. A. CLARK, M.

Mrs.

Cor. of

Damaged

Brokers!

Fluent Block, (Room No. 14)

Quartette—Bigoletto.Verdi
Bullard, Miss Welsh, Mr. McLaughlin and

1.

OB’

Cl.ARK,

Writing Visiting Cards
Jan26

74

The Financial Bill.

dly

I am prepared to furnish all these in want of Coal

11HE

manner.

Old Time.Wallace

on

Please

COAL !
the

journal.

organs.

co.’»
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Copartnership existing und-’r the name of
HABMON. PAINE & CO., was dissolved March 1, 1876.
A. E. Cnase is alone authorized to sign the firm
name in settlement of all accounts.
mal3d3t*
Portland, February 23, 1876

d&wtf

We are also prepared to receive orders for the copy
ing of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kinds of
Papers, which will be done in a prompt and satisfac-

McLaughlin.

Mr.

Trio—Turn

5.
6.

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, »teamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

—

at the

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT,

tory

&

Having bought out

mhlGdlw

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, MB.

Part 1.
1. Chorus—Song of Ireland.
Kathleen Mavoumeen.Crouch
Dr. Bullard.
3. Trio—Forest Home.Benedict
Mrs. Bullard, Miss Welsh and Miss Flynn.
4. Dear Little Shamrock
Cherry

Boobs

COAL !

Champion

00.

COPARTNERSHIP.

MAINE.

Insurance

co.,Corset*
for the

receipt of price* $1

FURNITURE.

GEO. M. CLARK

DAVIS &

Office

on

Exchange St,

CHAS. W. DAVIS.

FOR

orders by mail promptly attended to.
decl4
call or send for Catalogue.

IT !

&

Congress Street, Portland, Me,, Agents

495

EOGG,

PORTLAND,

hand

All

TRY

IN THE MARKET.

STANTON
BLOCK,
PORTLAND, M K.

geo.

S*Y so-

CORSET

Has removed to

in

on

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for

CODNSELLOR-AT-LAW,
311-2 Exchange St. Cor, of Milk.

44 1-4

a

BRASS AND STRING BAND,

COUNSELLOR- AT-LAW.

GBAKD CONCERT

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The nam< and address of the writer are Id
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty tf good faith.
We cannot nndeitake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

Violius. Guitars,
Flutes,
Accordions,
Harmonicas Clarionets,
Banjos,
Cornets* and all Instruments
Ntriugs and Music
—

JOHN C. CO K B,

H.

Also constantly

PRESS.

FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 17, 1876

Largtj Collection oltue LatestPopular Music.

THE

The Natural 'Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooma It aud 14 Fluent Block
dtf
nov8

J.

ST. PATRICK’S NIGHT.

ALL

Dr. D. T. Wilde,

ja29

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Have j ist received
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Collins & Buxton,

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PRESS.

a

done.
Senator Thurman’s frieuds have been do
ing a large amount of silent work for him
lately, and claim now that the Ohio delegation to the National convention will be in his
favor.

The Chicago Times, it is said, is to become
ardent supporter of what it has hitherto
felicitously described as “the putrid reminiscence,” to wit, the Democratic party.
A Washington special in the Providence
Journal says: “The Democrats seem to be
taking the side of Lawrence in this fight
against Dana, and are really making the
an

opposition turn upon the fact that the Stale
Department in the eaily part of the war
threw out Lawrence's wotk from diplomatic
service because it held too strongly to the
doctrine of state tights.”
The Montgomery (Ala.) Journal quietly

of tbe charges which bave been mads aeainsl
Mr. Richard H. Dana Jr., in connection with
his ed tion of “Wheaton’s International Ii*w.”
It says that it was formally agreed between Mrs.
Wheaton and Mr. Lawrence, in consideration
of seme negotiations by which Brockhans, of
Leinsic. was to nav the former 0 000 Irenes that

she

“to make

no use of Mr. Liwreuce’n
edition of ‘Wh-aton's Elements’
without his written consent
When in 1863
the seventh edition of the “Elements’* appeared
with Mr. Lawrence’s notes and annotations
entitled “Lawreooe’a Wheaton, Second Annotated Edition.” the title of the book was thus
changed without the consent of Mi. Wheaton’s representatives, who owned the copyright, and the editor had embodied, as the
owners allege, his own peculiar views of political economy, which were adverse to the then
was

note, in

a new

prevailing sentiments of patriotic Americans

at

home and in Europe. The representatives of
Mr. Wheaton then employed Mr. Dana as a
new editor, and late in 1866 the eighth edition
appeared, with bis name as editor. The Traosscrlpt adds:
“Mr. Dana bad do knowledge of any agreement between Mr Lawrence and Mr. Wheaton’s representatives, except ibe one above
quoted; and the whole claim of Mr. Lawrence
rests ou the question whether Mr Daua bad
the right to cite the same authorities on a given topic that
Mr. Lawrence did, and at the
same place.
In rendering his decision Judge
Clifford decid-d some points in favor of both
parties, laid down the principles of law applicable lo the case, aod referred the whole matter to Mr. Painejo report upon the annotations.
Mr. Lawrence never obtained an injunction,
the whole editon has been 8"ld, and the parties
are thinxing of gettii g out another.
The questions involved are purely of a private nature,
relating to a contract which Mr. Lawrence alleges was made with him by the Wheatons,
with which Mr Daua has nothing to do.
Mr.
Dana is but ooe of the parties to the suit, which
must, from the nature of things, ultimately be
decided by the Uuited States Supreme Court,
aod no issues are involved wb'ch impair his fitness for the position
to which he has been
nominated.”
Japanese Workmen at the Centennial
Grounds.—An interesting correspondent of
the New York World gives the following
sketch of work ou the Centennial grounds:
The Japanese carpenters at work fascinate
crowds of curiosity hunters, Yankee artisans
aud thieves. To keep all at a distance a guard
fence has been set around the Japanese buildAn old boss Philadelphia carpenter
ing.
whom 1 saw leaning over the fence yesterday
afternoon said, in answer to my question
whether any one could go inside:
“O, no. Tney bad to put op this concern to
keep ,ont jnst such men as me. They’ve got
tools in there that American carpenters can't
bold a candle to, and they found oat that some
folks around here wasn't above stealing. Ret
ibe too's ain’t half as ingenious as their way
of handlin’ ’em. I have watched that fellow up
there now for half a day, aed I never seen him
use a rule nor a measurin' rod.
D—d if he
don't measnre everything with his eye. See
him now—see him saw off that connection between them two posts; see bow quick he.saws
it in two with that little tine tool of his. Now
look at him put it up. There—it fits to a hair’s
breadth, aad jet he did it with his eye! Now
notice that other little cnss over yonder. He’s
fixiu’ one dove-tail ioto another; he hain’t
louchtd auythiug in tbe shape of a rule since
be began, and yon’II see he’ll (make them two
joints set as if they were melted into each
other. Hi! didn’t I tell yon so? 1 can see like
a microscope; you couldn’t get your fioger-nail
in the crack.”
“What is the wood they use?”
“Mostly a kind of cedar, straigbter, and
whiter, aod closer-grained than ours, cot so
red. and without the odor of American cedar.”
“Bat that lighter-colored and bard wood,
with those elaborate carvings, over the front
entrance and under tbe window-lintels?”
“I don’t exactly know the name of that
wood
It'is very fine—almost as fine as some
of our box-wood, but harder, and has, as yon
see. a large, broad, ornamental grain.”
“And the root tiles—what material?”
"Kabole, a clay mixture of their uwu. Bach
tile weighs about as much as one of our
bricks.”
(These tiles are ol peculiar construction—
convoluted on oue side, the other side slightly
Convolu ed, lapping under and into the couvolutiuu of its neighbor, so that the tiles are
jointed sidewise b.v tbe device of their own
I did not see that they were
construction.
kuned togeth r up and down the roof by any
oue another
joint or catch, but they overlapped
as American shingles do, and were fa-lened to
the tool by a deep under-layer of water-proof
cemeot.)
I remarked to the carpenter that each a roof
must be very heavy
That there roof
“Heavy! Ves, indeed.
must weigh nigh on to two tons.
But just see
how beautifully they contrive to support it
without letting it seem to be heavy and without seeni'cg to make any tuss.
See how light
all the timber gear
i-; jet how well tbe upr ghts are distributed and how well
placed the
-leuder braces are
It l didn’t tell you you’d
uever llnnk that roof was so
heavy. When
they get the building fiuisbed aud painted
you’ll think of the roof as the 'ightest part of
it, at,d tbe whole tbiog will seem as if jott
could take it op on your back aud carry it

away.”

[From the Chicago Journal of Commerce.]
Centennials and Millennial.
100 years ago—American Independence.
200 years ago—King Philip (the Indian) defeated and slain; habeas corpus in England.
300 years ago—Massacre of St. Bartholomew;
Spanish Amada preparing.
400 years ago—Printing invented; Isabella
the coming Queen.
500 years ago—The days of Tamerlane, the
Turk, and Chaucer, the English poet.
600 years ago—Baliol and Bruce; Richard
Bacon; Thomas Acquinas; House of Hamburg
founded.
700 years ago—Richard Coeur de Lion and
Saladin, Sultan of Egypt, measuring swords
in Palestine.
8u0 years ago—William the
Conqueror.
900 years ago—Hugh Capet, the French-

Republican Rejoicing in Baugor.
Bangor, Match 10.—The Republicans, in

burned yesterday afterNorridgewock,
Loss unknown, innoon with their contents.
surance 8700. The cause is not known;
the
family were absent at the time.
Failure nt Famporl.
Eastfort, March 16.--Wm. Campbell & Co.,
retail dry goods, have failed.
In Honor of New Hump.hire.
Rockland. March 16.— The.Republicans of
this city fired a national salute of 37 guns this
evening in honor of the victory in New Hampshire. Some of the bells were
rung, and other
were

1.000 years ago—Alfred the Great.
1,100 years ago—Charlemagne and Haroun
A1 Raschid.
1,200 years ago—Mohammedanism making
lively work in Constantinople aud other
places.
1,300 years ago—Old Chosrose, the Persian,
lives by murder, and the Pope is made a secular judge among kings.
1,400 years ago—The 8axons lively in Britain. Clovis establishes the French monarchy,
and the Visigoths conquer Spain
1,500 years ago—The Roman Empire, having legislated many years in favor of capital
against labor, begins to fall to pieces.
1,600 years ago—The worid has nothing batter to do than to broach and denounce heresies

demonstrations of rejoicings made.
Convention of Reform Clubs.
Belfast, March 17.—The state convention
of temperance reform clubs continued its session to-day. C. C. Frost of Auburn was elected president with vice presidents from each
club represented.
The afternoon addresses
were
delivered by Mrs. Prentiss and Mrs.
Crossman of Baogor, Hon. A. G. Jewett of
Belfast, and others.
Kittcry Navy Yard.
Portsmouth, March 16.—The uaval investigating committee had Wm. F. Noyes of this
city, late foreman of shipwrights at the navy
yard, on the stand a good part of the day, his
examination commencing Wednesday afternoon. The drift of the testimony related solely to contracts, hat nothing damaging was
elicited, Fernald, foreman of the shipwrights;
Brooks, foreman of the Bhip joiners, and Locke,
timber inspector, were also severally examined

and get up religious persecutions.
1.700 years ago—Marcus Aurelius, Tacitus
and Plutarch.
1,800 years ago—Jerusalem destroyed and
Herculaneum and Pompeii buried.
1876 years ago—All the world at peace and
Christ born.
6.000 years ago—Adam rose to the dignity
of a large real estate owner, but by poor management was driven into involuntary bank-

ruptcy.

Impeachments.—There have been only six
impeachment trials before the United States

Senate,

and but two persons were ever convicted.
The first case was that of Senator
Blount, charged with treason in 1798, but there
was no trial, the jurisdiction of the Senate being denied on the ground that a senator was not
an officer of the United States,
Judge Pickering of New Hampshire was found guilty of
drunkenness in 1803, and removed.
Judge
Humphreys of Tennesee was impeached for
treason early in the war, and convicted. The
most celebrated trial, down to President Johnson’s, was that of Judge Samuel Chase of
Maryland, wholwas impeached in 1804 for political partisanship in the trials of Fries and
Callender for libel, five years before. Chase
was one of the signers of the Declaration of InHaving once
dependence aud a great spirit.
ordered a sheriff to summon a posse and take
some rioters to jail, he was timidly answered
that nobody {would respond.
“Summou mo
o.nn

„,1
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about fifteen minutes to day.
The committee
have issued orders to the present and former
beads of naval departments to furnish them
lists of the men employed in their respectivo
gangs since 1868, this being required for obtaining the general political animus which has
actuated the several bosses.
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•

the Press.)
Buoy Adrift—Schooner Injured.
Rockland, March 16 —Revenue cutter Dobbin, 1st Lieut. J. H. Rogers commanding, cruising from the eastward, reports buoy gone in
Lazy Gut channel, buoy off Lazy Gut Island
gone, no where in sight.
Also, reports schooner Mary Ann, of and for
Jonesport from Rochland, struck ou the ledge
south of Carr’s Rock; leaking badly. Put into
Comet Island lor repairs.
A.
[To the Associated Press!

LSpecial

acquitted.—Sprinqfield Republican.

His wife wanted to confess
restrained her and has borne

impression.

Foundered at Sea.
The ship Emmerides from Beaufort, N. C.,
bound to Greenock foundered at sea. The captiin, mate’ and seven of the crew were lost.

the odium to screen her.
Six boxes matches, 50 cents; pistol, $28; suspenders, $1.73; four yards of cambric, 80 cents
a yard; broom 75 cents; six plates, $2.25; five
gallons coal oil, $10; two bushels potatoes, $10;
water cooler, $14; two bottles ale, $1.50; bottle
soothing syrup, $1.50. This is a price list at
Fort Sill, which shows how Marsh and Evans
made their money.
They are making a new kind of cloth in Lyons
from the down of hens and ducks and geese.
Seven hundred and fifty grams of feathers
make one square metre of a light and very
warm water-proof cloth, which can be dyed in
all shades.
Daniel Drew in his palmy days was counted
worth $14,000,000, and three years ago he was
called good for s!x millions.
It is said that if Congress passes a bill to

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Alleged Bribery.

Newburypoet, March 16.—The town of
South Hampton, N. H., is in a state of great
excitement over tht alleged bribery of a prominent Democrat to steal Democratic votes from
the ballot box. It is stated that $250 was the
price paid and that letters from prominent Republican managers relating to the affair have
been unearthed and will be published.
NEW YORK.
Insolvent Bank.
New York, March 16.—The directors of the
Bank of the State of New York met to-day
and elected Lawrence Tumure Vice President.
They also appointed a committee to investigate the affairs of the bank and report as soon
as possible. No instructions have been received
to day from the Comptroller of the Currency.
It is said that the requited extension of 60 days
has not been signed by tbe necessary number
of creditors and hence the appointment of an
Private despatches
investigating committee.
from Washington announce that the Comptroller of the Currency has decided not to appoint a receiver in the case of the suspended
bank, and that the new directors will at once
The

compel the Union Pacific Railway Company to
pay its interest Jay Gonld will follow Uncle
Daniel into a bankrupt court.
Congressman Lamar is threatened with paralysis, and there is little prospect that he will
be able to resume his seat in the House again
this session.
The mysterious woman whom the Democrats
have shut up in Willard’s Hotel in Washington, is Mrs. Gen. Rboddy, whose husband is
under iudictment for complicity in some fraudulent cotton claims. She is said to know some

resume

Tbe

same man.

religious

presidential candidate, brought out severe
remarks against Tilden from Josepn Warren,

John

.Morrison’s Tariff Bill,
Washington, March 10.—The Ways and
Means Committee to day decided to take up
Mr. Morrison's tariff bill for consideration.
The motion was carried by a strict party vote.
All the Republican members opposed it on the
ground tbat the tariff question should not be
Several Democrats
agitated and reopened.
who voted to take up the bill stated that they
did not intend thereby to pledge themselves to
anything more than to allow.it to be considered,
and Mr. Wood was absent by reasou of sickness, but sent word tbat if present he would
oppose taking np the bill or in any other way
reopening the tariff question at this time.
The Annual Appropriation Bill.

Wales.
Bichard Wagner has agreed to compose a
grand march for the opening of the Philadel-

The

at New York harbor
and

great fields of ice off the coast.
Mrs. Taft is a most cultivated lady, highly
accomplished, with a decided predeliction for
belles-lettres.
She is remarkable for her exemplary piety and her active benevolence. She
is constantly engaged in works of charity, and
her removal to Washington will be a serious
loss to the poor of Cincinnati, in whose cause
she has unceasingly labored. Although wealthy
Judge and Mrs. Taft have always preferred a

iously.

Matters.
The Secretary of War to-day awardtd the
contracts for transporting the army supplies
from Yankton to Port Benton and intermediate
points on the Missouri river to the lowest re-

cared
much to enter into gay society.
They have
three sous, one of whom is married and has
children.
The Norristown Herald thinks there was no
never

Hon.

of having a shower of meat in Kentucky
as long as the
whiskey held out.
A Western correspondent says that
Congress-

affected,

and roars like

a

“pen-

The Khedive has always been prejudiced in
favor of American officers in his service, and
since the signal victory that Egypt has won in
Abyssinia he will be more favorably disposed
than ever toward them.
The victory which
compelled the Abyssinian King to sue for peace
hwilliant

nnn

nn,l

t_

ing, the commander of the expedition that
gained it, is an American, active, courageous,
cautious, and an excellent officer in all respects.
He had to meet new conditions in the
campaign

in which he has been so successful.
He com
manded about fifteen thousand troops, and he
had but three batteries of artillery; but with
this force he pushed his column into the ene-

my’s country and joined battle with eighty
men in a region of whose
topography he knew comparatively little.
The Utah papers report great mining activity, and expect a large increase of ore and bullion production the present year.
About 60,000 pounds of Chicago cooked corn
thousand

creasing.

Business is said to be very lively in
Minnesota. The wholesale trade of the cities is
greater
than ever before at this season of the year.
The National Union of Andersonville Bur.

vivors will hold their third annual reunion at
Norwich, Conn., on the 12th of April. Gen.
Gen. J. K.

Hawley

James G. Blaine have been

is rea

Casualties.
Hoyt and Bridges, who are under indictment
in Chicago for whiskey frauds, havo gone to
Loudon, Canada.
The residence of R. W. Hamlin at Hyde
Park, Mass., was burned Wednesday night.
Loss §6,500. Insurance §2,GOO.
The mutilated remains of a man found floating in Gowans Bay a few days ago have been
iDdentified as tbe remains of Capt. Thomas
Hamlin of Phelidelpbia, who has been missing
since August. It is said he was robbed of §3,000 or §4,000 and then thrown overboard. His
life was insured for §75,000.
An incendiary fire yesterday morning totally
destroyed tbe works of tbe Florence Tack
Company at Northampton,
Loss §20 000; insured §13,300.
William C. Price, a student at Harvard College, injured a few days since while wrestling,
ditd yesterday.
The coroner’s jury iu the case of William
Carty of Portsmouth, N. H., returned a verdict
of manslaughter against Andrew J. Smith, a
police officer, by a blow from whose billy Carty
died.
Crimes and

beef are sold in Philadelphia every week, and
the consumption of tbe article is
rapidly in-

Sherman,

Virgiuia

Investigation ioto the Charge Against
Congressman Mays.
Washington, March 16.—Prof. Cbarlier.
wuo Keeps a private school in JSew York, has
testified to the sub-eomaiittee that he paid William Lilly of Washington, §3000 for procuring
a West Point Cadetship for
Grey R. Beardsley.
Lilly admitted this but denied that Congressman Hays of Alabama, from whose district tbe
appointment was made after a temporary residence at Tuscaloosa, received a dollar of the
fee.
He had been on intimate terms with
Hays, who had previously made two appointments which proved failures, and was glad to
have a chance of appointing a qualified boy.
Lilly added he had deceived Hays by assuring
him that tbe boy was a bona fide resident of his
district.
Young Beaidsley’s mother corroborated the
statement of Charlier and Lilly.
There is a
question of a nolo of Hays for §1500, which
has been in the hands of his friend Lilly for
collection, and it is surmised there may be some
connection between this and sale of cadetship.
Yonug Beardsley is to be before the committee
tomorrow.

work bis degrees, which is opposed to the tenets ot freemasonry.

a

Wilson of West

CADETSHIP SALES.

King Kalakauagot his thirty-second Masonic
degree as a monarch and without being able to

annaronMtr

Beuj.

ported somewhat better to-Dight.
The jury in the Halleck case brought in
verdict of guilty.

nyroyal bull.”

nraa

Various

sponsible parties.
Hallett Kilbourue, the recusant real estate
pool witness, remains in jail. No movement
has yet been made for a habeas corpus.

uie

Lamar is

Republican

Senators held a caucus this
morniDg to deteimine what will be the general
policy in regard to the sweeping reduction already made or contemplated by the House on
the annual appropriation bill.
No conclusion
was reached and the
subject will be further
discussed at an adjourned meeting to-morrow.
The Committee ou Patents.
The Senate Committee on Patents to day
heard reports ot the National Stove-making
Association in opposition to Mr. English’s bill
amendatory to the patent and copyright laws,
some portions of wbich they arguea
would, if
enacted, affect stove manufacturers injudic-

phia exhibition.

man

and Richard Shell.

Mr.

personal friends of the Prince of

simple style of living, and have

Kelly

WASHINGTON.

exer-

arriving
yesterday,report having seen large icebergs

Til-

as a

at once terminated.
who has made such a sensation in London fashionable life by eloping with
Lord Blandford, is less than twenty-five years
old, and her husband, who is only twenty-seven, has managed in six years to dispense $150,000, and so deport himself that she had to leave
him.
The gentleman with whom she has departed has so abused his wife that for some
time she has been away from him. All the

Several vessels

Enthusiastic lor Gov.

and

the Hocinvited to be pres-

ent.

Metkical Svstem.—The Legislature of Massachusetts request Congress to appoint a time

when the metrical
system shall be the only legai
one.
An excellent
request, the mere legalizing
0
**
years aSO
has, of course, produced
sma
e
ects.
Even the postmasters
have never
been furnished with
tcales, except for half The Kliode* Sslatitl Democratic Convenso
to
at
ounces;
they have charged by the half
tion.
onnce for all these
years, while the law has
Providence, R. I., March 1G —The Demostood that the weightof three
n,ckel;half dimes cratic state convention met to-day ;n th:s city.
(fifteen grains) weight go for a single
Wra. B. Beach presided.
rate
It
IS time to take auother
Gee. George Lewis Cooke of Warren was
step in advance, and it '
Ziba O Slocnm of
might as well be a long one. There is no mer- nominated forforGovernoi;
Lieut. Governor; John P.
Sloucester,
cy in taking off a dog’s tail by inches,-better
Pierce of Souih Kingston, for Secretary of
take a'l at once, if yon are forced to take it at State; Oscar S. Laphatn of Providence, for
Attorney General; aud Wm. P. Congdon of
all.
Newport, for General Treasurer.
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Doing

a

York, March

Nkw

1G.—A Bismarck, Kan.,
the Herald says that certain docu
raents have beeu forwarded from there to
Washington showing the complicity of certain
people in the sale and barter of post traderships. It says that Post Lincoln, opposite Bismarck, is paying to Belknap and his friends
more than $12,000 yearly.
Other smaller posts
are paying to the same in proportion.
The evidence will show that one Senator and
one ex-Senator, both from the same state, the
latter now Governor of a Territory and holding
a high position in the War Department, and a
territoiia! ex-marshal, have all been deeply interested in the sale of post traderships. ExGov. Campbell of Wyoming, made a snecial
visit to Wathington to control the appointment
He effected bis
and sale of post traderships.
purpose and the Campbell brothers received a
third of the profits. Mr. Hedrick of Ottumwa,
a revenue agent in Iowa, is said to have received hundreds of thousands of dollars from the
sale of post traderships, which sums can be
traced to other parties holding high official positions, including Belknap. One letter written
in 1870 by Hediieb, announces that he can control any tradership in any department.
Another letter to a post trader, finding fault
with the latter for the small profits derived,
says, speaking of General Bice of Iowa, “You
know Bice is a bachelor of expensive habits,
Be must have his codliving in Washington.
fishing iu summer and his trip to Florida iD
winter. Yuu must pay up and beep him going.
He can’t live on less than 810,000 a year.” The
trader at Fort Lincoln fearing removal a few
weeks ago, Orville Grant’s clerk at Standing
Bock advised him to see Grant, saying, “He
can fix yon.”
The despatch says: “A telegram
has beeu seen here from Delano to Orville
Grant, ma&iug the appointment of Baymond
of this place, as trader at Berthold, upon a telegraphic demand of Grant.”
The post traders along the Missouri river having been taxed almost to the full amount of
their profits, and regarding the downfall of
Belknap as the breaking up of the ring, are
anxious and willing to hasten to Washington
and disclose all they know.
The post of Fort
Fetterman paid a profit of 876,000 in two years
to be divided among members of the ling. The
ex-Senator mentioned placed his son in one of
the most lucrative positions.
A despatch from the West asserting that exGov, Campbell of Wyoming, was interested in
the sale of post tarderships Las only this foundation: The Governor insisted that all federal
offices iu the territory should be given to the
Bepubltcans, including post traderships. He
did not come to Washington for the purpose,
but talked it over when ordered here as a mem-

despatch
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who was at one time appointed a post trader by
Gen. Auger, just before the appointments were
given into the charge of the War Department,
but young Campbell’s appointment was countermanded from Washington.

THE EMMA MINE.
The

Loudon Ilour’s Comments

on

E'rof

Hilliman’s f.cticr.

London, March 1C.—The Hour, referring to
Prof. Silliman’s letter, says:
We have made enquiry at the Emma mine
offic^concerning this matter, and though Prof.

Sillimau is correct in saying the records of the
Emma mine directors from March to May,
1872, made no allusion to the receipt of any
such telegram, he is wrong in stating that no
such telegram was ever sent, ter the original
telegram is in the Emma Mine office, with the
Emma Mine Company’s stamp showing Us receipt at that office April 5,1872, and the cable
company’s stamp showing its receipt at Telegraph street on the 5th of April, 1872. The
following is a copy:
Zb the Emma Mine, London:
Very great improvements since last report,
on the ninth floor, drifted 120 feet, and on the
tenth floor 40 feet: and at bottom (of) Winze
70 feet below old workings, drifted 40 feet, all
in ore. Sample assays 28 per cent, lead and
$2000 silver. Reserves discovered since last
report over 8000 tons. Everything connected
with the mine highly satisfactory. Mailed
supplementary report. Canon road still bad.
Shall forward 1000 tons first-class ore forthwith.
Have 05 tons bullion worth $20,000. Propose
selling here. Arrauged all other matters here.
Will report fully on return.
Williams, Stillman & Hussey.
Moreover there is a letter from Sillimau conthe
firming
subject and letters from Hussey
referring to it.

KENTUCKY7
Wbai the Chief

CENTRAL CLAIM.
Cierk

of

the

War

De-

if.
Washington, March 16,—The Committee on
Expenditures in the War Department to-day
examined H. C. Crosby, chief cleric in the war
department. He testified that in June 1873,
the Secretary of War directed him to send to
the Treasury Department for the papers in the
The third
Kentucky Central railroad case.
auditor sent the papers to the Secretary of
War accordingly. Witness did not know why
the papers were withdrawn. When they were
handed over to him by the Secretary they
seemed
to
be the original papers.
The
package appeared as if it had not been opened
or entered.
Witness sent the papers to the
portment Knows About

‘'■vviu

Lady Aylesford,

are

not

An Albany special says at a secret meeting
of the Democratic state committee, yesterday,
a remark by Mr. Apgar in ravor of Mr. Tilden

cises were

parties

operations.

Democrat*

board about all tbe naval vessels.
Daniel Butterfield, who was assistant treasurer at New York until the Black Friday, says
that he did not pay $20,000 for that appointment.
Three pious girls of Elmira, N. Y., concluded
to pray for the welfare of their lovers, but the
first one had not got very far along in her peti'
tion when it was discovered that they were all

engaged to the

to

Au Abandoned Ship’s Crew.
Liverpool, March 16.—The British ship
Greta, from San Francisco Nov. 25th, arrived
today. She brings a portion of the crew of the
British ship Great Britain, from Doboy, January 22d, abandoned. Eleven of the crew were
drowned, and four died from exposure.

Mrs. Belknap told her husband that Marsh was
the trustee of her dead husband’s estate, and
that the money he sent her was the proceeds of
it, and that the Secretary receipted for it under

all, bat Belknap

Officers

Thriving Business.

uei

Newsaud Other Items.
Fort Sill, so suddenly grown famous, was
named in honor of Gen. J. W. Sill, a most brilliant and promising young officer, who commanded a brigade in Sheridan’s division at the
battle of Stone River, and fell dead at the bead
of his troops on Dec. 31,1862.
A Washington correspondent gives currency
to a story that Gen. Belknap is actually, as has
been hinted might be the case, the victim of
his two wives. The correspondent claims that

this

NEWS.

MARINE

Aaron Barr’s trial, one of the few famous
American state trials, was after the expiration
of his term of vice-president, and before a jury
on an indictment for high treason, of which he

F O RE I a N

SENATE.
Washington, Mar. 16.
Mr.

Government

honor sf tho victory in New Hampshire, and
of success in this and other cities of this state
at municipal elections, have a mammoth campaign banner flying and are exultant.
Fire in Norridgewock.
Skowhkgan, March 16.— A house and barn
owned and occupied by Charles Bigelow of

Session.

Chicago, March 16 —Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is strong, higher and unsettled: No 2 Chicago
1 0o4 @
Spring at 1 01$ on spot; 1 02$ seller
closed at l C6| seller May; just
117 seller for
after close May sold at 1 U6|; No 3 do at 87; rejected
at 87; rejected 75 (a) 75$c. Corn is inegular and in
main highei; No 2 Mixed strictly fresh at 44c bid on
the spot; 43gc bid seller for April; 47$c bid seller lor
May. Oats—No 2 at 34$c seller for May. Barley is
neglected and quoted at 57@58$e on the spot; 56c
seller May. Rye nominally unchanged. Clover seed
iu fair demand and higher; prime medium 9 50 for
seller April. Timothy ouiet and steady at 1 90 @
2 30 for common to choice. Pork is strong at 22 15
on spot: 22 17$ (a) 22 20 seller April; 22 42$ @ 22 45 for
seller May; 22 65 (a) 22 70 seller June. Lard generally unchanged but some sales rather higher; sales at
13 20 @ 13 25 on spot; 13 30 seller April; 13 50 seller
for May; 13 70 seller for June. Balk Meats are lirm;
shoulders at 8gc; short rib middles 12Jc; clear sides
at 121c.
Receipts—4,000 bbls tiour, 14,000 bush wheat, 40,000 bush corn, 18,000 busb oats. 5.000 bush barley,
700 bush of rye.
Shipments—7,000 bbls tiour, 15,000 bush wheat, 15,000 bush corn, 4,000 busu oats, 5,000 oush barley,
400 bush rve.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
firmer and unchanged. Corn is lower at 53§c seller
April; 46$ @ 47c seller May. Oats are unchanged.—
Pork easier at 12$ lower. Lard firm and unchanged,

April;

MORE SENSATIONAL STORIES.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

man.

Fortj -Fourth Congress—First

POST TRADERSHIPS.

BY TELEGRAPH.
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when
they remained till a week
they were returned to the third auditor at his
own request.
The claim of the Kentucky
Central railiord was paid in June 1871.
Testimony of Keu. Kiddoo.
Gen. Kiddoo was sworn who testified that
Clymer called his attention to a telegram iu
the New York Hera'd of the 8th of March,
written by Mr. Nordhofli on the authority of
Gen. Boynton. He was asked whether he told
Col. Grafton or any one else that some years
ago Mr. and Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. Boyntou and
Mr. Clymer traveled together in Europe.
Witness replied that he did not as nothing of
the kind occnred. Witness however met Mr.
Clymer at Vienna July 4,1873. They traveled
in Germany together and parted at Berlin iu
July. Witness in answer to a question replied
that as far as he recollected be related to Col.
Grafton, ;Gen. Boynton’s informant, what he
said to Olyir.er, namely, that it was a matter
which ought to be thoroughly investigated and
which perhaps involved a promiuent member
of the party other than that lo which Belknap
belonged, meaning Pendleton.
Clymer said
they had not sufficient data to go for an inves-

tigation.

Witness remembered that he said to Clymer
that he had as much data against Pendleton as
he had against Belknap when he commenced
the investigation of the latter. Witness in responce to a question from C'ymer replied:
“Mr. Clymer said iu substance that he would
go to the War Department for information
concerning Pendleton when witness told him
he had better go to the Treasury Department.”
Clymer—Did 1 show any unwillingness to
to examine Pendleton’s case?
I
A.—No, I never said so to Col. Grafton.
thought however, that there was a strong partisan leelingin tbe matter but this was only au
opinion. You neither expressed nor manifested an indisposition to investigate.
P.—Did you ever say to Col. Grafton you
would insist on having Mrs. Marsh subpoenaed.
A.—I certainly did not. I saw .Col. Grafton
who admitted he was mistaken in his narrative
on that point.
Iu all matters pertaining to this
subject I was particular not to have my Eame
mentioned. Witness remarked he had never
said anything prejudicial to any member of tbe
Committee in any shape or manner.
In reply to a question by Danford witness
said he thought he had the conversation with
Mr. Clymer tbe night after tbe resolutions concerning Belkuap were presented in the House.
Witness the night before had conversation
with Mrs. Marsh on the subject of Pen Ueton’s
case.
When she spoke about tho interviews
she had with Mrs. Belknap, she replied in substance that tbe case of her husband was not as
serious as the matter connected with the Kentucky Central Btilroad in which case she was
supposed to have received $70,000, but, said
Mrs. Belkuap, “I did not receive $70,000.”
Witness could not state whether Mr. and Mrs.
Marsh were iu the city when on Thursday
night he made the communication to Clymer.
i..

l..
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said lrom the impression Mrs. Marsh’s
communication left on his mind, Mrs. Belknap
practically admitted that money had passed to
Per hands bat no amount was named.
Q.—What was your Inference?
A. —Mrs. Marsh left me to draw my inference
and I leave you to draw yours. (Laughter.)
Testimony of Ibc IV. V. Nun’s Corresponwitness

dent.

Mr. Gibson, correspondent of the New York
Sun, testified that as soon as the information
concerning Pendleton leached Mr. Clymer, he
at once commenced the search for the information. The witness at the request of Mr.
Clymer assisted in the work. Clymer showed
the utmost anxiety to obtain all the facts in
the case.
Testimony of ibc Ntcretary of the Kentucky Central.
A. II. Rausom, formerly Secretary of the
Kentucky Central Railroad Company, testified that in the spring of I860 he made an
effort to collect the claim. By an airaugement
with the company he was to receive 25 per
cent., but alter much labor and a sojourn in
Washington for three months he went home
without having effected a settlement. Pendleton, however, succeeded in collecting the claim
in 1871, after an agreement or coutract with
those interested in it.
When Peudletou returned to Cincinnati he gave Ransom $10,500
of
the
account
latter’s
on
former connection
with the claim. Witness was satisfied that if
it had not been for Mr. Pendleton he would
have received uothiog.
Mr. Danford asked, wa3 not the claim given
to Mr. Pendleton because of his political and
social influence?
A.—1 can’tsay that, but it was because they
Witness
thought he could get the money.
knew nothing about the improperuse of money
to influence the allowance of the claim.
The committee adjourned till to morrow,
Blockarle'on the fuion Pr.riiic.
from the
West state that trains on the mountain divisrailroad
ion of tbe Union Pacific
to-day have
been abandoned on account of the snow blockade between Green River and Evanton.
Several of the freight trains are snowed 00 Crestou Hill between Bitter Creek and Rawlins,
and everything has been blocked all day. Large
forces of men working with snow-plows will
start from Bitter Creek in 'he morning to get
through. It is still snowing and drifting very
badly. There was a severe storm in this vicinity to-day. Clear hut cold with a gale from the
Know

Omaha, March 16.—Telegrams

northwest,

Anthony,

from the Commiitee

on

4»hhb betla.

Print-

ing, reported back the two resolutions in relation to printing debates, and asked to he discharged frym its further consideration. Agreed

Paris, March 16.—Gambetta has written a
letter tu the electors of Lille, Hordeau aud Marseilles, auuuunciug that be, has been elected

to.
He also submitted the following as the report of the committee on the subject:
Resolved, That the proceedings and debates
shall be priuted in the Kecord as actually
delivered and taken dcwn by the official reporters, (grammatical errors excepted) and
shall be furnished to the printer in seasou for
the next publication of the Kecord. Placed on
the calendar.
Mr. Boutwell introduced the following:
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasuty
be requested to furnish for the information of
the Senate the annual product of gold and
silver in the United States from 1874 to 1875,
inclusive; also the amount of gold and silver in
other pasts of the world for the same years,
and an estimate of the gold and silver in the
United States at the present time.
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precluded the probability of silver coin remaining in circulation if issued. The feasibility of
keeping it in circulation depended upon the
premium on gold which during the past year
had fluctuated 9f per cent., and no man was
warranted in asserting that that range of fluctuation would Dot be maintained, and might
not be greatly exceeded. To legislate silver in-

circulation under such circumstances was
pure guess work without the first element of
statesmanship, or aDy proper regard for the
laws of tiuance. The attempt to do so had only
made the financial magnates of the Republican
party throughout the country a laughing stock
to the financiers of the world.
He intimated
the passage of the resumption act had some
connection with the “big bonanza” and that
the very best thing that could happen to the
“Bonanza” party was to have its bullion transferred from the mines to the United States
mint. This would be a sale of the mine better
than theEmma operation without any chickens
coming home to roost. These big bonanza gentlemen had been pretty successful in getting
rid of their silver before it fell in valne.
Up
to the 1st of October last the directors of the.
mint had purchased over $12,000,000 of silver at
au average price of
56J pence per ounce, while
the price of silver last week in London was
52|
per ounce, a fall of Eearly four pence per
ounce, which on the quantity purchased for the
mint made a difference of nearly
$1,000,000,
He thought it no wonder the Secretary was
directed to hurry up the issue of the coins.
The fall in the price of silver within lour
months had made it possible to put subsidiary
silver coins into circulation without its leaving
the country or going into the melting pot, un^
less gold should advauc 3 to 1.20, or uuiess the
price ot silver should again advance in the
London market. The fall iu the price of silver
was a piece of unexpected good fortune to the
Treasury officials. The Secretary had taken
heart and saw his way clear to putting out the
silver provided he could get the approval of a
Democratic House.
Why did the Secretary
want that approval?
He denied the substitution of the subsidiary
silver coin for fractional currency had
anything
to do with the resumption of
specie payments.
It was only the substitution of metallic tokens
for paper ones. The resumption law so far as
it related to the coinage of silver, was a blunder.
The purchase of silver bullion was a
blunder, and the coinage of the silver was a
blunder. The be3t remedy for it was to sell the
silver for what it would bring and to save further loss which would result, from the almost
certain coutinual fall in prices.
The debate was continued by Mr. Kelly of
Pa., against the issue of silver coin, and by Mr.
Reagan of Texas in advocacy of it.
Amendments were proposed by Messrs ReagaD, Holman and Page.
Without action oa the bill the committee
to

rose.

Mr. Youug of TeDD., from
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to the eftect that it was impossible to force iuto the House sufficient fresh air lor the
supply
af 000 persons, and with a resolution to exclude
from the galleries all persons except those who
have the privilege of the reporters’ and
diplo
matic galleries, and such as may he admitted
on the cards of members.
A. debate spraDg np on the report, Mr. Harrison of Illinois advocating it on the ground
that the gentlemen’s gallery was daily crowded
with idlers, and that the members of the House
were being poisoned by foul air, and Mr. Conger of Michigan opposed it as proposing to draw
a line between the classes of Ametican
people.
He suggested sarcastically, that the Democratic majority iu the House should be able to force
in a supply of air uuder the previous question
or by the suspension of rales, or by some
other
In the course of the discussion Mr.
means.
Blaine remarked that from some source or other the air of the hall had never been so had
as
this year, and Mr. Wilson of Iowa asserted that
it was worse than the air of emigrant ships.
Mr. Hoar remarked that he had come here
eight years ago the youngest member of his
delegation and now he was the senior member
of that delegation, and in that brief period
seven members of that delegation had died.
The report was recommitted.
Mr. Landers offered a resolution to restoie an
elective government in the District of Columbia.
House at 5.40 adjourned.
inETEOBOiiUiiicm,.
PUOUAlilLITIES FOB TIJE NEXT

TWENTY FOUR

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
>
March 17, (1 A. M.)
J
For fVew Euglaud.
rain and snow, brisk and high
easterly to
southerly winds, falling barometer and rising
temperature; for the Middle States, light rain
over the northern portion and
clearing weather
in the southern portion, with southerly to westin
erly winds, slight change
temperature and
low followed by rising barometer.
Cautionary signals coutinue on the Atlantic
coast from Cape May to Eastport and at
Milwanltee and Grand Haven.

Prosper M. Wetmore, regent of New York
Lniveisity, well known in New Yo:k and
elsewhere, formerly of New England, died yesterday morning.
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women.

A report was circulated yesterday that all the
meat at a slaughter house in this city had been
poisoned by negroes. The origin of this false
report is unknoAm, but iu consequence of it,
over three-fourths of the over-creuulous Havaueso Lit their meat untouched rn their breakfast tables this moruing.
Not a single case of
poisoning has been reported.
A general desire is expressed that Captain
General Jovellar will send the Nanigos to Fernando Po, all of them being bad characters.

IIAYTI.
Jacmel in ifac Hands of tbc Revolution*
ists-Thc Leader of the Rebellion, etc.
New York, March 16—The Haytien MiDis*
ter. PrestoD, yesterday notified the Haytien
Consul here not to clear any vessels for Jacme),
as that city is in the hands of Caval,
who, with
a revolutionary force recently captured it.
A memberot the Haytien revolutionary party
in this city, says Caval is the man who was kept
in safety by the American Minister Basseit,

months, subsequently goiDg to Kingston,
Jamaica, where be, with other wealthy Haytieus, bought the Octavia and loaded her with
arms
and forty revolutionists.
Caval is the
some

1868 and upset ihe government of Salnave.
The steamer Atlas which sailed from here for
Kingston last Saturday, had on board the Haytieu ex-Senator Counear, with Col. Coligeny,
both of whom have gouetojoin Caval in his
efforts to overthrow the Dominguez government. Dominguez is charged with having prostituted the Huytien government to Spain, and
driveu out ail fugitive Cubans receiving therefor the protection and assistance of Spain. In
this connection may be taken the announcement per West India cable Dst night, that the
Spanish war vessels had captured the Oetavia
and taken her to Porto Rico. Another significant item is the sailing yesterday from Port
Mouroe of the American gunboats Plymouth
and Vandalia.
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Sanguinary Society of Superstitious Ne-

which the members names are drawn
one drawn to swear to kill the first
person whom he encounters.
The police also
found an altar on which was a figure of Jesus
Christ with two knives slicking in the back
pointing out the exact spot where the Nanigo is
to plunge the kpife iuto his victim.
The Nanigos have a belief and pertorm ceremonies somewhat resembliug those of the Voudous. They
we re formerly all blacks, but among the arrested were a number ot whites and fifteen

appreciation, and it was never safer than now
for public men and public officials to trust
themselves to the good serse and better judg-

HOUSE.

closed.

groes.

me

Mr. Lord of New York, from the Judiciary
Committee, reported back the bill for the dis
tribution of the unappropriated moneys of the
Geneva award.
Recommitted and made a
special order of March 29th.
Mr. Hunton of Virginia, from the same
committee, reported back the resolution directing the Attorney General to transmit to the
House all the papers and letters asking for the
removal of Judge Belfort, district judge lor the
territory of Colorado, and the appointment of
Judge Stone in his stead, and all the papers
pointing to the alleged corrupt rulings of Judge
Stone. Auopted.
The House at 1.45 went into the committee
of the whole, Sayler in the chair, on the bill to
supply the deficiency in the currency printing
a»d engraving bureau of the
Treasury Department, and for the issuing of silver coin in place
ot fractional currency.
Bill appropriates &1G0,000 and directs the Secretary of the Treasury to
issue silver coin in redemption of all fractional
currency outstanding.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania, chairman of
the appropriation committee, explained and advocated the bill.
The subject was discussed by Ward and
Hewitt oi New Yoik. The latter argued that

are

Havana, March 14.—A great deal of excitement has prevailed here in consequence ot the
police having ou Sunday arrested about 150
Nanigos while celebrating their feast called
“The Sacrifice.”
Tbo carcass of a fowl, the
blood of which the Nanigos drink on such oc
was
fuuud in a room, and also the
casions,

people for the people and by the people. Happily these statements were receiving their ju3t

of their fellow citizens.
Mr. Logan said he did not kuow such a bill
had reached the Senate. When be did and
should see it, he would advocate it or oppose it
as he thought best.
It was charged that he
was afraid some of his friends in the whiskey
ring would get hurt. He had no friends in the
whiskey ring. He bad never trafficked in a
gallon of whiskey in his life, never visited a
distillery, never owned a dollar’s worth of
stock in one, never had one of his friends in
the frauds, never knew of them till he saw
them in the papers, never had one of his
friends indicted in whiskey frauds. One man
whom he had recommended for a position had
been indicted, and many a man has a friend
whom he has recommended turn out badly.
In short he pronounced all statements concerning him as infamous lies and uo man dare
stand up before him and charge him with these
things to his face, and only cowards sunk behind corporations and newspapers. Men never
did.
The morning hour expiring, the Senate resumed the consideration of the Senate bill to
provide for and regulate the counting of votes
for President and Vice President.
During a discussion by Messrs. Thurman,
Christiaucy, Freliughuysen, Johason, Howe
and Morton, the latter submitted a plan for
calling the Supreme Court as follows;
The Judges of the Supreme Court shall be
assembled at the same time, and in case the
two Houses caonot
agree, the question shall
be submitted to the Judges, who shall
proceed
at once to determine which is the valid return.
Without action on the bill, the Senate at 3.45
went into executive session, and at 4 o’clock
adjourned till Mouday.
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The Seine has risen sixty centimetres higher
It is thought, however, that the
than in 1872.
maximum is now reached.
lliver Loire has
riseo 51 metres.
Sevetal manulaetoties on its

Mr. Cameron of Pennsylvania sent up a slip
a newspaper cbargiug that several Senators
keep private secretaries who were paid as
clerks. As one of the Senators mentioned, he
denied the truth of the article, saying that
be always lived within his income, had been
mixed up with no schemes or rings, and in
short attended to his own business during his
thirty years in Washington.
Messrs. West and Logan, whose names weie
in the article, both denounced it as an unmitigated falsehood.
Mr. Edmunds read from the Baltimore Gazette a despatch statiDg that the .Judiciary
Committee were holding back the House witness bill, while Senators Conkliug and Logan
were looking up authorities for defeating it to
save some of their friends who were mixed up
in the whiskey frauds. He said as a member
of the committee that he felt authorized to say
that Dot one particle of influence from any
person or source whatever had been brought to
bear on the committee in relation to this bill.
Mr. Thurman as a member of the same committee said the committee had taken the bill
out of its turn, and, instead of
delaying, were
really hastening its consideration.
Mr. ConkliDg said be was not accustomed to
pay any attention to such paragraphs, but as
this seemed a general time of uprising, if he
sat still it might be construed into
acquiescence
and he might be guilty of worse thau explaining. There was not an iota of truth in the
statement. The recent elections assured him
of one thing if no other, and that was that the
time was passiog, if not already gone by, when
the people will refuse to be gulled and deceived
by such abusive articles The time will come
when such articles of ursrepreseutation will
be justly considered as conspiracy and defamation against institutions themselves, and the
question would ari-e what country would next
me

repre.-euc Paris

The Floods.

from
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May;

FBANCE.

Foreign Notes.
Mark Fisher & Sons, woolen cloth manufac
turers, ol Huddersfield and Montreal, have failed. Liabilities £46,000.
lu

the Dominion

Parliament

Wednesday

night the government defeated the opposition
in the

Mr.

McDonald’s amendment
favoring protection, by a large vote.
vote

on

MINOR TELEURAHH.
The costs in the Tweed suit will be between
812,000 and 813,000, exclusive of one per ceut.
allowance which if given will amount to about

860,000.

j

The Mason locomotive shops iu Taunton,
Mass., will start up ou full time next Mon-

day.

Rev. E. D. Winslow was adjudged a bankrupt yesterday.
Dry goods merchants of Boston, yesterday,
formed a Protective Association.
Hon. S. S. Cox is threatened with pneumonia.
To-day is “Evacuation” day and Boston will
celebrate with salutes and speeches.
After the adoption of resolutions setting
forth that ministers should be special defenders
of total abstinence and that no fermented
liquors should be used at the commuuiou table,
the conference of New England ministers,
which has been iu session in Boston, ad-

journed.

The contract for building the Grand SouthRailway from St. John to Calais has been
awarded to Henry Blanchard and associates of
Bath. Operations will commence in May and
the work will be completed by July, 18G8.
ern

FINANCIAL A Nil COJIHEKCHL
Wholesale Vfarket.
Teoksday, March 16.—The markets arc firm today with a lair demand. Sugar are in good demand
at lOgc lor granulated and 9|c for Extra C. Floursteady and show no change in quotations. Potatoes
are quite dull, hut few coming in;
they sell for 40c
and 45e by the car load. Molasses continues dull and
Portland

saree

;igui.

-rent auu

iaru are auii.

Foreitfu fixportK.
ST JOHN, NB.
Steamer Chase—200 bbls oatmeal, 1300 de flour, 2000 lbs dried apples, 741 bags ot
30
feed,
sewing machines, 420 prs boots, 200 lbs leather, 34 packages of paper, 1540 packages merchandise.
QUEENSTOWof. Bark Alice—25,590 bush wheat,
3690 bags, 11,242 ft lumber.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmcal to G.
W. True & Co.
market

Doston fetock

[Sales at the Brokers* Board, Mch. 16.]
100 Boston & Maine Railroad.103
224 Eastern Railroad.
10}
money market.

Wcw York Stock and

New York. March 16—Evening.—March was easito-dav at 4 @ 5 per cent, to Stock Exchange borrowers, but Government bond dealers were ottered
round amounts by banks at 3 per cent., and that

Toledo, March 16.—Flour

is steady and in moderate demand. Wheat is dull; No 2 White Wabash at
1 40; No 3 White Wabash held at 113; extra White
Michigan at 1 39$; Amber Michigan 1 26$: seller for
March at 1 26$; seller for May at 1 31$; No 2 Amber
Michigan at 1 06$; No 2 Red Winter at l 27; No 3
Red at 1 09$; rejected Dayton and Michigan Red at
85c. Corn firmer and held higher; High Mixed at
48$c; seller fqr April 49$c; seller May at 50$c; seller
June at 51c; low do 47$c; no grade at 44$c; do Dayton and Michigan at 44fc. Oats are nominal; No 2 at
34c; White at 39c; Michigan at 34c. Clover Beed at
9 30.
Receipts—000 bbls flour 4,0C0 bush Wheat, 24,000
bush Corn, 4,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—100 bbls flour, 5,000 bush Wheat, 8,000 bush Coin, 5000 bush Oats.

Milwaukee, March 16.—Flour is entirely nominal.
Wheat firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 11; hard do
at 1 17$; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 03$; seller for April at
1 04$; seller May at 1 08$; No 3 Milwaukee at 90c.—
Corn is nominally unchanged and scarce; No 2 fresh

at 45c. Oats nominally steady; No 2 in store at 32$c;
seller May 34$c. Barley is unsettled and higher;No2
Spring fresh at 84c; seller for March at 83c; No 3 do
firm at 52$c; rejected do 30c. Rye nominally easier;
No 1 fresh at 69 @ 69$c. Provisions are nominally.
Mess Pork at 22 00. Prime Lard at 13$ @ 14. Sweet
Pickled Hams 11$ @ 12$. Dry Salted shoulders 8$ @
8$; Hogs are nominal; Live liogs at 7 50 @8 00;
Dressed Hogs are in fair demand at 900 @ 9 25.
Receipts—2000 bbls tiour, 15,000 ousn wheat.
Shipments—1,000 bbls tiour, 32,000 bush wheat.
St Louis, March 16.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat higher; No 2 Red Winter at 1 47$ bid for
cash; 1 47 bid seller for March; sales at 1 48| tor seller
April; No 3 do at 1 33 cash. Corn active and higher; No 2 Mixed at 41 @ 41$c cash; 41$c seller March;
41f @ 41$c seller April;
@ 43}c seller May. Oats
inactive: No 2 at 32c on track; 33$c in store cash; 33$
seller March.
dull
and
unchanged lor; best
Barley
grades Canada at 110. Rye dull and unchanged at
63 @ 64c

43§

of wheat, 75,Receipts—3000 nbbls
flour, 7,000 Abush
nm. I_V.
ann

r.nn Knot,

__

_

0,000 bush rye, 000 hogs, 00 cattle.
Cincinnati. March 1C.—Pork is nominally unchanged at 23 00. Lard easier; steam at 13 18$; kettle 13 75 @ 14 oo. Bulk Merits steady and iu moderate demand; shoulders at 8$ (g) 8}: clear rib sides at
12 cash; 12$ buyer May ; clear sides at 12}.
Bacon
is steady with moderate demand; shoulders at 9$c;
clear rib sides at, 13c; clear sides at 13$e. Hogs dull;
common to good light ai7 4U@«15; lair to medium
heavy at 8 50 @8 75; few butchers sold at 8 60 @
8 80; receipts 1354jhead; shipments 451 head.
Detroit. March 16. Flour is dull and steady.—
Wheat is held iirm; extra White Michigan 1 43 bid;
No 1 White 1
22$ on spot or seller March; 1 33 seller
April; No 1 Amber held at 1 28. Corn is nominal;
No 1 Mixed at 50c bid. Oats is quiet and steady at
35c bid.
Receipts—1196 bbls flour, 2,842 bush wheat, 1632
bush corn, 00 bush oats.
Shipments—350 bbls flour, 4600 bash wheat, 798
bush corn, 3.474 bush oats.
Cleveland, March 14.—The Petroleum market it
firm: standard White at' ll};.Ohio test 12$c; Michigantest at 14 for car lots.
New Orleans, March 16. Cotton is steady and

demand; Middling
Charleston, March
dling uplands 12$ @ 12$c.
in fair

unlands 12$c.
16.—Cotton is

quiet; Mid-

Mobile, March 16.—Cotton is quiet and firm; Middling uplands at 12}c.
New York, March 16.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands 12$c.
Savannah, March 16.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

Cld 15th, barque A Houghton, Bolles. New Bedschs Amos Walker, (idchiist, Pensacola; Adrianna, Merrill, Philadelphia; Agnes I Urace, Smalley. Matanzas; F Wackrcll. Doane, Baracoa.
Sid 14th. ship Santa Clara, for San Francisco; rchs
Charlie Stedinan, for Port Maria, Ja; Eva May, for
Matanzas.
Passed through Hell Gate 14tb, schs Anna Elizabeth, trom Savannah for Boston; Cherub. E lelcber,
New York tor Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 15th, Feb Champion, Granville, Portland.
NKWPOKT—Ar lfith, sch Nettle T Dobbin, Dobbin, Newcastle, Del tor Warebam.
In port 15th,schs Lucy A OrCutt, Hart, Providence
for New York; Mansfield. Aehorn, Weebawken.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 15th, schs Maggie P Smith,
Grace, Philadelphia ; F ectwing, Kenniston, Newcastle, Del.
BOSTON—Ar 15th, sch Telegiapb, Montgomery,
Rock port.
Cld 15th, sch M A Coombs, Coombs. Hayti.
Cld 16th, barque Smyruiote, Sears, Port Elizabeth.
SALEM—Sid 14th, sets Franconia, for Portland;
Maggie El'en. and Hannie Westbrook, (from Portland) for New York; Maria Adelade, K G Knight,
Hattie Coombs, Convov. E Arcularius, Lucv Ames,
F N Tower, Defiance. Win Me Loon, Silas McLoon,
Royal Arch, and others.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Pekalonga Jan 14, barque Martha P Tucker,
Tucker, Queenstown, lor orders.
Cld at Rotterdam 13th inst, barque Eva H Fisk,
Fowler, United States.
S!d fm Messina 6th inst, barque Josephine, McFarland. New York.
Ar at Cadiz 7th inst, sch John C Smith, Jones,
Brunswick, Ga.
Sid fin Gibraltar —, brig Carrie E Pickering, Torrey. (from Messina) for New York.
Cld at Havre Feb25,Templar, Bartlett, New York;
A G Jewett. Reed. New Orleans.
Sid fm Liverpool 13th inst, ship Puritan, Doane,
Calcutta.
Arat Marsala—,

Norfolk.

brig

York,

Cabello.
Sid litb, pch L F Warren, Johnson. Boston.
Sid fm Matanzas 13tb, barque Lillian, Boynton,
for New York; brig Myronus, Higgins, do; sch J 0
Read, Crowley, do.
Ar at Sagua 13th inst, sch Northern Light,Wallace,
Boston.
8POKEN.

Dec 23, lat 27 S, Ion 47 E, ship Landseer, Knowles,

from Calcutta tor Boston.
No date, &c. ship Nonantum,
pool for New Orleans.

—

the

closiog one

stocks.
strong at 486}
on

Foreign Exchange
ers long and short sterling.
Gold

114}.

@ 489} for bank-

declined from 114| to 1U|, and recovered to
The rates paid for carrying were 4, 44, 5, 3 and

2 per cent
The clearances at the Gold Exchange
Bank were $20,000,000. The Assistant Treasurer paid
out to-day $27,000 on acouot of interest and $28,0u0
in redemption ot bonis. Customs receipts $221,000.
Shipments to Europe to-day $410,0ii0, of which $150,000 is iu gold coin and the rest in silver coin and
bars.
Governments firm. State bonds quiet.
Railroad
bonds were firm and in good demand.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coup. 6s,1881.
122}
United States 5-20’s 1865,
United States 5-20*8,1865, new....119}
United States 5-20*8,
United States 5-20’s, 1868
United States new 5’s.1184
United States 10-40s,
Currencv 6’s.
126}
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grant soon learns, when he does not already know
that the Bitters afford the only sure protection
against malaria and those disorders of the stomach,
liver and bowels to which climatic changes, exposure,
and unaccustomed or unhealthy water or diet subject
him. Consequently, he places an estimate upon this
great household specific and preventive commensurate with its intrinsic merits, and is careful to keep on
hand a restorative and promoter of health so implicitly to be relied upon in time of need.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Please tell the people that you saw thei
advertisement in the l'RESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 109,000.

EASTMAN

&

PERRINS’

eelO

enlawF6m

To Core Catarrh
FIB ABE BAFFLED!
Why? Became the have not made
this disease the study ot a life-time,
as did old
Dr. Kaeder, a disProfessor,
tinguished German
who has probably spent more time
over this intricate complaint lhau
Reflect
any person on the globe.
ior a
moment, use
your good
sense, and remember that the
origin of Catarrh is in a

Which

At Morrill’s Corner, by Rev. W. H. Haskell, at the
residence of Wns. H. Sne'l, Chas. W. Winslow and
Mrs. Katie B. Bowers, both of Falmouth.
In Saco, March 10, Samuel McLelian and Mi*s Mary Harper.
In Saco, Feb. 8, Andrew A. Stone and Miss Martha
A. Ridlon.
Ill Belgrade. March 5. Frank Farnham of Romo
ana nosetta M. Kelley ot Belgrade.
In Belgrade, March 11, Frank E. Clement of Belgrade and Miss Jennie L. Church of Vienna.

mhU

old.118§

1867.1211
do.123}
coup.U8|

Ouo

Box of the great remedy,

Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top,

The following

were

the

closing quotations

ot

Stocks:
68
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail. 22}
New York Central & Hudson R R, ex-div.113}
Erie.
20}
....

PHYSICIAN AND

(U^SlIilLU

preferred. 36
Michigan Central. 64}
Union Pacific Stock. 65}
Erie

Causing these delicate organs

to

with

Panama.
134
Lake Shore
64}
Illinois Central.103
Chicago & Northwestern. 43}
..

Chicago
New

& Northwestern

preferred.

€4

Jerr-ey^Ceiitral.107}

Rock Island...

St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred.

....

Wabash.

110}
43}

8l|

3}
Telegraph. 19}
MissouriJPacific. 11}
Atlantic & Pacific

Atlantic'& Pacific preferred. 4}
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.108
Union Pacific bonds.
1054
Union racinc uana urants ...103}
Sinking Funds. 91§
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 23*

Guaranteed. 26$

—

Mechanics’

Domestic Markets.
New York. March 16—Evening.—Cotton market
dull and unchanged; sales 665 bales; 12jc for Middling uplands. Flour—receipt 8886 bbls; the market is shade firmer with a fair export and home trade
demand; sales 18,800 bbls; No 2 at 3 10 @ 3 90; Superfine Western and State at 4 10 (eg 4 G0;extra Western and State at' 4 90 @ 5 25; choice do at 5 30 @
5 75; White W heat Western extra at 5 80 @ 7 00;
Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra
Ohio at 4 90 (g 7 25:extra St Louis at 5 25 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 60 @ 7 35;
choice to double extra at 7 40 @ 9 00, including 4100
bbls shipping extras at 4 90 @ 5 10; 3900 bbls of city
mills extra at 5 00 @ 6 00, closing steady; Southern
flour at 4 90 @8 75. Rye nour is unchanged at 4 50
@ 5 10. Cornmeal is firmer at 2 65 @ 3 85. Wheatreceipts 3600 bush; the market is 1 (eg 2c better with
a moderate export demand; sales 152,000 bush; 1 15
@ 116 for No 3 Spring; 1 25 @ 1 27 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 37} for prime No 1 Milwaukee afloat; 1 05 for
no grade Winter ReJ Western; 147 for Amber Penn;
113 @ 115 for No 3 Chicago and nominally: 1 22 @
1 26 for No 2 Chicago.
Rye is quiet. Barley dull
and drooping; No 2 Bay at 1 10. Barley Malt quiet
and heavy; choice 6-rowed State at 1 20. Coi n re
ceipts 14,176 bush; the market is a shade better with
a moderate export and home trade demand; sales of
49,000 bush; 58} @ 59c for no grade Mixed; 62}c for
graded Mixed; 6J}c for steamer Mixed; 63c for new
Yellow Southern; 62 @ 62}c for Jersey; 58 @ 62jc for
ungraded newjWestern Alixed; also 5000 bush graded
new Alixed buyer April at 64c; 6,000 bush seller for
last half April at 63Jc.
Oafs—receipts 18,425 bush;
the market is more active and firmer; sales of 74,000
bosh; 42 @ 48*c tor Alixed Western and State; 45 (a)
50c tor White Western, i. eluding No 3 Alixed New
York inspection at 42 a, 42}o, lighi Mixed 46*; prime
Mixed Milwaukee at 48}
Hay unchanged. ‘Coflee—
Kio is quiet and firm a> 15 a
gold for cargoes; 15
jGg 19c gold tor job lots. Sugai i> unc.ianged and in
Fair demand at 7§ if* 7ge for dr to g ,.ui retiniug; 7}c
for prime; 1000 hhds Muscovado mi basL of quotations; refined firm at 9} a. 9jc for standard A; 103c
tor granulated; 10}c for crurlie and powdered. Molasses dull. Ric is steady at. } (g; 7}e lor (Ja.olina.
Petroleum is quiet and steady; crude 8' a 9c; reliued at 14*e; cases at 18} (eg 2l}c. Tallow Heady at
Jc. Naval Stores—Losin at l Coigj l 65.
iurpciitiuc
Pork is firmer; 250 bbls n»-w uies>
s steady at 38c.
it 22 87}; 1750 bbls seller Aprd at *22 9u a 22 95; 25b
filler Alay at 23 10; 500 bbls seller June at 23 It .—
Pressed nogs firmer at 10} for Wesiei u. Beef i< unchanged. Cut Meats—middles arc quid ; U«aiei
long clear at 12f @ 12}; city long clear at 13. Lard is
inner; 650 tes prime steam at 13 65 (^ 13 7u; 2250 t
seller April at 13 65 a) 13 70; 2000 do seller May at
13 85 @ 13 87*; 10U0 seller July at 14 00
14 1b.
Freights to Liverpool—market is unchanged.

Ship Emma, (of Bath) Rich, from Antwerp for New
York, put into Gravesend 13th inst, m distress, hav-

DOMESTIC

PORTS.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 7th, barque Martha Rideout. Nichols, Port Blakely.
Cld 15th. ship i hos Dana, Wilbur, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 10th, sch J G Whipple,

Now
and

of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

Graduate

has been in extensive practice for twenty years. Disot the Bye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skilltreated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that hr never fail,
to cure "here a cure ia possible.
eases

fully

Office flours 9
deS

TO

son.

JACKSONVILLE—CM 9th, sch Floiida, Gilmore,

New York.

SLEDER’S

8th, sch Carrie Nel-

ALEXANDRIA—Sid 13th, brig Mary K Pennell

FOREST

lltli,

sell John Wentworth,

Brown, Portsmouth.
Sid 14th, brig Emma L Hall.
PH ILADELPH1A—Ar 14th. schs
Waterline, KelLizzie Young, Young. Brunswick.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th. &chs Samuel
McManemy,
■V eils, bagua 12
days; Pioneer, Bassett, Batu; Ceres,
Uley, and Alice B, Hogan, do.

TAR.

For beneficent efiect on the system, no preparations
equal those of the Forest Tar Co., ot Portland, Me
For Consumption, Catarrh and diseases ot the mucon" membrane, Forest Tar in Solution (with the In-

haler) are unexcelled. For Bronchitis and Throat
affections, Forest Tar Troches are excellent and conuse in cases of Cuts, Bruises,
Scalds, keep Forest Tar Salve always in the
house.
For Salt Bbeum, eruptions of the skin,
chapped hands, dressing wounds, shaving, or tho toilet, use Forest Tar Soap. Ask your druggist for these
preparations.
or

octlS

sn9m

CALLED GOVERNMENT BONDS.
Highest rates paid for Called Government Bouds or Later Issnes, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 5-20’s or 1862, 1864, and 5,000,000 of the November issues of 1865
have been called In for redemption.

Woodbury & Moulton,
BANKERS AND BROKERS.

LEIGHTON!

ODen

STREET,

fina

a

naanrtmpnt;

Use it according to directions, and
ranted.

BOSTON PRICES, this day.

at

mhl3

snlw
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The large.! and beat na•»rlment ia
ibe
Slate.
A I a o
MUOIILDRR
NIPPUR.
BRACKS,

UNITERM,

CRCTCIIES.
INDIAN CLCBS
and
BELLS.
CURING,
Apothecary and Practical Truas Filter, Cor Exchange and Federal Sta.
jan26eodsntf
DEHB

STKOCT

&

GAGE,

Removed to Office in Hon.
Thomaa’ New Block,

Hare

W.

W.

S. C. STROUT.
dec30

W. GAGE.
snd&w3m

H.

The best and cheapest Know Se DhtI* Patent
Hooting Paint for Shingle. Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon

Slate
or

applied by

N.

J.

McCOY

a cure

is

AT

—

OrinHawkes&Co.’s,
OVERCOATINGS,
TRIMMINGS !
—

MEN AND WOMEN,

FOB

—

Spring Wear.
NOBBY STYLES!

FINE TEXTURES!

Gentlemen in want of stylish garments will do well
to give us a call.
ffrcultiui; done Is order.
OPPOSITE

PREBLE

mhU
juu
I so

plaints, alas
Partial

nuu

UUUU1CU

common, such

1YUQ

lUCSe

COUl-

GRASS SEED !

Paralysis,
Loss of Energy,

time to till yourself of wbat in time will kill
vou, for all of the above are the results of neglected
Catarrh.
no

MOTHERS! MOTHERS!
We beg of you do not give your little ones Worm
Medicine when they complain of being stuffed up.”

No, no! they have what is far worse and more dangerous than a myriad of worms. They have
IAFAATILE

HOCSE.
d3w

as

Neuralgia of the Head,
Dim Vision,
Lose

dtt

RECEIVED

war-

PEOPLE OF NEW ENGLAND,

uu.an

co,

&

SUITING*,

Beware of this bane of ihc age; do mol be
cut down in the prime of life nud hurried
lo the grave.
Remember Catarrh causes
Consumption, and by the use of ibis remedy yon will certainly be cured.

wc

nf

NEW SPRING GOODS,

CATARRH,

Which,

when neglected, and their bodies are
placed
in a horizontal position, leads very often to wbat is
known as a SUDDEN CROUP, which In nine cases
out of ten cannot be cured, and you behold your
loved one die before your eyes.
Mothers, always
J
keep on hand a box of

have

extensive Stock ot
WEFnme Herds baud
Ornmi, Ked Top Clover.
now

on

an

A Uihe

Clover, Orchard lirow,
•■rn»«, Hungarian lirnm aad Millet

Hlue
Meed.
which »e ofler at the I.oweal Cash Frier*.
We
also have a large assortment of
Vegetable and
Flower Meeds.

Kendall & Whitney,
^PORTLAND,

ME.

„„

R/cnco'c

GERMAN SNUFF.
St!®, ?v.?rywhere.
DOOLITTLE
&
Agents for U.

Price only 35 cents. SMITH,
SMITH, 26 Tremont St., Boston,

S._dec7MWASsn6m

Awnings, Tents,Plugs, Boat Sails,

EASTMAN BROS.
are

l'lte finest

goods at the price ever shown in the market.
—

Covers, Canvas Leile.ings,
Decorations,
49

F.

1-2

A.

&c.,

EXCHANGE

STREET,

LEAVITT.

sneodtl

mure 15

#•’«*«« SALE,
Steam engine ana Boiler
fiXHE ENGINE au upright of about six horse
JL powei. and an Uprignt Tubular Boiler of about
loubie the power ot the engine. Apply to WILLI AM LoWELL, 36 Union street or W. U. PEN'ne'btdtf.
NELL & CO., 38 tinioi street.
JOB

WORK of ercry

ly executed nt this office

description

neat

selling

Black Cashmere for GOe, 65c, 70c, 75c
ami 8Cc.

ALSO

—

Black Brilliantines at decided
)ne Case White

Pique

bargains.

at 10c per yard.

ine Case 4-4 Dress Cambrics, slightly
imperfect in printing, at 8c per yard.
Arc

PORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 14tb, ship Palmyra, from Norfolk for San Francisco.
Ar 15th, sell Fanny Flint,
Watren, CarJenas, tor

LADIES :

482 & 484 CONGRESS ST.,

Eaton, Matanzas.

orders
B ALTIMORE—Cld

TISE

Will make Ladies’and Children’s Boots and Shoes
that have become rough and red, and Ladle-’ Traveling Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
ashamed to ca-ry them, look just as good as new. It
wid not rub 08 nr smut when wet. Softens the leather.
No lady will be without it after one trial. Beware
of imitations and counterfeits. For sale evervwhere.
B. F. BROWN Oc CO J Boston.
nihlS
sneodCm

German Snuff,

SAVANNAH—Cld 14tb, sch Carrie Bell, Seavey,

New York, in di.-tress.
ELIZABETH CITY, NC-Ar
son, Allen, Charleston.

,T, and O
leblTsneodtt

to

8 P. n.

—

when you realizo this fact, do not get frightened
and pay five or ten dollars for worthless
but invest just 35 cents in a box of

New York.

CHARLESTON—Ar 14th, sch Jennie E Simmons,
Young. Philadelphia; Franklin, Miller, indianola for

II A. Iff., I

to
to

BROWN’S FRENCH DRESSING

JUST

run

Webb, Bonacca.

Ar 15tb. sch Alice T Bonrdman. Boyd, Jamaica.
Below 15th, barque Almira Robinson, Taibox, from
Havre.
Ar at SW Pass 14th, ship Jos Fish, Hodgdon, Liverpool. (and sailed for Philadelphia.)
PENSACOLA—Ar 11th, sch Henry Means, Smith,
Laguna.
KEY WEST-Ar Sib, sch M A Holt, Grant, Maracaibo for New York, (put in for provisions.)
FEUNAND1NA—CM Gth, sch Almeda Wiley, Wiley, New York; W R Drury, Henderson, Port John-

Building.
a

ly24__

advice,

MEMORANDA.
ing been damaged by collision with a steamer.
Brig Jas Crosby, from St Marc for Philadelphia,
before reported wrecked on Castle Island, had a cargo
of 190 tons logwood, which was saved and taken to
LongCav. The vessel first struck on tbo Hogsties
Feb 21, but came off leaking badly, and captain finding her liable to sink, ruu her ashore next day at
Castle Island, where she went to pieces.
ScU Franklin, Miller, from Indianola for New York,
put into Charleston 14th inst with loss of sails and
mainboom broken.
Ship Freedom, Norton, from New York for San
Francisco, put into Alila, (200 miles South of the latter port) previous to 14th mst, for medical assistance,
captain being sick.

CHABCR

US Spring St., Portlano,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

HAS SECURED

Brcoks, and brig Susie J Strout.

Musaus. Independencia Bay.
Ar at Queenstown 15th inst, brig Anita Owen, Pcttengill, Portland, 21 days.

—

Hall

The Doctor U

CATARRH

Berlin

Providence Print Cloths Market.
Providence, March 16 Printing Cloths market
quiet but stronger and held firmly at 4c for best
standard 64 x G4’s.__

OF

in

rooms

Fireproof Roofing Paint.

R

York.
Sid 9th, brig R W Messer. Hewett, North of Hatteras; sch J D Robinson, do.
Ar at Cardenas 13th, schs Lena II Storer, Seavey,
Havana; Susan B Ray, Sagua.
Sid 8th. schs Chas E Sears, Turner, North ot Hatteras; i«n, Annie unss. uo.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 15ih inst, ship J B Lincoln,

bis

POISON.

A VICTIM.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 16tb, schs Speedwell, Drisko, and
Maggie Balling, Dalling, Cardenas; Phenix, Randall,
Portland.
Ar at Baltimore 1Gth, sch W B Herrick, Messina.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 16th, schs Aldine, Dennison, Cieniuegos ; C W Lewis, Hupper, Matanzas, for orders.
Ar at Sagua 14th, brig C C Sweney, Cole, Havre.
Ar at Havana 15th. barque Walter Armingion, Jr,
Hooper, Cardiff; sch Maggio Mulvey, Allen, New

—

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW

become impregnated

the morning you arise with a dull, heavy feel,
ing about the head and extreme nausea at the stomach; you cau eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
task, as you have that dull pain and sense of oppression which demonstrates the fact that

SAILED—Barqne Princess Louise; schs Pearl, PS
Lindsey, Nathan Cleaves, W H W bitaker, Royal Oak,
A G

BE

311-2 EXCHANGE ST. COR OF MILK

Barque Alice, Dyer, Queenstown, for erders—John

Martin, Moshicr, New York

CAN

CATARRHAL

Stubbs.

Porteous.
Sch Willie
Mills Co.

SURGEON,

FH£E
at

PASS TO THE LUNGS,

New York.

Steamship Chase, Thompson, St John, NB—A

THAYER",

DR.

Sniff,

and mdse to John Porteous.

CLEARED.

Littlefield,

mchlG-sn-tf

will

HORRIBLE TO SAT,
The Secretions of the Head

Barque Weymouth, (Br) Cann, Gloucester, in tow
of tug C M Winch, (lo load timber for Europe ) Vessel to C H Chase & Co. [Erroneously reported 14tb.]
Sch J C Roker, Sawyer, Isle of Shoals.
Sch Emma T Story, Fernald, Portsmouth, to load

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry

&

143 Commercial Street.

RIDDLE

In

Fox.

FOR 8 ALE BY

—

Harris

VICKERY &

Would have quickly cured.
Now what are the
spmptoms of Catarrh? They commence with a sense
of irritation about the nasal organa which, if not
allayed with GERMAN SNUFF, alter a short time
extend to the throat.
As you lie down at night,
and tain would sleep and rest the weary
brain,

NEWS^

for Tremont.
Sch Mary Lizzie, Jewett, Westport.
Sch Taglioni. Garnage, Bristol.
Sch Elizabeth DeHart, Low, Bath for

sntf

67 Exchange Street.
nov29_deodsnly

COLO

German

ITIInainrc Alumnae. ..march 17.

sengers

ST.

GRASS^ SEED.

RADER’S

Sun rises.6.08 I High water .4.45 PM
Suu sets.6.09 ] Moon rises. 1.20 AM

Thamdax, march 16.

CONGRESS

534

Burns

is the only GENUINE

COMMON

ARRIVED.

BllOS.,

venient. For immediate

LEA

fast

Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Angrove, Halifax—pas-

yard.

per

These goods have been selected with caie and will
he sold as low as in any other market.

—

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

FORT OF PORTLAND

—

Late of Philadelphia,

The Western Settlers Chosen Specific.
With every advance of emigration into the far
West, a new demand is created for Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. Newly peopled regions are frequently
less salubrious than older settled localities, on account of the miasma which rises from recently cleared
land, particularly along the banks of rivers that are

5s, 101$.

MARINE

ALSO

Silks from 85c to $3.00

Black

er

rate was

of

Plain Colored Silk in Choice Shades

Foster, from Liver-

Members of Beacon Lodge, No. 67, are hereby notified, to meet at Odd Fellows* Hall, Exchange street,
on Friday, at I o’clock p. m
for the purpose
of attending (as a Lodge) the funeral of our late
Brother, Leonard Day. Per order of the N. G.
mchl6-sn2t
A. E. CHASE, Scc'y.

In this city, March 15, Mr. Abizer Andrews, aged
60 years.
Iu this city, March 15, Capt. Wm. P. Sanford,
aged
56 years 6 months.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 19 Portland street. Burial at convenience of
the tamily.
In this city, March 15, Mrs. Mary, widow of the
late Richard Nason, aged 86 years.
[Funeral servisces to day at No. 8 Washington St.
In Deering, March 14, Leonard Day, aged 48 years.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock.
In Saco. March 11, David Fematd, Esq., aged 83
years 10 months.

opening a large assortment

are

tor-.

Ar at St Thomas Feb 26, schs Etta May, Jacksonville; 27th, G L Bradley, Chipmau, Trinidad ; 28th.
barque Lorena, Blanchard, Rio Janeiro; 2d inst, sch
L A Edwards, Miller. Martinique.
Ar at Cieniuegos 10th inst, barque Sam
Sheppard,
Evans. Philadelphia; brig Sparkling Water, Hicbborn. Boston; 11th. barque Sarah E Kingsbury. WatA
erhouse,
spin wall; schs L A Edwards, Miller, Barbadoes via St Thomas; Sarah B, Upton, from Porto

European markets.
London, March 16—1.00 P. M.—Consols at 94 5-16
for money and account.
London, March 16—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States Donds. 1867, at 108; United States
10-40s, at 106. Erie at 18}.
Liverpool,March 16.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
quiet; Middling uplands at 6 7-16d; do Orleans at
6$d; sales of the day 10,000 bales, including 2000
bales lor speculation and export.
Frankfort, March 16-3.45 P. M.—United States

DIED.

EASTMAN BROS.

Ar at Deal Feb 26. Olive S Southard, Walker, from
London for Hampton Roads.
At Tampico Feb 5, sch Eveline, Wilder, from New

Beacon Lodge, No. 67,1. 0. 0. F.

The huge, drastic, griping, sickening pills, constructed of crude, coarse and bulky ingredients, are
being superseded by Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative Pellets, or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated Root
and Herbal Juice, Auti-Bilious Grauules—the “Little Giant” Cathartic, or Alultnm in Parvo Physic.
Modern Chemical Science enables Dr. Pierce to extract from the juices of the most valuable roots and
herbs their active medicinal principles, which, when
worked into little Pallets or Granules, scarcely larger
than mustard seed, renders each little Pellet as active and powerful as a large pill, while they are much
more palatable and pleasant in effect.
Dr. Ira A. Thayer, of Baconsburg, Ohio, writes:
“l regard your Pellets as the best remedy for the
conditions for which you prescribe them of anything
I have ever used, so mild arid certain iu effect, and
leaving the bowels in an excellent condition. It
seems to me they must take the place of all other
cathartic pills and medicines.”
Lyon & Macombkr, druggists, Vermillion, D. T.,
say: “We think they are going to sell like hot cakes
as soon as people get acquainted with them and will
spoil the pill trade, as those that have used them like
them much better than large pills.”
oc29
malOeod&wlw

Silks, Silks, Silks.

Whittemoro. Wright,

Etta

uplands 12Jc.

new

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

ford:

Hold in perfect good* nt ISc.

EASTMAN- BROS.,
mbit

534 Congress Street.
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CITY AND VICINITY
THE PRENS

Depots of Fes
eenri?„11i?btatoC,<Jat"!e Pfriodical
Brunei & Co., Andrews
ji

;v MarJu,»c'atwofti!] Moses, h. B.

Kendrick,

and Chislioln;

,ralTls that ran out of the
city.
At Blddeford. of
Phillshury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
At Wateryille, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French
Bros., and Stevens & Co.

New

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
St, Patrick Night—Grand Concert.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Craig & Wilson—Ornamental Plasterers.
Cheney Brothers' American Silks.
Agents Wanted—International Exhibition Album.
Wanted—As Copyist.

To Let—T. C. Hooper.
To Let—E Ponce.
Portland Safe Deposit Co.
To Let-W. W. Carr.

&

Co.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
t'

«•

to'toSSPakd
w. yukk

Sundays

from 9 to 10

Postmaster.
Assistant-Postmaster
■

Office Hour*.
to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open /or Carriers and General Delivery

From 8.00 a

m

a in.

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure of mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. in. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and

9.00 p.

m.

Boston and the WeBt. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.20

and 2.30 pm.

am

Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.20
p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a
m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting router.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
«39)re88» Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowbegan, intermediate offices and the north.
a

Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowbegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a
m.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00
p. m.
Rochester. N. II., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
3.30 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.

Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespcrt and Machias, via each steamer.

Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island. Arrive
‘*-t)Jiirsday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every

Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign Mai.g, via New York, day previous to sailot

ing
steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00
12 m. and 2 00 and 8.00 p. m.

a. m

invited to attend.
Wednesday a dozen vessels were in this port
loaded with ice or on their way east for carSeveral vessels have loaded from this
goes.

Both of the teams were taken care of by the
police, and this morning they will return to

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.

The Boston boat did not
ing to a storm iu Boston.

There will be
this

evening

run

night

last

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first "Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

gospel temperance meeting

a

at the Alien Mission.

invited.
The new Rogers’ group “Checkers at the
Farm”, now on exhibition at A. Lowell & Co’s
is said to be the finest one yet.
The Maine Central directors hold their next

meeting

at

K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m. ; Grand Comof

mandery, Wednesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.

assisted

by the clergy ot

the

city,

and

S'-. Patrick will he pronounced.
The music under the direction of E. J.
Dooley,
the organist, will be as follows:
Kvrie Eleison.Farmer
on

Excelsis.Farmer
Veni Creator.Himmel
Gloria

in

Credo...
Bordeee
Offertory—Benedicts Maria.Lambillotte
Sanetus.
Farmer
O Salutaris.E. J. Dooley
Agnus Dei...
Farmer
uvi

x uu ion

□

xij xxx xx.

■

...i >•■■■•

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

cond Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
A Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Excluinpe Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brolheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday

venings; Beacon,

R.,

Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D.,

on

of

Saturdav.

second and fourth

Encampments—Machigonne,

first and third Wed-

nesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Satuiuavs.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
month.

Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At

Templars'

Hall, No. 100

Exchange

Street.

Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Portland Typographical Union, No. 75
Second Saturdav in each month.

—

Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No.
Thursday evenings; M unjoy Lodge, No. C, Monday evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
M aine

Portland Army and Navy
Congress and Brown streets. First
mouth.
Independent Order of Good

Union- Corner
Tuesday in each

Templars—Ar-

cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
Williams’ block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ of Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.
in

Patriotic Crder Sons of America—Camps No
4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

1,3 &
Plum

Friday evening.
Bobwobth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress anu

Casco streets.
Sovereigns of Industry, Dirigo Council No. 2
meets every Friday evening at Arcana Hall at 7J
o’clock,
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Printers’ Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
Street. Open day and evening. Business meeting
every Monday evening at 7£ o’clock.
Mercantile Library Association. Congrers
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day and evening.
Literary

Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Payson

Congress streets, at 7i o’clock.
Portland Fraternity—No.567J Congress street

Every evening.
5 and 7

o

Mr.

Mr, C. H. O’Connor.
me if all those
endearing

young charms.Moore
The Star Spangled Banner .Keyes

Children of the Schools.

Quartette—Rigoletto.Vet di
Mrs. Bullard, Miss Welsh, Mr. McLaughlin aud
Bullard,

Legend of the Crossbill.
Miss Welsh.

Bark.Kucken
Mrs. Bullard and Miss Flynn.
Laughing Trio.Mazzini
Miss Welsh. Mr. McLaughlin and Dr. Bullard.
Chorus—The Harp that once through Tara’s Halls.
Song—Let Erin Remember the Days of Old... .Moore
my

M-s. Bullard.
Comic Song..
Mr. C. H. O’Connor.
St. Patrick’s Day.
Children of the Schools.

A Useful Invention.—Messrs. Pierce &
Dunn have made application for an invention
which they call the ‘•Temporary Paper File
and Binder,” which will undoubtedly prove
the best thing of the kind in the market.
It
consists of a cover,in the binding of which are
steel springs to which are attached a strip
of metal the length of the cover.
The
springs are so stiff that papers are held in the
file when shut with such tenacity that they
cannot be removed until the covers are opened
and then the contents or any part of it can
be removed. When shut everything is held
with such a grasp that it can only be torn
out. The inventors are preparing to manufacture the article to fill the market which is receiving the most flattering commendations.
The files are made in three regular sizes, but
will be made large enough to hold newspapers.
The article will soon be put into our own market. Parties can see specime ns or give orders
at No. 22 Union street.
Board of Tbade,—There was no quorum of
the members of the Board of Trade present
last evening. After consultation, Messrs. G.
F. Talbot, T. C. Hersey, R. M. Richardson, W.
E. Gould and W, W, Thomas were made a committee to which was referred the memorial of
the New York Board on the currency, with instructions to report such resolutions as they
deem proper, to a meeting to be held Thursday!
IGlh, at 11 a. m.
The Continental Drama.—The members
of Bosworth Post, G. A. R., are making the
most extensive preparations to bring out their

specially prepared Continental drama

on

April

20th. All of the scenery will have to he new,
and it will cost over 81000 to bring out the
piece. The committee have just secured 43
muskets taken from Gen. Burgoyne at the
time of his surrender to the Continental army.

These muskets are in an excellent state
preservation and are very valuable relics.

civil

TERM,
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Thursday.—Albion Palmer vs. John Guilford.
Assumpsit to recover sum due the plaintiff for the
board, aud disbursements for funeral expenses, of
Thomas H. Guilford, the deceased brother of the defendant ; also a note for ninety-five dollars given by
Thomas H. Guilford to the plaintiff, which debts, it
is claimed, the defendant promised Thomas, at that
time very sick with consumption, he would pay, in
consideration of a deed from Thomas to John of his
(Thomas’) interest in the homestead farm, of which
each owned

an

equal

interest.

The defendant denies that ho ever promised or
agreed with his deceased brother to pay tbe debts he
might be owing at his decease, except his board bill:
that the consideration for the 'conveyance was ten
dollars, tbe payment of any board bill that might be
due at bis decease and the relieving oi Thomas from
his liability to support their jounger brother until Le
should be seventeen years of age, which John and
Thomas had covenanted to do in a mortgage of the
homestead to their parents. Verdict for the plaintiff
for $132.30.
Burbank—H. K. Bradbury for plaintiff.
Strout & Holmes for defendant.
Debt
Hiram James ct al. vs. William Thompson.
to recover a balance ot $962, alleged to be due them
under a contract to build a house for .the defendant
in Cape Elizabeth; also tbe sum of $166 fur extra
work.
Defense—that tbe house lias not been completed
according to the terms of the contract; that the work
was so unskillfully performed that the plaintiffs have
of fact been overpaid; that what is charged
for as extra work is required to be done by tbe terms
ot the contract.
Counsel for the defendant in opening the case for
tbe defense, said he should be willing to let tbe jury
and
go through tbe house and examine it thoroughly,
theu decide the case without tbe introduction of any
testimony on the part of tbe defense, which proposi

as

matter

plaintiffs immediately ac“
cepted. The jury will start to-morrow morning at 8
o’clock under the charge of an officer to examine the

tion the counsel

for

the

house, about three miles distant.
Thomas, Jr., for plaintiff.
J. H. Drummond for defendant,
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Thursday.—John Burns alus James Fllnn. Obtaining good under false pretences. Ordered to
recognize to State with sureties in sum of $500.
Committed.
Martin Gafl', Benjamin F. Simmons and Frank
Allen. Vagabonds. City House thirty days each.
Committed.
_^_______

Heal Estate Tbansfebs.—The following
are tbe real esi ale transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:

FaloH uth—Lit of land from Matilda Rimsdell to Yiemia 13. Norton.
Portland—Lot of laud on Mountfort street
from John Cammett to Wm. Muudy.

Lodge

ing a

woman

bundle
ewic.

afternoon

a

well

detected in the act of stealprints lrom Studley’s .dry

was

of

AUC OIUIO

nag Uliuu

W

illi VllSlUIil**

the time she entered the store, aod after
few purchases she started for the
door, aDd in passing a counter where prints
were displayed
slipped a bundle containing
nine yards under her shawl. One of the clerks
saw it done and spoke to the
proprietor, who

detained her until she acknowledged the
and delivered up the stolen goods.

theft

International Steamship Co.—On the
30th iDst. the mauagers of the International

Steamship Co. will put a
City of Portland—on the

second steamer—the
route between Bos
ton. Portland and St. John. The third steamer
owned by the company, the New Brunswick,
will not be fully put on the route the ensuing
seasoD, hut will be retained for excursions to
Philadelphia or to such points as it will prove
profitable to run the boi*.
The Odd Fellows’ Fair —The Odd Fellows of this city are already actively engaged
in the work of securing contributions for their
fair, which comes off next November. The
have commenced thus early in order
to give members of the Order time to make
their arrangements. A circular published tells
the whole story, and will no doubt meet with a

committee

hearty response. The prospect is that it will be
the largest fair ever held in City Hall.
The Adelphia.—Mr. Larrabee, the manager
of the Adelphia, is in town, preparing lo reopen that place of amusement on the 17th of
April with a first-class variety troupe. Mr

Larrabee gave
ment

a

very

Oldtown.—Clerk, E. A. Pond; Selectmen, A. O.
Brown, Otis Reed, J. A. Blanchard; Treasurer,
Charles E. Rogers; Collector, David Norton; S. S.
Committee, Moses Matthews.
Hampden,—Clerk, Frank G. Rogers, Dem.; Selectmen, John Hlchborn, Dem., Geo. W. Sawyer,
Rep., B. W. Harding. Dem.; Superintendent of
Schools, Wm. Rogers, Dem.; Collector, Samuel Rogers, Rep.
Exeter.—Selectmen. L. D. Butters, E. A, Chandler, Samuel Pease; Clerk, G. S. Hill; Treasurer,
John Whitney.
Bradford.—Clerk,Lewis B. Randall; Selectmen,
Assessors and Overseers of the Poor, Daniel S. Humphrey, W'illiam Bailey,and Harveys. Wilson; Treasurer, Thomas R. Kingsbury; Supervisor of Schools,
F. A. Bickford.

Vassalboro:—Clerk, E. F. Lincoln; Selectmen,
etc,, Warren Percival, Isaiah Glftord, Geo. Nowell;
Treasurer, Zacariah Butterfield; Supervisor of
Schools, B. C. Lincoln; Collector. C. E. CateF.
Waldo:—Moderator, P. Pitman; Clerk, Jeremiah
Evans; Selectmen, etc., Samuel Kingsbury, Gilman
Roberts, R. R. Paul; Treasurer, Samuel Kingsbury;
Agent, S. Kingsbury, Supervisor of Schools, J. G,
Harding. The town is out of debt.
Northport:—Moderator, Vina! Hills; Clerk, A.
Pendleton; Selectmen, Amos Pitcher, Joseph L.
Witberly, Oscar Hills; Treasurer, David Patch;
Agent, Amos Pitcher; Collector, Lucius Duncan;
Supervisor, Geo. M. Knowlton.
Stockton:—Moderator, C. C. Roberts: Clerk, J.
M. Lafolly; Selectmen, C. C. Roberts, E. H. Crocker;
Frank Marden; Treasurer, Stephen Cleaves; Collector, B. F. Grant; Agent, S. L, Hall; Supervisor, Wm.
C« Small. All Democrats.
Freedom:—Moderator, J.H. Fuller; Clerk, D. H.
Johnson; Selectmen, It. Elliot, D. B. Johnson, Chas,
Twite-hell; Agent, J.H. Fuller; Treasurer, S. It.
Fuller; S. S. Committee, A. Clifford. All Democrats
last named.
Thorndike :—Moderator, Benjamin Ames; Clerk,
Selectmen, etc., S. N. Tilton,Thomas Confortb. D. B. Flint; Treasurer, Paris Dyer;
Supervisor, E. Higgins; Collector, G. H. Rich.
but

Nelson Gordon:

Swanville:—Clerk, P. P. Sanders; Selectmen,
etc., W. R. Peaveyi T. D. Nickerson, A. S. Nickerson ; Collector and Treasurer, W. R.
Peavey; School

Commi.tee, J. R. Morse.
Deer Isle:—Clerk, A. C. Gloss; Selectmen, Wm.
Small, Wm. Tory, Martin Q. B. Green; Treasurer,
Wm. Webb; Collector,Frederick Eaton.
Wales:— Selectmen, {Benjamin Hodgdon, 2d, T.
W. Ham, Isaac W. Frost; Cli rk, Sylvanus A. Jenkins; Treasurer, Isaac S. Small; Collector and ConstaOn choosing of Supervisor of
ble, G. W. Fogg.
Schools there was quite an excitement and it resulted in the election of Mrs. Alice Ricker to serve a
term of three years.
There was also considerable
contest for another lady to serve out the unexpired
term two years, but after several times voting it re-

sulted in the election of John C. Fogg.
Orland:—Moderator, J. A. Buck; Clerk, J- C.
Saunders; Selectmen, C. P. Dorr, James Gray, Aaron G. Page; Treasurer, Josephs.
Condon; S. S.
Committee, F.’H. Chase; Auditor, F. W. Gross. All

Republicans.
Sulivan:—Moderator, N. C. White; Clerk, John
Johnson; Selectmen, etc., Nathaniel Noyes. Geo. W.
Peitengili, Wm. Bean; Treasurer, Cyrus Emery;
S. S. Commettee, John Johnson.
Hope:—Clerk. H. M. Cole; Selectmen, Wm. J.
Allen, A. M. Crabtree, Orris B. Wooster; Treasurer,
John Fogler; Collector, F. L. Mansfield; Supervisor
of Schools, W. H, Bartlett. All Republicans but the
Supervisor, who was chosen in the place ot J. W.
Fogler, Rep. who was elected and declined.
Searsport:—Town Clerk, Joseph Fields; Selectmen. etc., Otis Blake, Daniel S. Simpson, Libbeus
Curtis, Jr.; Treasurer and Colleotor, Capt. Benj. S.
Merlthew; Supervisor of Schools, Rev. J. E. Adams
Brooklin:—Moderator, Newell Powers; Clerk,
C. M. Bray; Selectmen, G. R. Allen, Warren Wells,
J. G. Reed; Treasurer, R. A. Herick.
Poland;—Moderator, Hon. David Dunn; Clerk
and Treasurer, I. W. Hanson; Selectmen, etc., A. J.
Weston, L D. Cobbb, J. B. Stanton; Supervisor of
Schools, James M. Lrbby.
Minot:—Moderator, Hon. W. H. Rounds; Clerk
and Treasurer, Gideon Bearce; Selectmen, etc., S. J.
M. Perkins, Edmund Bailey, J. M.
dodge; School
Supervisor, Dr. A. Q. Pottle. $500 was raised for
free high schools.
Maine Cheese Factories.
The Lewiston Journal gives the
following
figures of the cheese production of the state, as
furnished by J. W. Lang, E q of Brooks, in
OU1WD
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meeting Newport the 14th 16th insts.:
There have been in operation the past
year
nearly sixty cheese factories in this state. Returns have been received from between
forty
aDd fifty factories.
It has been a year ol
peculiar hardship for many of the factories.
The reaction of hard 'times has dampened the
enthusiasm with which the business was first
entered upon
Every thing the farmers now
produce is slow to sell am' low in price. Cheese
and butter sell more readily than hay. beef or
potatoes and at less reduction on farmers’
prices, so that the dairyman is better off than
other farmers. Dairymen must expect fluctuations in the market and other discouragements, aDd must learn to economize in dull
times. New factories are completed at Richmond, Dennysville, Pembroke, Sherman, Abbott and ether places, which will probably be
ready to begin operations the coming season.
The number of pounds of milk
required at
the different factories to make one pound of
cheese varies from nine to tea and oue-fourth.
The number of cows ranges from fifty-five to
three hundred and fifty at Kenduskeag
The
average is about oue hundred and thirty to each
factory.
Kenduskeag makes the greatest
amount of cheese, the whole
product bein<r
sixty-six thousand four hundred and eighty, or
over thirty-three
toos.
Newport makes' the
least, eight thousand nine hundred and ninetyfive pounds. The price received ranges from
twelve to fifteen cents per pound. The average
price is about thirteen cents.
The following is a statement showing the
number of cows, pounds of cheese made,
pounds of milk received and price of ch‘ ese
as sold at factory:
*8
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Name of Factory.
:
5
g>.
held a

0

at
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Andover. 75
West Auburn. ISO
Burnham. 80
Corinth. 300

Car?6'-.

U0
Dixfleld. 201
Dixmont. 170
(Simpson’s C.). 150
Etna. 200
East Exeter. 230
Freedom. 100
Fryeburg. 150
Houlton. 160
Industry. 60
North Jay. 175
East Jefferson. 100
350
Kenduskeag

satisfactory entertain-

formerly

Livermore CentreNorth Livermore.
Morrill.
Milo.
Mexico.
West Minot.
Montville Centre.

125

150
125
100
150
150
80
Newport. 55
North Newburg. 215
South Newburgh. 255
not
175
North Pownal. 100
180
.210
200
Si*

at

work, aud his scanty supply of money was
exhausted. Uncle Oliver took him in charge
and gave him a nice clean bed. This morning
he will try to get hick to his home.

5?®n.UrrlDgton.

NnlltpD..

£mi?,Ur>-e.
M?i«irkVii.

|“t“°Falls.200

Entertainment.—The friends

Alham.
Albans.
East Sangerville.
North Turner.
Union.
Wilton.
Winterport.
St
bt.

the Turnvereiu are determined to give Prof.
J. C. Doldt a
splendid benefit next Tuesday

of

evening

Meetings.

the results of March meet-

James H. Jordan.

of

Tcrnvebei}{

are

ings.
Webster.—Moderator, Nathaniel Dennett; Clerk,

Monet.—A fine appearing lad apstation last even"
the police
He stated that
ing aud asked for lodging
he belonged in Bangor, bat could noi get work
there and came to this city about a week ago
in search of employment. He had failed to get
Oitt

following

J W. Maxwell; Selectmen, &c David Webber, R.
D. T. Pbilbrook, Wm. H. Wright; Supervisor of
Schools. J. W. Maxwell; Treasurer and Collector,

Pcrsounl.
Mr. Ward, clerk at the Falmouth
Hotel, has
accepted a position in a hotel in Worcesten
Mass., his former residence. He is succeeded
in the Falmouth by Mr. C. Wormell,

peared

Deering

added 353 members

the United States.

The

last fall.

night clerk.

No. 330 of

during six months, ending January 31, starting
with 60, making a total of 413 and the larges
percentage of gain. Belfast Lodge No. 30 of
Belfast, during the same time added 479,
starting with 233, making a total of 712, which
is the largest gain in members, and makes it
the largest, and thus the Banner Lodge not
only of Maine but of New England, and prob-

au

Kleptomania.—Yesterday

making a

SIDING.

!

of Belfast, that the annual session of the
Grand Lodge of Maine will be held at Bath,
April II and 12. Half fare to members of the
Order over the principal railroads and steamers.
Notwithstanding the hard times, there
has been good progress in the Order in the
past six months. The Secretary expects to be
able to report nearly 200 Lodges with a membership of about 15,000. Some 25 or more new
Lodges have been instituted, and great gains
made in some instances. For example:—Oak

ol

era at

MARCH

Good Templars.—We learn from the Secretary of the Good Templars, Geo. E. Brackett

March

Dr. E. C. Bullard.
Trio—Forest Home.Benedict
Mrs. Bullard, Misses Welsh and Flynn.
The Dear Little Shamrock.Cherry

9.

Superior Court.

At the request of many
patrons the managers have decided to repeat
the play this evening—St. Patrick’s Day.

iion ■

The following is the programme:
Chorus—All Praise to St Patrick.
Children of the Schools.
Chorus—Sons of Ireland..

dressed

Portland institute and public library
Citv Building, Open and free to all from 10 to 1

by frequent applause.

ably

A large number of children will take part and
some floe musical talent from Boston will as
sist. The proceeds go to the Orphan Asylum.

Dr.

Mubeum.—“Green

Bushes” drew a
large house at the Museum last evening. The
play ran much smoother than on the preceding
night and the audience showed their approval

free.

at

Music Hall. This cinb is in excellent practice aud ate
sure to give a creditable
performance. The programme, which is a very Winthrop.
1 Brooks.
at.ractive one, will he given in a
day or two.
Waldo.

|

Tbe probabilities are that tbe Belfast shoe
factory will goon suspend operations for a time.
In Auburn the shipments of shoes during the
past week have been 1,644 cases, and the re-

ceipts of leather 91,673 pounds. During the
previous week the shipments were 1739 cases
and the receipts of leather 71,321 lbs. The

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

—

tion of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

has as much custom grinding in his grist mill
as he can well attend to.
Alvin Butler is
crowded with work to the full capacity of his
saw mill, and John Walton is as busy in tbe
line as any of the rest.

same

STATE

140
150
200
250
100
85
200

60
90

sj

11*416
22;<M7
14,625
52,000
26,000
31,000
22,440
26,000
18,051
50,000

18,127
34,805

7,626
24,367
20,000
66,480
27,712
24,605

22,230
22,000

20,112
28,342
23,953
8,995
44,157

55,927
operating.

I20240

13

146.251

12}

513.446

13
13

253,259
218,449
260.000

177,109
489,802
1 61,238
193.200
341,550
80,834

240,109

200,000
276,489
246,059

216,298
200,200
281,458
238,430
78.809
447.154
585,081

35.000

350.000

11,749
36,960
40,000

126,634

39,092

17.180
61>010
36 664

|
i'i-

S^OM

360,940

400,000
390,000
169,710
809,575

13
13
13
12i
134
14
15
13}
124
14
134
13
14
14
12
124
14
124
13
12
13
13
13
124

13J
13

12J

291 fi«7

19

3701000

14

41,000
40,336
4,462
18.824
15,125

325,734

47,000

423 000

402 048

181 075

151,214

134
144

13*
2
13

ANDROSCOGGIN

FRANKLIN COUNTY

The

Farmington

Chronicle learns that six
in Carthage have died of small pox.
S HANCOCK COUNTY.
The American says several of tbe teams and
crews Lave already come out of the woods.
The season, has on tbe whole, been favorable
to lumberiog operations, and a good winter’s
work has been done. Probably upon this river,
about one-half the usual amount of lumber will
be cut.
persons

KENNEBEC

of tbe physicians at tbe Insane
Hospital, on Tuesday evening, March 14th,
entertained the inmates of the Insane Hospital
with select readings from humorous authors.
Tbe exercises were interspersed with music,
and closed with a sociable and a dance, which
were greatly eDjnyed by tbe patients.
The children in the schools of Augusta are
preparing compositions and specimens of drawing for exhibition at the Centennial.
The measles are prevailing at tbe Insane
Hospital. There are five cases among the attendants and patieuts.
Among the contributions of Hallowell Granite Co to the Centenuial at Philadelphia will
Dr. Neal,

ha

a

one

massive. anil

filepant

stonfi

now

completed, together with specimens of statuary
of colossal dimansions, and other specimens of
finished workmanship which cannot fail to
place Maine among the foremost states of the
Union in the granite line.
Peter Doyle of Pittston, a most faithfnl and
hard-workiug man, was seriously injured at
the ice works of Geo. E Weeks in Gardiner, on
Saturday. He was at work with a windlass,
when one of the chains broke and the end of
the lever flew over and struck him in the head,
He lies in a critical confracturing his skull.
dition.

Spices, Strictly

There is a colored man named Ford living
the site of the old Veazie depot in Bangor
who is said to be 110 years old.
A new hand composed of twenty members of
the Catholic Total Abstinence Society, bas
been organized in Bangor.
A calico party was given at the residence of
Judge Goodenow of Bangor Wednesday evening. A good supper was provided and games
and dancing enjoyed. The proceeds wilt be donated to the Old Ladies’ Home.
If reports are true they do business on a
queer basis at one of the hotels in Orouo. Sunday night a newly married and very respectable Bangor couple called there and designed remaining over night, but were informed that
they could not stop.
The Penobscot county farmers’ club meets at
the State College, on the 18tb, at 10 o’clock a.
m.
The Scientific Society meets at the same
place on the 28th.
Mr. Walker Darling, an old gentleman of 70
years, residing in Patten, fell last week and
very seriously injured his left shoulder.
The Bangor Whig says that the city marshal’s report shows that the whole number of
arrests made during the past year is 058. Number of cases of assault 61; drunkenness 770; insanity 11; larceny 21; breaking and entering 2;
disturbance 6; embezzlement 2; forgery 2;
highway robbery 2. The amount of fines paid
at the police court on actions commenced by
the police is, $854 31; amount of fees paid to
the city treasurer, $477.91; dues from the county including witness fees, $2410.13; amount paid
jailor on commitments by police, $194.35; received for dog licenses, $120.00.
Total, $3056.71.
near

WALDO COUNTY.

A temperance reform club was organized at
Winterport, Thursday evening, March 9th,
with a roll membership of fifty.
President,
Dr. E. Manter.
There was a slight fire Tuesday Dight in one
one of the sleeping rooms of the American
House, Belfast, which was extinguished without a general alarm. It burned a small hole in
the carpet and floor, and was supposed to originate by the carelessness of the tenant throwing down a match or cigar.
The operations in ice have been suspended in
Belfast on account of the poor hauling.
F. A. Howard of Belfast has received a patent for a printer’s proof press.
The little daughter of Sam’l B. Gillum, three
and a half years old. created quite an excitement Saturday evening at the Belfast Novelty
Troupe entertainment.by her performance upon
the piano. She is really a child wonder.
Mr.
G. proposes to travel with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Staples of Brooks cele
hrated the 15th anniversary of their wedding on
the evening of the 10th. A large company assembled and many presents were made.
Dr. A. T. Wbeelock, who recently died in
Belfast, was one of the oldest practicing phy icians in that city, having been in practice there
nearly forty yeare. He was one of the State
Commissioners to tbe Paris Exposition, and
was a mao ol considerable literary taste.
He
was never married.
He leaves an estate of

&

Plasterers,

distance.

Joseph Craig.
Jamks Wilson.

_

mai7d3m

from many of the Temperance Reform Clubs of the State assembled at Hayford
Hall, Belfast, Wednesday. The permanent organization of the convention was effected by
the choice of C. C. Frost of Auburn, as PresiT»_1__

TV_I. i_1

Tapioca.10
Barley.
Hominy.

WANTED
States

International Exhibition Album.
them as they will actually be when completed.
Superior to anything yet offered to the public. Send
for description circular to the New York Litho
graphic and Engraving Co 1C and 18 Park
Place, New York.
mcbl7-3t

To Let.
FRONT room, without hoard, suitable tor

a

gentleman an 1 wife; also rooms ler Ladies or
Gentlemen, at house No 197 Newbury street; also
tenement on Munjoy Hill lor six dollais per month.
mhl7tf

CARR.

W. W.

nine o’clock A.

first-class tenement, six rooms, Cor York and
E. PONCE,
Inquire of
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

mal7dtf

Address

given.

“A.,”

at

sold by all druggists

are

jy!4

mhldeod3p&w2msn

House and Stable to Let,
olsix rooms, Sebago water with every
modern convenience. Stable has Sebago water, cemented cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well

HOUSE

ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark.
3pring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
feb2iedtf
No. 70 Brackett St.

THE

AERATED

A newspaper correspondent speaking of
hotels makes the following sensible remarks:—
“While a traveller can get good accommodations at many hotels in a great city, there is always a decided preference giv en for one having a wide reputation. This is one reason why
the Westminster of New York is such a great
favorite. We say one, for there are other reasons.
It is true that on account of so many
great celebrities making this house their home
while in New York, the name of the Westminster is known far aod wide, but another
and more important, reason is that everything
at the Westminster—rooms, suites, cuisine,
convenience of locatiou, etc.—is unsurpassed,
while the rates of charges are no higher than
at other first-class hotels.
The traveler therefore enjoys the advantage of stopping at a celebrated hotel for the same amount he wonld
have to pay at otheis not so well known.”
marl7dawlt

The above is

OWEN

Congress St. Cor. Brown.
dec29

ITle.,

Portland

THE
under the firm

Remember that Dr. Fitzgerald undertakes
incurable cases, but will examine all who
may call on him free oe charge, and will
frankly tell them whether a cure can be effected or not.
mchl5 4t
no

Lyon’s Katharion prevents the hair from
out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used by the elite. Price only
50 cents.
aprlOdeodawly

LIMA

HUB!

For the purpose of carrying on the Printing business
in all its branches at their former old Stand
;

No. 1 Exchange, Cor. Fore Street.
We would respectfully invite a share of
public
patronage and pledge our personal efforts and care
to execnie all orders in a manner entirely
satisfactory
to our customers.

HEN’S RUBBERS, all liiea, 30 CENTS
a
••
«*
WOMEN’S
33
*■
••
“
•«
MISSES’
30
and other Uuober Goods in proportion,
elldtf
M. C. PALMER.

roase

Property

Valuable
TO

BE

LEASED
—

HEAD

ON

—

MERRILL'S

St.,

__

A Wonderful Cure,—Mr. T. M. Y-has
been troubled for five years with Catarrh, and
was cured by the use of two boxes of Rse ler’s
German Snuff.

PENNELL
this Office.

MUSIC T
New Sheet

Mnsic,

Boohs.

k

Folios,

received daily by

HAWES,

177 Middle Street, Portland.

Storage and Wharfage at Reasonable
Rated. Deposits of Rock, fiarlh, Ashes,

Ac.,

Rcceired.

Apply

OX

OFFICE
or

at

WHARF,

between 10 and 12

OFFICE OF

A. M. at

W.

S.

DANA.

mat

codimis

New Store, New Firm!
—

AT

THE

Ulotto.

mh!4

D. HARVEY & CO.

Side Lace Boots 1
A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures teken and nice
fitting Boots made to order for
men or women.

M. G. PALMER.

ja28

dtf

TWELVE CARD PHOTOGRAPHS FOR $1.00
—

AT

30

Brain

HIGHLAND STONE

For Information, Documents

V. C.
General

or

Agent New England Mutual

Life Insurance

Company,

Aciire Agent. Wanted.

PORTLAND, ME.,
OFFICE 166 FORE STREET.
fel>25

d&wtr

UNIVERSAL
LIFE INSURANCE
17 A'

January 1st,

Accumulated Assets

1876.

Park Street
Clinrcla.

Opposite

Our Stock will be complete March 20th, and is selected from the finest qualities and newest styles to
be found.
Our Garments, in point of fit and finish, shall be
FIRST-CLASS in every respect, and second to none
in the city

Boston, March 1st, 1876.

mhOeodtmhlS

I3th
dti

SHIRTS

Made to Order!
PRICES.

No. 3,
No. 2,

$2.50 each.
-

No. 1.
CASH

ON

3.50

“

4.00

“

DELIVERY.

Congress

COAL TAR

St.
deowlylp

GOODS,

such as shoe dealers advertise as
RUBBER GOODS, I will sell at

tallowing prices:
men’s Hip Boots
men’s Heavy Boots
Boys’ Heavy Boots
men’s Overs
men’s Arctics
misses’ Overs
Ladies’ Overs

•

....
...
•

$3.00
3.33
3.33
43
1.33
33
30

We also have a superior quality
of RUBBER GOODS at

Hall’s Rubber
UNDER
ocl4

Store,

PALNOUTH HOTEL.
dtf

L.ADIE8 !
We open

$5,492,635

NEW

oar*

STORE,

4,834,182
Surplus Jan. 1st, 1876
657,453 No. 255 Middle
THIS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, ’7«.
Annual Income
3,391,645
Policies issned dur’g 1875
6,408 Groat
Bargains
Am’t of new insurance 14.575,219
BLACK CASHMERES.
Ain’t of Ins. in force 35,907,240
reserve

•

St,

•

—

BLACK

OFFICERS.
WILLIAM WALKER. President.
HENRV J. FURBER, Vice-President.
JOHN H. BEWLEV, Secretary.
GEORGE L. MONTAGUE, Actuary.
EDWARD W. LAMBERT, Medical Examiner.

AGENCY DEPARTMENT.
CHARLES P. GRIFFIN, General Manager.
SAMUEL ]. KNIGHT, Superintendent.
mhl4

EH

—

BRILLIANTJNES,

BLACK ALPACAS,
BLACK & COLORED

SILKS,

TABLE LINEN,
NAPKINS, CRASHES
AND HANDKERCHIEFS

d3w

WILL BE OFFERED.
With

gratitude for

past,

we

your liberal patronage In
invite you all to come and see oar

th«

NEW STORE AND NEW GOODS.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THU

RINES BROS.,
235

—

Middle

Street.

malB

Charter Oak Life

dtf

Portland Turnverein.
meeting of the Portland Turnyerein
for the choice of officers and the transaction of
THE
the usnai business will be held
Annual

at their Hall, on
FRIDAY EVENING, March 17th, at 8 o’olock. A
full attendance is requested.
Per order
mal3d5t
OSCAR R. WISH, See'y.

Of

WOOD !

Hartford, Conn.
1876.

1,

Premiums received in 1875,
Interest and rents received

$2,999,045.75
741.388.19

$3,730,433 94
DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid for death claims,
$814,991.71
Matured endowments,
95,929.70
Surrendered and LapsedJPolicies, 838.769.57
Dividends to insured,
347,152.06
Total payments to policy holders,
$2,090,834.04
Dividends to stockholders,
8,000.00
Agents commissions,
265,070.77
General expenses,
$194,344.97
Medical examinations,
11,967.50
68,530.68
Taxes,
...

I hare on hand a large quantity of wno4
which I mum clo«e out this month at the
following low prices, viz:

Best Nova Scotia Hard Wood, delivered,
at $8.00.
Good N'oya Scotia Hard Wood, Delivered,
at $7 50.
Second Growth Hard Wood, Delivered,
at $7.00
Hard Wood Slats and Edgings. Delivered,
at $7.00.
Soft Wood Slats and Edgings, Delivered,
at $*.00.
Soft Wood, Delivered, at $5.00.
Will prepare the ame for the Store in
any quantity de«ired, and aa low sa
the lowest.

...

$2,644,437.96
ASSETS.
Bond and Mortgage and Real
owned by Co.,
$7,677,000.46
Loans on Collaterals, etc.,
1,679,049.01
Premium Notes,
3,506,138.66
Bonds and Stocks owned,
387,825.00
Cash on Hand,
34,260.47
Dae irom Agents,
56,787.53
RentB and Interest due and accrued,
476.508.83
Deferred Premiums,
124.873.73

Loans

2

<

...

-------

Also none of the beat Varieties of Coni,
for Furnace*, took ttlovea, Steam parpoae», or Blacksmith use, which I am
aelling by the Cargo, Car Load, or la lota
to

aait.

on

Estate

....

ME A CaTl~ BEFORE
CHASING ELSEWHERE.

GIVE

...

—

march

nonday,

malO

Gross Liabilities,includ-

...

NO. 125 TREMONT STREET,

Exhibition

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

COMPANY,

RECEIPTS.

St SCHOOL STREET,
TO CHAMBERS

Paintings

19 Warren Street, N. Y.

Statement

MERCHANT TAILORS,
NO

On

493

HUNGER, Agt.,

REMOVAL.

Have Removed from tlie old stand,

Oil

APPROPRIATELY FRAMED.

Charles Custis &Co.,

COR MIDDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.

JAN IT ART,

Brothers Fairhank,

Fine

apr28

J. W.

—

100

OFFICE

more

AT

shall sell about

we

TARBOX,

flTHE undersigned, having purchased the entire
A business of **l'he Portland Cement
l»rain Pipe Company” will continue the buisness of manufacturing and
furnishing the above
named articles, which be is determined shall be the
best in their line. Works at Junction of Western Promenade and Danforth St.
Orders received througn Post Office, or bv KENDALL & WHITNEY, O. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
and C. A. B. MORSE & CO.
mhlleod2w
J. W. STOCK WELL.

—

Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange St,

Insurance apply to

Pipe,
VASES,

on
Tuesday, March 14th, at
11 A. M„ and continuing at 11 A. M.
and 3 P. M., each day,

for the Honey you hare Paid.

deodly*

ORNAMENTAL STONE EDGINGS

dtf

_

1875.

TWENTY-SIXTH

Pianos, Reed Organs, cheap for ca9h or installments, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
Flutes, Banjos. Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,
Cornets, and all instruments for Brass and String
Bands, in great variety; extra \ iolin Striugs, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

113 Center Street.

our

OO

Guaianteei* you the Host Itife Insurance

ALSO

House,

We shall receive shipments of (Jilt-edged Vermont
Butter and Cheese over the P. & O. Railroad semiweekly through the Spring months and weekly by
lefr'gerator cars through the Summer months direct
from some ol the best dairies in Vermont, made
from pure imported Jersey stock, and Shalt offer the
same 10 the trade at fair market rates.
Trutlilul
Statement* and Square Weight* will be

BY

567,000

mean

are as large as any
Company can pay whose
surplus is not swollen by forfeitures.
The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its
treasury, without any action on the part of the
policy holder.
If a parly insured in this Company fails to
pay the
premium on his policv when due, the nef value or
egal reserve of such policy must be used as a single
premium to purchase a term insurance, the length of
which, to be determined by the age of the insured;
thus securing to every policy holder young or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money paid.
In addition to the above safeguard, this
Company
will give, if desired, a paid up policy for said net value, or will pay it in cash if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the
exception of
the paid up insurance feature) this net value, or legal
reserve which belong to the
policy holder, is forfeited,
unless the premium is paid when dne.
When you insure your life, insure iu the Company
that

—

Wholesals Produce Commission

1.373,000 OO

largest Slock in the City.

Cement

Hero Oi

1,393,000 OO
1,000,000 OO

they

—

PUR-

.....

Davis’ Photograph

Gallery,

180 middle Street, Near the Post Office*
you

can

get

Card Photograph* for $1 .©O.
Card
Tin-type* for $1.00. Children uuder
seven year* of
ma8dlw*
age extra.

1.®

size

HOTFOR A SLEIGH RIDE

.....

Hand Sewed Boots.

LEAVITT~&

No. 1 Elm Street.

mchl

d2w

House to be Let.
Number 115 Centre Street, recently completed, clean and new, and conveniently
arranged, with modern conveniences; situ ited near
Price $500.
Congress Street, aud has 18 rooms
Also Brick Houses In Pine Street Row, to the right
Also
persons, the rents will be made satisfactory.
two Houses in Tolman
Place, $250 each per annum.
For further particulars inquire of B. SHAW, No. 217
Commercial Street, Agent for J. B. Brown.
ma8
dlwis*

Boarding:

NEW

HEAD BROWN’S WHARF.

LIABILITIES.
Beserve,
Losses not due

.....

or

deodtf

resisted,

Harpin',

having withdrawn himselt and capital from the

m»15

$12,288,370.00
199,496.09

Paris

Flouring Co.,

$1,434,377.60

UFFlCEBHr

firm of

be

engaged on reasonable terms by inquiring at
No. 1411 Commercial Street of ST. JOHN
BROS. Will accommodate 25 persons,
can

DAVIS,

FRANK H. SKILLINGS

Resolute

Commercial St.,

$13,942,143.69

12,487,866.00

The large and commodious Sleigh

W. E. DENNISON,

.....

We hnve iniit received a line of the
Celebrated Newark Hand Mewed Work
for dent.’ Wear, New and Nobby.

Iebl9

mhl4eod3t.

F. O. Baxley & Go. will sell at 10 and
3$
o’clock to-day, by order of the
sheriff, the entire stock of furnishing goods in store
;No. 160
Exchange street, recently occupied by A. L,
Farnsmorth. See auction column.

&

new.

jan31

WHARF.

75 feet Front, 232 feet Deep, containing
18,700 feet.

catalogue

The sale of oil paintings atd chromos will
be continued at 35 and 37 Exchange street at 11
and 3 o’clock this day.

Apply at No
my24distt

at

300,000 OO
3,191 OOO OO

etc., etc.
F-®- BAILEY & t'O., Aoctioneera.
mal7
d2t

larger
world, but

ing

Wagon for Sale.
spring MARTIN
ALIGHT
wagon, nearly
mchl5-tf

The

to

OO

The dividends of this old Company are not
than any Company in this country or the

If yon want Coal Tar Rubbers yon can
get them where they are advertised.
We keep only FIRS 1' QUALITY GOODS
and shall eontinne to sell

d3t

W. G. Sawyer & Go., No. 22 Market
Square,
has received their stock of
pure Vegetable and
Flower Seeds. Our annual
of Seeds
sent free to all.

M. N. RICH.
F. G. RICH.
mallisdlw

Portland, March 1,1876.

C. K.
mal6

expenses
insured in

of

the trade at pi ices to suit.

HODGDON& SOULE.

about.915,000,000

M. N. & F. 6. RICH,

Room

Jfast arrived direct from California, a
choice lot of Lina Uenn,, which wc offer

falling

1,279,813. These figures represent the number of bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Gough
Balsam sold up to the commeucement of the
coming year. This is unprecedented, and not
one case of dissatisfaction with it is known
to
ex'stmchl3-eod

name

we shall
sell a general assortment of
Fumitutc, Carpets, Bedding, Crockery, Glass Wart,

to

Market value of which, more
than cost, Jan. 1, 1876.
Income for 1875.
Returned to policy holders in
1878Accumulation in 1875
Surplus over liabilities January
1. 1876...
Surplus to be returned to policy
holders in 1876 as their premiums fall due.
Ratio of
amount

Carpets, &c.,

BY AUCTION.
Street,

dtf

undersigned would respectfully announce
that they have this day formed a copartnership

Enquire

CALIFORNIA

liabilities) amounting

0TA few

rooms

Cnlioon Block, where a large number of testimonials can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
jal2tfis& wtflO

ure

Furniture,

March 18th, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
ON atSATURDAY,
Basement Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange

an

Accumulated lund (to meet fut-

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

_

Dr. O. Fitzgerald.
This wo nderful clairvoyant physician and
surgeon will visit Portlaud at the United States
Hotel on Friday and Saturday, Mar 17 and 18,
for two days only.

MOORE,

are

Cosgren Ntreet,

No permit required for change of Residence or Occu
palion. This Company possessed Jan-

reduction of from 25 to 50 per cent,
from our regular prices, and presents one of the best
to
opportunities Hosiery buyers we have ever offered.

cure

eases

Policies Liberal and Equitable.

a

Oxygen Treatment.
To Let
for Catarrh, Asthma, RheumaGENUINE
SUIT of
without
and
all Chronic DisA istism,
A 47 Danforth Street. board.
Dyspepsia, Lung
still offered to all who
afflicted, at 385

ft_*._

Rev. Geo. Pratt of Belfast, Chaplain, J. W.
Wilkins of Belfast, Marsha', aod one vice president from each club represented.
The Belfast Journal says: Lucius H. Murch,
the Democratic candidate for alderman in
Ward 2, ran 60 behind his ticket, in a total
vote of 292.
That doesn’t seem to be exactly
the kind of timber to build up a party with.

d2w

Monday.
Schenck’s medicines
throughout the country.

CO„

Lot for Children at 2 pairs for 25c.
Lot at 20c per pair.
Lot at 25c per pair.
Large Lot of Full Finished All Wool
Hosiery in ail sizes for Ladies, Hisses
and Children at 37c per pair.

Dr. SchmckN Standard Remedies.
The standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
are Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenck’s SeaWefd Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills
and, if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, cj
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it off by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a. slight
cough will throw it off, the patient has rest and the
lungs begin to beat
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this Scheuak’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile starts
freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulan
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with the food and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion by toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the food and the PulmoDic Syrup
will make good blood; then the lungs heal, and the
patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent
fresh cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schenck, either personally or by letter, can do so at his principal office
comer of Sixth and Arch Sts.. Philadelphia, every

«

One
One
One
One

this Office.

Underwriting.

1, 1876,

and will be sold at public
to the highest bidder, on FRIDAY,
17tli, at 10 and ‘if o’clock, at the Store of A.
L. Farnsworth, No. 160 Exchange street, iu Portland
and said county, the
following personal property to
wit;—A large and valuable stock of Gents’ Furnishlog Goods, Jewelry, etc. The above stock will be
sold iu lots to suit customers. Terms cash.
MAT. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
F. O. BAILEY 3c CO., Aiciieoren.
Dated at Portland, March 13,1876.
m?lBd3t

TAKEN
auction
March

Nearly Saif Century Experience in I.lfe

uary

STATE OF MAINE.

88.
on an execution

IN 1835.

Commencing

11

Having decided to sacrifice on several lots of Winter Hosiery which we wish to close out, we shall
offer them at prices which cannot fail to induce our
customers to buy. even if they do not need them before next fall. We offer

writing, at a
lady. Unex-

CCMBERLAND,

INCORPORATED

««

W oolen Hosiery.

AN

mal7dtf

<«

mal6

To Let.
Upstairs Tenement to let, at 26 Parris Street;
7 rooms.
Inquire at Superior Court Room.
T. C. HOOPER.
City Building.

ceptionable

«*

Nos. 21 & 23 Free St., Portland.

Tate St.
ONE
mhl7dlw

and all kinds of
by a young

AUCTION.

BY

BOSTON.

*«

€. A. WESTON &

To Let.

COPYIST,
AS moderate
salary,
references

«

Choice Michigan.
8.50
St. Louis.9.00
Minnesota Patent.9.50
Best Wisconsin Patent.10.00
Minnesota Patent. 10.50

A. W. COOMBS, Secretary.
mhl7nalw

March 16,1876.

«

Butter.25 and 30
Flour, Good Family.$8.00

Portland sate Deposit Co.
and after this date the vaults of this Company

will be open for business from
ON
M. until four o’clock P. M.

<>

1,35

Rye Meal.4
u
Graham Flour.4
“
«
Corn Meal..
2$
Tomatoes. (3 lb. cans).15
Cans
Yarmouth Sugar Corn. ...18
•«
Blueberries.18
u
Peaches, a 3 lb. can).23
Squash. (31b can). ........18
Horse Radish.10
“Btl.ll Btls.
11
Pepper Relish.10
Sugar, Granulated.
11 cents Lb.
Extra C.10
Golden C.••••.10
New Orleans. 91
Yellow C.9

This is a complete series oi the only correct and
authorized pictures of tbe Buildings, representing

A

8
6

Crushed Wheat.7
Fine Oat Meal.•••• 5
Coarse Oat Meal.7

our

upon

$1.75

11
11
13
18
15
22
15
28
28
45
“Can 7
6
6
5
6

Sago.10
Pearl

Throughout the United

«

SUNDRIES

Plastering, Whitening and
Tinting done in the neatest manner.
No. 4 South Street, Portland, ifle.
N. B.—The most delicate work
packed to go safely

any

*<

Best French Prunes.15 cts Lb. 7 Lbs for $1 00
•*
Best Turkish Prunes.10
11
Valencia Raisins.13
8
«
•«
California Raisins.15
7
••
Loose Muscatel.18
6
“
«•
Choice Bag Figs.20
6
Sliced Dried Apple.15
7
"
Dried Currants.10
11
*«
**
Citron.
35
3
Medium Beaus.7
“Qt.15 Qts. “*
•*
Pea Beans.8
13
Y. E. Beans. 9 u
12
««
Split Peas.10
n
Green Peas.10
li
Carolina Rice.10
“Lb.ll Lbs.
•«
<»
Louisiana Rice. 9
12

MASTIC WORKERS,
Ornaments in every Variety of Styles,
Designed by the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.
AND

u

O. w, ALUOI.

Furniture and General Merc bandise every
Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt
ol

CENTS’ FllM GOODS
OF

50 cts Lb.
60
35
35
•<
30

.16

Ginger. g
Mace..
Nut Megs. 35

&: Jackson

Plain and Ornamental

Delegates

A

Pepper.

In

WILSON

Commercial

$17,000.

4IT

now

Warned.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Regular sale

—OF—

Pure.

Cassia.15 cts. Qr.
Cloves..
*•
Allspice..

we

OXFORD COUNTY.

An nnkown person committed an assault
upon John Scribner of Porter, on the evening
of the 5th inst., by knocking him down with a
club and severely beating him about the head
and side.
Edwin Plye, a yonng man with
whom he bas had some trouble, has been arrested for the assault.
The Farmington Chronicle learns that small
pox of a malignant type has appeared in Dixfield. It says that Mr. Butterfield of.that.town
has gone to Lewiston for doctors.

Life

Sheriff’s Sale

Rio, (Green).22 and 25 cts.
(Roasted or Ground).30
Maracaibo, (Roasted or Ground).35
Old Gov’t Java, (Green).32

by All the Leading Retailers

AGENTS

COUNTY.

Mutual

COFFEES.

heartily recommend them for their
beauty and durability to the attention of our readers,”—Scribner’s Monthly.
manisdlm

KNOX COUNTY.

The Village Corporation of Camden have deTbe edifice will be
cided to build a town ball.
at once erected.

Mate.room. 33 and 37 Exchaogc Ml.
t. O. BAILXT.

75 cts
75 «
75 «
75 •<
75

(Roasted or Ground).40
Pure Coffee, (Roasted or Ground}..25
Paper Coftee.. ..12 and 20

BAILEY A CO,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

English breakfast.60
Green Tea.40,50,60
Formosa, (very fine flavor).80

These Silks, manufactured in the most
approved manner, are warranted not to
cut or change color in wearing, and surpass in weight, finish and durability any
that can be obtained at corresponding
prices.

Formerly Craig

F. O.

Chromo Riven with every
pound.

Oolong.40,50,60,70 and
Mixed, (Green and black)....40, 50,60, 70
Japan.60,70

SPRING 1876.

CRAIG

Hcuulifnl

A

Black and Colored Gros Grains.

vogue, and

John Turner of Leeds recently sold a horse to
Boston parties for $1000.
Tbe People’s Savings Bank of Lewiston beSince that time
gan business April 12,1873.
there has been deposited $164,553.24; withdrawn, 45,164.70; net deposits, 119 388.51.
Number of depositors 522.
The institution
has no investment but what is paying interest.

^ENGLAND

—

WESTON'S TEA STORE,
Nos. 21 & 23 Free

AMERICAN SILKS!

ly in costumes with all the soft wohl fabrics

COUNTY.

at

»EW

IJCTiUM

.A

TEAS!

For Sale

NEWS.

insurance.

Street.

Severy,

Philbrick & Co. are very busy days and
part of the night time manufacturing spool
squares, shingles and lumber. Capt. Walker

MISCELLANEOUS.

Price List of Goods

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
in the PRESS, the circula-

Advertisement

manufacturers are not receiving large orders
but sufficient to keep them busily employed.
Notwithstanding the hard times, Messrs.

Card.

Miss Miles wishing to profit by the advice
given her in the Argus of yesterday, will feel
obliged if the erudite gentleman of that paper
can suggest auy piece in the
legitimate or
printed drama in whiGh she is not studied.
The

Maine Business Notes.
The Brooks Dairy Company have decided to
run their cheese factory only through the
months of July and August tbe coming season.
It is stated that enough stock of the Maine
Central has changed hands since the last
annual meeting to bring the control of the road
into tBe bands of Maine parties again.

“Cheney's American Silks combine most beautiful-

A

The White family sing at the
Congress
Square Universalist church this evening for
the benefit of the Sunday school.
Admission

Duo—Drift,

RITES.

Universalist church for the benefit of that society. No doubt a large number will go from
this city to attend the entertainment.

askel to go into the work shop at once. He
says that he was driven to what he did by
want.

Chorus—Believe

Monday.

Dramatic Entertainment.—This evening

pretenses,

officiate,
a eulogy

disgraceful den

the C. T. & T. C. dramatic club go out to Stevens’ Plains and give an entertainment at the

other cities have reduced the price and the
writer wants to know why it is not done in
Portland as well.
John Burns, who was taken to jail
yesterday
for obtaining money under false

grand procession, hut to-day the programme
arranged is entirely different.
There will be a grand Pontifical service at
the Cathedral at 9 o'clock.
Bishop Healy will

a

Fore street. This officer took several drunkfrom his place last night.
The police made eighteen arrests last night,
most of them for drunkenness.

A correspondent complains of the high rates
charged for gas in this city. Companies in

a

running

is

od

The firm of Harmon, Paine & Co. have dissolved and M. N. & P. G. Rich will hereafter
carry on the job printing business at the office formerly occupied by the old firm.
The hackmen do not take kindly to the rail
ing in the Eastern depot and they prefer to
remain at the doors rather than to he railed
in.

01. Patrick’s Pay*
To-day is the anniversary of the birth of St.
Patrick, and the eveDt will be celebrated in
this city. It is usual to celebrate the day with

“Scotty,”

en men

Augusta Tuesday.

Commandebies

C., third Monday.

circles

The proprietors of the United States Hotel
have introduced the system of printing the
time of arrival aDd departure of all trains and
steamboats on the backs of their bills of fare.
It is a great convenience to travelers.

Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

arrested.
From conversation with officer Rice it seems
that Alexander Scott, better known in police

were

The public

McLaughlin.
Trio—Torn on Old Time.Wallace
Miss Welsh, Mr. Byrne and Dr. Bullard.
Comic Song.

R. A.

Two brothers named McGuire, living on Cotton street, had a quarrel last evening and officers Hanson, Jackson and Hicks were called in
to quell the disturbance.
Both of the men

ow-

Song—Kathleen Mavourteen.Crouch

YORK RITES.

Vernon,

Waterboro.

port.

In the evening the children of the Sisters’
school will give a grand concert at City Hall.

Stated Meetings.

n

yesterday.

are

Advertisement* To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture, Carpets, &c.—F. O. Bailey

Police Notes.—Charcoal business was good
Two drivers of charcoal carts sold
out their loads
early and went on a spree. Officer Gribben found one of them late in the after,
noon drunk on Fore street.
His companion
was taken out of a
drinking den on the same
street last evening by officers Rice and Coveil.

JolliagN,

“St. Patrick’s Day in the mornin’.”
Miss Alice Leavitt is not sick and has not
been as has been stated on the street.
The Portland Temperance Reform Club will
hold a public meeting at the hall of the Y. M.
The public are cordially
C. A. this evening.

E, R. WIGGIN, President.
S. H. WHITE, Vice-President and Treasurer.
A. H. DILLON, Jr.. 2d Vice-President.
HALSEY STEVENS, Secretary.
W.«, L. SQUIRE, Assistant Secretary.

tbe business of said Arm will be closed by

Roswell F.

Rotcn,

who alone is authorized to sign in liquidation.

PARIS

FLOURING

Portland, March 9, 1876.

CO.

mbl0eod3w

For Sale.
WILLIAM ARTHUR, 175 t»u» old measurement,carries 150 M. lone lumber, and 220
UAVlf* oKBAZER,
tons coal. Apply to
117 Cmmercial St.
feb29d3w

SCHK.

For Sale—At.a Low
half of

mal5

GENERAL

AGENT.
d3t&wlt

Figure.

frame, slated

roof dwelling
UPPER
House, containing eleven rooms, with all modand located
new

on Congress near the
improvements,
head of State Street. First-class in every respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOR1NU & ADAMS,
mhlidtf
22 Exchange Street, Pori land, Me.
ern

H. J. FURBER, Financial Manager.
J. C. WALKLEY, Advisory Counsel.

9. H. He ALPINE,

dlw

A

Wanted.
COMMERCIAL Agem in an old and well esCommer-

tablishe 1 Flour and Crain House on
cial street. One who could command a good trade
the firm.
might eventually succeed to an Interest In Box
810,
Add: ess “PORTLAND,” P. O.
mchl5-iw*

POETRY.
[From the Independent.]
on Charlotte Cushman.
Hunt
Helen

to allow

government officials twenty days
vacation with pay to attend the Centennial.
A resolve declaring that the people of the
United States constitute one nation, aod not a
confederacy of nations, was rejected, a few
Democrats voting for it, most of the Northern
Democrats dodging and the Southern Demo*

posed

i.

But yesterday it was.

In the House Mr. Blaine presented a bill regarding the regulation of comA
merce and navigation and of steam vessels.
bill was presented in which it is coolly pro-

without a vote.

Long years

ago

It seems. The world so altered looks, to-day,
That, journeying idly with iny thoughts astray,
I eased where rose one lofty peak of snow
Above grand tiers on tiers ot peaks below.
One moment brief it shone, then sank away,
As swiit we react ed a point where foot-hills lay
So near they seemed like mountains huge to grew
And touch the sky. That instant, idly still,
My eye fell on a printed line, and read
Incredulous, with sudden anguished thrill.
The name ot this great queen among the dead.
I raised my eyes. The dusty foot-lnlls near
Had gone. Again the snowy peak shone clear.

Oh I thou beloved woman, soul and heart
And lite, thou standest uuapproacbed and grand,
And still that glorious snowy peak dotk stand.
The dusty barrier our clumsy art
In terror hath called Death holds thee apart
From us. ’Tis but the low foot-hill of sand I! 53
Which bars our vision in a mountain-land.
One moment further on, and we shall start
With speechless Joy to find that we have passed
The dusky mound which shuts us from the light
Of thy great love, still quick and warm and fast,
Of thy great strengths, heroically cast,
Of thy great soul, still glowing pure aud white,

Of thy great life, still pauseless, full and bright I
Colorado Springs, February 20, 187G.

voting against it.
Tuesday, March 14,—The

crats

Senate postponed
the electoral vote bill until Thursday. The bill
fixing the salary of the President at $25,000
The House did
was passed, yeas 26, nays 20.
little business. The recusant witness, Kil-

bourne of the Washington real estate pool, was
before the House, bat refusing to answer questions, was sent to jail.
Senate, March 15.—Mr. Allison introduced a
bill in relation to an agreement with the Sioux
for a division of their reservation. Several
other bills of an unimportant nature were inintroduced and referred, after which the Senate

adjourned.
House—An

History

of Seven

Days.

The New. lor ike week ending Wednesday
Night, march IS,

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

investigation

ordered

was

into

the powers conferred upon A. B. Steinberger,
who has set up a kingdom in one of the Navigator Islands. House then considered the legislative appropriation bill in committee of the
several members making speeches on
various topics.
A memorial was presented
asking for the repeal of the compulsory pilotage law, after which the House adjourned.

whole,

BRIEF

ELECTION.

MENTION.

The annual state election in New Hampshire
took place last Tuesday. The canvass has been
unusually exciting, and the attention of the
country has been attracted to that state. The
vote was full and the result is a sweeping Republican victory. Gov. Cheney is elected by
over 3000 majority, the Legislature has a work
iog Republican majority, ensuring the election

Benj. A. Whitman has obtained $4500 damages against Frank Leslie for defamation of
character in an article published in the Day’s
Doings.-Mt. Sterling, Ky., has a sensation
produoed by a shower of what a despatch calls
quivering flesh.-Hon. Wm. H.' Gove, the
pioneer in the Free soilisms of New England,
known as the silver tongued orator of New

The
of a Republican United States Senator.
latest returns, embracing 234 cities and towns,

Hampshire, died last Saturday.-There is at
present enough lumber wharved in the vicinity
of St. John to load 40 100-tou ships.-The
Alabama Legislature, two-thirds Democrats,

give Cheney (rep.) for Governor, 41,240; Marcy
(dem.) 37,474; Kendall (pro.) and scattering,
In the towns yet to hear from last year
Cheney (rep.) had 514; Roberts (dem. )602; and
Wnite (pro.) 8.

417.

OTHER ELECTIONS,

The municipal elections all through this state
have generally resulted in decided and unusua 1
Republican successes. The same isjtrue of the
municipal elections in New York and several
of the Western states show decided Republican
tendencies.
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The investigation mania in Washington continues but no new developments have been
made. The impeachment of Belknap sticks
because Mr. Clymer allowed the witness Marsh
to escape and the court canuot 1 edict him bethe House refuses to allow its committee
to be summoned. The fact that Mr. Clymer
allowed Marsh to leave Washington and the
country occasions much unfavorable comment
It is asserted that one of the charges against
Belknap was not investigited because Hon.
George H. Pendleton, the leading Democrat of

cause

Ohio is implicated in taking a large part ot a Ky.
railroad claim which has previously been
rejected. The claim was owned by Mrs. Bowers, afterwards Mrs. Belknap. Pendleton is in
Washington to explain and will do so at an
early day. The Naval Committee has been at
work and find that the steamer Governor which
was lost was paid for by the department, the
amount being $52,000—a part of which S. P
Brown, claim agent, got. The charge is that
the claim wasn’t good. The responsibility was
not charged upon any particular officer. Farther charges are made against Belknap for the
sale of post-tradeships. The President’s brothAbout all that
er Orville has been examined.
he said was that be was the agent .of a Baltifirm to let them know when contracts
He had had something
were in the market.
to do with two post tradeships, but he paid no
money for them and had got little out of them.
He did not get them through the influence of

more

the President.
The new Secretary of War, Hon. Alphonso
Taft of Ohio, entered upon the discharge of his
duties on Saturday.
The British Government officially denies
that Minister Schenck was recalled at its re-

quest.
And now the Government Centennial Commissioners ask for half a million to make
proper exhibits of the department in that show.

They have had $500,000.
The House committee on military affairs has
decided to report and recommend for passage a
bill to equalize the bounties of all United
States soldiers and sailors who served for any
time in the late civil war. The measure agreed
on by the committee is substantially the same
bill that passed the House and Senate, but
failed on amendments last year, as it provides
for making all bounties equal to $8 per month
for the whole time of service, taking into account, however, all local payments of bounty.
In addition to the charge made against Pendleton, Gov. Hendricks of Indiana is .charged
with some impropriety in connection with the
Gatling gun contracts and Mr. Randall for ir-

regular connection with the Philadelphia navy

yard.
The great cry against Gen. Kufus Ingalls is
that he presented Mrs. Grant) with a valuable
watch. It proves that the watch cost $180 and
never kept good time.
Prof. Sillman appeared before tlio Committee
and testified concerning
his report on the Emma mine. He was employed by Gen. Henry H. Baxter to make an
examination. The statements that he was induced by a bribe to render a base and dishonest
report was false. His compensation was not

on

Foreign Eelations

contingent, but he

was

pensation according to

left to fix his own com
the value of the service
His terms

rendered and the risks encountered.

accepted without qualification, narney
the payment of $5000 in advance, and after the
completion of the work he was ;to be paid in
addition not less than $10,000 or more than
$20,000. He received $10,000, and for the per.
formance of other scientific services was also
were

compensated, his entire receipts amounting to
$25,000. The additional services, consisting in
examining mines in Utah and California besides the Emma, occupied six or eight months.
He had not named any sum as an equivalent
value of the Emma mine,and he has seen no
reason to depart from the ^opinion formed on
his first and second visits to the mine. Witness
said that profits to the extent of more than ono
million dollars had resulted from the Emma
mine. The neglect of the work of exploration
had rendered it impossible 'to obtain further
treasure from the mine without expending considerable money. From the beginning of the
enterprise he had had no .interest whatever in
the stook, his connection with the mine being
merely professional.
CONGtiESS.

Thursday, March 9,—The Senate devoted the
greater portion of its time to a resolution of
Mr. Gordon of Georgia, instructing the FinCommittee to

inquire

into the defects of
the present system for collecting the whisky
tax and report on the advisability of a select
corps for the collection of the same. The ex
Confederate general made a long speech deploring the shortcomings of the administration which was replied to by Messrs. Morton
and Sherman. In the House nothing of imance

dope.
Fridry, March 10th—The Senate passed the
bill enabling the people of New Mexico to
form a state by a vote of 35 to 15. The House
required its Ways and Means Committee to
inquire the cause of the fluctuation in the gold

portance

was

n the United States Treasury.
Mr. Bass of
the Committee on Expenditures of the War
Department set forth the facts relative to the
discharge of the Belknap witness Marsh,
charging the same upon Mr. Clymer. Mr. C.
wanted to say that he was no more responsible
han others.
Saturday March 11.—Senate not in session. A
bill appropriating $1,000,000 to take caro of
Sionx Indians passed the House. In the course
of a debate upon the legislative appropriation
thill, Mr. Townsend of Pennsylvania quoted to

ltandall who reported a bill reducing the pay of
Congressmen to $4500 his speech advocating
the salary grab of a previous Congress which
he advocated and voted for. ltandall replied that
he was not unmindful of his past speech and
vote.

He

now

knew that the American peo-

ple'condemned the increase of salary and he
stood ready to do what the people desired
in the matter.
Several (personal and vexing
questions were put to ltandall to which he retorted petulently,
saying to White of Kentucky
in reply to his question if the
country would not
befbetter pleased if ltandall should return his
back pay, that it was none of White’s business
and did not lie in the power cf
any miserable
man in the House to talk about
my (Randall’s)
conscience.” A bill was reported by Mr. Cook
of the Military Committee to
equalize the
bounties of soldiers in the late war, which was

now

assigned for Thursday.

Monday. March 13.—In the Senate Mr. Mor
rill presented the petition of Portland business
men against the repeal of the bankrupt law.
The Morton bill, providing for the counting of
the electoral vote for President, was debated

adopted strong resolntions in favor of the Centennial exhibition before adjournment.-The
Sonora state troops have defeated the revolutionists, the latter losing 100 tmen.-Daniel
Drew, the great New York speculator and endower of MetbodiBt colleges, has failed, with

placed $G00,O0O. His gifts to colleges are secured by mortgages and so will
probably be paid in full.-Printers in the
Evening Post office. New York, have struck.
owing to reduction of wages.-Tbe bank of

liabilities

offensive and defensive alliance with Servia
and Eoumania, and that the former will diste"
gard Austrian menaces and take field.
War broke out between Japan and Corea,
Wednesday, March 8th. Japan declared war
and has blockaded the Corean ports.
M. Kindt, Secretary General of tho Belgian
hank, has been arrested at Queenstown charged
with
the recent embezzlement of 0,000,000
francs.
Tho story that Schenck’s reoall was demanded was

officially deuied in the House of
Commons Friday the 10th.
The Serapis, with the Prince of Wales and
suite on board, has sailed for England.
The financial crisis in Pern is getting worse.
A land slide occurred Friday night March
10th, at Caub, a small town on the Rhine in
Northern Germany. It was caused by rains.
Eight houses were buried and twenty-six per
ki lied.

sons

has failed.-The
Mississippi Senate, with but few dissenting
votes, has convicted Lieut. Gov. Davis of that
state on the impeachment articles preferred by
the House.-Work is gradually starting up
in the coal regions and a general resumption is
of

York

New

probable soon.-Henry Hart, formerty agent
of the Pacific Mail Company in Japan and
China, has commenced a suit against the company for $125,000 which he claims is due him
as commissioner on sales of steamers to the
Japan government, effected by htm.-The
passengers who were wrecked on the steamer
Galveston have arrived. They state that the
tug sent from Nassau by the underwriters refused to take them from the island, where they
were obliged to stay with some two dozen almost naked negroes, and obliged to sleep out
of doors.-The New York Commercial says
b e demand for exchange in London has been
ncreased since Saturday to the extent of about
£175,000, or $875,000 by the purchase of 40,000
or 50,000 Erie commODjstock for the New York
market.

Ex-President Wool#y has written a letter
saying that he does not believe Beecher guilty,
but on the whole thinks him innocent, but does
not think his course ,has been the best that

CRIMES AND CASUALTIES.

A fire at Danielson, Ct., Wednesday night,
the freight depot of the Norwich &
Worcester Railroad, the passenger station and
a block including the post-office, telegraph-office, Tillinghast & Co.’s store and a market.

The small-pox is spreading iu Jersey City.
A fire at Kenton, Ohio, Wednesday night,
destroyed Hart’s candy manufactory, Flack’s
market and two stores; loss $25,000.
Two passenger and two sleeping cars were
thrown from the track near Atkinson, Indiana,

Wednesday,

and several persons injured.
Disastrous floods have occurred on the east
coast of New Zealand. The loss amounts to

Wilmington

Conference

Academy

Butler dislikes him because he once ran against
him for Congress. Mr. Dana is to be heard
before the committee.

HOTELS
ROSSIHORE HOTEL,
•Function

of

Supposed suicide.
Sunday.
The body found near the mouth of
at Newburyport, Mass., was Daniel

NEW

the track, two miles west ol Greenfield. He
was
probably intoxicated and killed by the
extra freights that were running
Sunday

and

in Mansfield, Mass., Sunday forenoon, biting
17 dogs, 3 of them so savagely that they died
almost instantly. He was finally slaughtered
after a long chase. There is much excittement
in the neighborhood.

Josephus Sooy,

a defaulting ex State
Treasof New Jersey, wac sentenced Monday
to three years in the penitentiary. He wept.
Patrick Calahan, about 50 years of age, committed suicide at Salmon Falls, Monday by

Corner Irvins Place and 16k Street. New
York.

One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FERBIN, Prop.
sep27d&wly40

Micahel McConnell was hung at Hamilton,
Oot., Monday for murder.
A most terrible wind, rain and thunder
storm passed over the Northwest, Saturday.
It appears to have extended from Qaincy minis, to the northern portion of Iowa, and to
have been specially severe near the Mississippi
River. At some places it amounted to a tornado aud considerable damage was inflicted. The
town of Hazelgreen, in the southeast corner of
Grant county, Wisconsin, near the Illinois

line, which has about a thousand inhabitants,
mostly lead miners, was struck by the tornado
about o’clock. Messengers were despatched to
Galena and

Dubuque

for doctors to care for the
These messengers told a story of a

injured.
most extraordinary

destruction

of

life

and

property. Cue of them affirmed that forty-one j
people bad been killed or injured, and that the
town was almost totally destroyed.
The little
town of Shinkey in Missouri was also destroyI
ed.
Two persons were killed anl twenty

Lost.

CORNS
Difficulties of the
treated.

Feet skillfully

MR' & MRS. DR. WELCH,

information from him at

any

GENTLEMEN

Dr. Welch’s
mail 50 cents and stamp.
d3w*

Homoeopathic Dispensary.
CHANGE

OF

TIME.

the Homoeopathic Dispensary in
HEREAFTER
Caboon Block, Cor. of Congress and Myrtle
will be

Streets,

open every day (Sunday excepted)
from 4 to 5 o’clock P. HI. Advice and medicine will be cheerfully given those who apply at the
rooms at the above time.
feb25dlm*
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D., Sec.

CLAIR VO Y A N T
MRS. I

T. B.

KING,

RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found at the
rear of 30 Dantorth St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case demands. Terms $1.00. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.

A

King,

in addition to her clairvoysnee and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
her very successful.
febl7dtt

the Genuine!

Get

Beware

or

Eimitations

THOBSOl’S

Glove-Fitting Corsets !

EACH

EIGHT

CORSE

HARES

U/Mfy

R A I> i:.

T

OF

j| §[

‘THOMSON”

A>”

^
(h
w// I
W
I i

EACH A

il l 1 i JJ

HARK A

Perfect

CROWN.

FIT.

No. HO

eniire satisfaction. Every lady who has
them recommends them. Be sure to get the
genuine, A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
their fastenings do not abraid the dress. For sale by
first class dealers everywhere.
THOMsOIK,
LANG DON & C O. N. ¥., Sole Importers
and Patentees for the U. S.
feb29t!2w

lour uwn

THE BEST REMEDY FOR HARD TIMES!
FREE

HOMESTEADS
—

AND THE

Best avd Cheapest
are on

UNION

—

Railroad Land

the Line of the

PACIFIC

RAILROAD,

UA ? Uii

-C

Riving $65 Sewing Machine®,
Hunting Case Watches, Velvet Vests,
and Black Silk Dresses, free with our
are

Greenback Packages.
SeDd to Inventors Union, 173 Greenwich Street,
New York.
feb29t4w

At/Xi Cl

The Greatest Selling Centennial Book Is

inconsequence of the foundation having been
damaged by floods. In Pesth and its suburbs
it is impossible to count the houses ruined; 400
square miles of winter corn are lost to Hungary. The foundations of the bouses in Buda
Pesth are being undermined, and if the inundation lasts large blocks of splendid houses must
fall. On the 8th the large island of Czepel,
situated below Pesth, containing five villages,

submerged,

all the houses

with the excep
lion of ten being swept away. The waters
show no signs of subsiding, an:l at last accounts
a large dam had burst and 50,000
additional
acres, on which are several villages, are inunwas

dated.

Thursday, March 9th
a great vistory
oyer

On

achieved

the

Egyptians

the Abyssinian
the Grand Vizier^

at Goodrab. King Kassa,
six chiefs, and 5000 Abyssiniaus are reported
Prince
to have been killed in the trenches.
Hassan escaped unhurt. The Egyptian losses
were

heavy but their victory

Negotiations
It

ss

was

complete.

for peace have been begun.
said that Greece has offered to form an

House

it WAS and IS, treating of our history and
government, vaiied soil and climate, vast mountains,
lakes, rivers, great cities and manufactures, wealth
As

finances,

improvements,
achievements, agriculture
internal

curiosities,
tbit*
of

etc.

A

schools,

tree

commerce,

HPLENDID

MIGHTY
YANKEE
NATION, RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
like
it
extant.
Nothing
Large size, low price.
Terms easy.
Address
Agents wanted quickly.
HUBBARD BROS Springfield, Mass.
ma2f4w
VIEW

For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
n
Sold
HT
by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
UIjD Dr. F W KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.
mar4
d4wt

THE

Rear of 30 Danforth St.

Pleasant Rooms to Let
Iward; also a few table boarders

WITH
accommodated at

G3 Spring St.

To

Let.

6 1 2 Dow Street.
tbe premiers.

Inquire

at

HOUSE
on

be

MRS. ADAMS’.

feb25dtf

deci5

can

TO

dtf

LET !

Room in the Second Story of the
Printers’ Exchange, with power 11
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THIKSTON & CO., Ill
oci2

POPLAR
—AND—

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danfortb Street,
THEcontaining
all tbe modern improvements. InNo. 10

Central Wbarf.

quired
jne!6

(ltt
Now Ready.
VOL.

II.

CENTENARY EDITION.

BANCROFT’S

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Thoroughly revised edition. To heconip'etcd in 6
monthly volumes. 12mo. Cloth. Price §2.25 per vol.
‘It does such justice to itsnoble subjectas to
supersede the necessity of any future work of the same
kind."—Edward Everett.

LITTLE,

BROWN&rCO.,

Publishers,

154 Washington Mfrect, Ronton
mal5
d2t
OXiGEX TBEATiYlENT.

tbe many prediction?,
derived from tbe Oxygt-n
the
be
I am happy
Treatment
to gay that in my cage the cure is radical. I cannot
mode
of
treatment
than
lor
that
that to it
more
gay
I owe my life
1 advise all Sufferers to try it before
it may be to late. By so doing, most of them will
save months of time and hundreds of dollars.
MBS. B. M. JACKSON.
maOdiw

beuefits
that
Notwithstanding
would
only temporary,

t'OK SALE,

dtf

Eaton Family School For Boys,
—AT—

NtmuiDftEWOCK,
Npriug Term

Railroad,

to insure
continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract ot land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superioi IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable property consists in part of

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Locomotives and Bolling Stock.
and the necessary utensils to carry
business. There is also a

on

this extensive

STEAM SAW AIVD GRIST Mil. I. AIVD
SHI'VGI.E MACHINE. DWEI.I.IIVG

HOUSES. WAREHOUSES. WORK.
SHOPS, SHEDS, Are.
This property is offered for lrx. than the cost
of improvements. Titles i>erfect and term$ lib-

eral
The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

LI rHAM &

lxAHUli\EK,
Exchange Street.

At No* 7
feb8

on

rear

same building.
Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
172 Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or

uov2dtf

~H0TEL
THE

HENRY
39

TO

DEERING,
Exchange St.

Edw

C.

Farnsworth,

RESIDENCE

3ST SPRING ST.
d3m*

marl

Sprague Chora!
undersigned having

the operations of

seen
now on

the Sprague Churn,
exhibition at the
City llou-1 m Porilaud, herebv certify that a
prime quality ol Butter was produced from ordinary
cream inside of three minutes and a
half, and that
the same was washed and salted in first, rate order
with the churn without the assistance ot tho hands.
We consider the Sprague Churn the best in use and
cheerfully recommend it to the public.
W. D. Ames, of Nutter Brothers & Co.
S. H. & A. E. Dotei.', Planiug Mill and Lumber
Dealers.
Alfred Woodman, Dry Goods.
F. O. Sawyer, Fish Dealer.
J. W. Sawyer, Fish Dealer.

MR. CYRUS COLE of Cape Elizabeth,
having purchased the right to said churn for tho
State of Maine, except the counties ot Penobscot,
Aroostook. Washington, Hancock and Waldo, is now
prepared to dispose of comity ights at a fair rate,
and in a few weeks will be ready to fill orders for the

churn. The inventer has a sample churn on exhibition at the City Hotel, where be is ready to explain
itB operation to any who may call,
mall
dlw&w2w

WANTE D.

CENTENNIAL

Relief.
These Medallions

MEDALLIONS,

larger than

are

Patterson’s

MONEY

TO

LOAN

aecurity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office 379}
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tt
first class Real Estate

ON

I NouveuirM au<< Tieii>«*iitoe* ever iNMuetf.
A
complete outfit of raatmiflcent Kamoles for ncrents In
velvet-lined Morocco
case—inc uding the Bust of
•‘George Washington.” Grand Entrance International Exhibition.
Memorial Hall (Art Gallery).
Horticultural Hall. Main Building, and the grand
representation ot the Signing of the Declaration of
Independence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
bv mail on receipt of draft or Post Office order for
$3.50, or will ship by express C. O. D. upon receipt of
express charges. Agents’ circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of 50c.
Immense
profits. Sells at
Extensive fields lor enter-

sight.

prise. Address
U. S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
P.O. Box 5270.
New York.
ill 1115

d&w6mll
01
m

OCill
Bankers

JOHN HECK.
LING & CO.,
Broadway, New

Jl

Jl
and

Work.

Brokers,

7‘J

ineI9eodtfrwlv«

Notice*
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
family sewing, dress-making, copying, embrold-

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

and
erng aDd

fancy-work in wools. &e„ t&e.

CAN
goods.
and 10 A.

with

our

42} Exchange Street, between
M., or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions,
ia ‘iOdeodtf
&c., to Box 1932, Portland. Maine.

9

not

iinilnrcfrn.il

mill

if

H,«i.

AGENTS WANTED.

A. A.

consulted her in her constant travels ?ince she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1 00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt

KA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
t/V7 CAKD», with name, kiOc. or 50 Snow
Fluke, Marble, Damask, Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this iu.
an3d2w*tf

Wholesale Store,
the Thompson Block, Nos. 17 & 19
Middle Street. Good location below tbe Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located. The 'finest store in the
city, with light aud airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably if applied for scon. Apply to

IN

II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32} Emery St., on the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
mhl4

dtf

Slate

Mantles.

Thousands ot Magical Bings out of
this wonderful Box.
Endless amusement foi the children.
Sent to anv address, with full directions, on receipt of
25c. LOTIUDGE & CO., 23 Dey Stbeet, New
Yoek.

SOAP.

^

world wide as Robinson’s Oatmeal Glycekine. It is the cheapest fine
toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask for ROBINSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.
feb!8d4wt
is known

AND ALL TJIKOAX DISEASES,

-SrejiriMnariirn'rtft

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,
BLUE

PUT UP ONLY IN
BOXES.
TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.

ALTERATIVE,

BENT
the Tone, Touch,
WorkmRtiahip,
Durability Unsurpassed.

WATERS’
ORGANS, Concerto,
NEW
ORCHESTRAL,
VESPER,
CHAPEL, VIALE.I'E, nn«l CtllBEL-

LA, cannot be excelled in tone or beamy.
The CONCERTO STOP is a line IMITATION of the HUMAN VOICE. Warranted
/or NIX YEAKM.
PRICES EXTREMELY I.OW tor ca.h
during tbi. Monlb.
Moutbly Installment* receircd
A Liberal I>incoaut to Teachers, Ministers,
AGENTS
Churches, Schools, Lodges, etc.
WANTED.
Special inducement* to the trade. Illus(rated
HORACE
Sent.
Catalogue
<fc SONS,
WATERS
481 Rrondway,
New York. Box, 3307.
mal4d4wt
^

«

No.

AT

—

Elm

1

Street.

PREBLKDAVIS.1' } LEAVITT & DAVIS.
jalSeodtf

PIANOS,
UPRIGHT
ARE
THE

an

HISTORY

Newspaper

Advertising.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 according to the last census, together with the names of
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of news
papers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000copies each Issue. Also, all the
UeliglouB, Agricultural, Scientific ami Mechanical.
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papeis printed iu the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising iu various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner iu advertising would like to know.
Address RED. P. KOWELi. & CO.,
41 Park Row, New York.
se7
dl3*m

Cape Elizabeth Alms House.
ffHIE undersigned will receive sealed proposals unU til the 24th Inst, for a Superintendent of the
Aims House and Town Farm for the ensuing year,
iu ihe town of Cano Elizabeth
Those who apply
will please state the number in the family.
The
overseers reserve the right to reject any or "all
proposals not deemed satisfactory.
Tiiomas Hannafobd, I Overseers of the
Clfment Jordav,
)
Fawm House.
rncblS d&wtd

Wauled.
SITUATION as Book keeper by a ladv competent to take charge of a set of books kept by
double or single entry. Address
mhl5dlw*'
BOOK-KEEPER, Press Office.

TONIC,

SOLV-

cate from the system every taint of Srorfula,
Scroi'uZou* IXamor, Tumor*, Cancer, Chii.
Uumor« Krywi pcla*. Salt Rheum,
Syphilitic iiiM’nmcN, Canker, faintness* at
the Stomach. and all diseases that arise from impure blood. Sciatica,Inflammatory and €honic fitheumatiMtn
neuralgia, 4*ouc and
cerouM

Spinal CouiplaiutM, can only be effectually
cured through the blood.
For Ulcers and Eruptive Diseases of the
Skill, B*u»tnlet«, I*ituple*, Rlotclic** Roil*,
Tetter, Sc a Id Sieml mill Ringworm, Vegetine has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pain* in the Buck, Kidney Complaint)*' l>ropsy Female Weakness, Leucorrhcpn' arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and General Debility,Vegetine
acts directly upon the causes of these complaints.
It invigorates and strengthens the whole system, acts
upon the secretive organs, allavs inflammation, cures
tne ooweis.

regulates

janG

Boys’

Clothing !

Custom
MRS.

f7c7 chase

WOULD

would inform her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Corner JPortland and
to
Mechanic Streets, where she is
cut and make Boys* Clothing in the latest styles.
first

mchldtf

served.”

$1250 Profit

investment of

on

$206.
of our customers purchased a spread on 100
shares of N. Y Central, the put @106 call @'08,
100
shares against the put @107, which were
buying
gold @114. Selling at the same price the other 100
shares called @108. Netting profit of $1250; this operation esn ho repeated every month In the year. $10,
$20, $50. $100, $1000 will pay as well for amount invested. Gold StocKs, Cotton and Tobacco bought aud
gold oncommi8sion; advances on consignments; send
P. O. Box 3774.
for price lists and circulars.

ONE

SM.EDLEY & CO.,

CIIARLES

BANKERS Sc

FOB

Itemie’s
This is

Keep it

a

!

purely vegetable, general family remedy

It cuies Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Cramp,
and Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Sore Throat,
Coughs, Colds, &c.
USE IT EXTERNALLY.

It cures Neuralgia, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains,
Cuts, Bruises, Old Sores, Headache, Toothache, ami
in fact almost all the aches and pains human flesh is
heir to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass

J. W. PERKIN & CO.,
General

BEFORE RISING A
be

sure

TEN

Building, Boston,

Vegetine

BE

TIflES

WITHOUT

ITN

FONT.

is Sold

by

All

Druggists.
dlwt

SMUGGLER, JR.,
—

BY

—

COIj. IS.». RU^SELiIj,

Jr. has

sent

owner

him to

of Smuggler,

Mcrrymeetiug Farm, Bowdoinliam
to serve his own marcs kept their. He will be limited
to 30 good mares for outside parties. He has put the
price within reach of everybody. Only #5<» p,-r
If not in foal, to have the use of horse
season.
any time he is in the stud. Smuggler, Jr., is one of
the moBt remarkable colts of bis ago (5 vcars) in New
England.15 bauds 3 inches, beautiful bay, perfect picture of his sire, but finer grained, gaited
exactly like
him and very fast. Grand good pasture anil best of
care of brood marcs.
For further particulars address
If. A. F. A UADIS

co(12tn&w3ml0

To Let.
rooms
without beard, suitable
or a young man and his wife.

PLEASANT
young men,
of

W.

mhl4tf

107

see

NEW PHILADELPHIA or
Which sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent f >r Circulars ami
Samples of Work, at

A

for
In-

W. CARR.

Newbury

Street.

NEW MAGAZINE.

TRIUNE,

3NTo.

2 Casco St.

AGENTS WANTED.

mal5

d3m

FIFTY DOLLARS REWARD.

A

MOST cruel and rascally

use of our firm name
to our notice
A few

has just been brought
days since some person with an evident intent to
injure us in our good name, left one of our business
cards at the residence of a respected citizen, a member of whose family was lying at the point of death.
The above reward is ottered tor the discovery of the
unfeeling scamp who thus sought to bring us into ill
repute in the community.

MORSE &

Record T°;E ¥ear
J
new

FEDERAL

dlwteod3m

JOB IVORK of every description neat
I, executed at this office

PubliHlied—The lirsfc number of

Monthly Magazine,

or

a

capital

sort of Reference Scraprecord of every important

Moore’

O. W. C’ARLETON & CO

mal3deodlui

BUJSCE,
STREET.

iiMt

Book. Being the monthly
event in any part bt the world, together with a
selection of tho choicest miscellany of the month
carefully indexed, and edited by Frank
of the “Rebellion Record
Beautifully printed, with an elegant steel portrait
of the late millionaire. Win B. Astor.
Tbe most attractive, interesting and
readable
monthly magazine ever issued. Sold by all book and
news dealers, and Bent free
by mail, 'on receipt
of
1
50
cents,
price,
by
,

Publishers,

Madison Square, New York.

MARBLE1ZED IRON-WARE

IJNDERTAKEKS,
191
jan24

BOSTON STEAMERS.

—

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati Si. l.oaiii. Omaha,
Nuginavr, Ml. Paul, Nall Lake City,
Denver,, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest* West ami Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the be>t connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West
r$rPULLMAN PA ACE DRAWING RO<-M
AN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless Dotice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaqer.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent,

jne!7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR
CHANGEOF TIME.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN K KOOKS
will, until further notice,
Le ivitig

—

T.

Ij,

AT

MERRILL’S

—

Hardware

Store,

5*3 Congress, Cor. of Green Wi<
fob21
dim

alternately as follows:

run

WHARF, Portland,

FRANKLIN
Daily

o'clock P. M., and INDIA
BONTDN, daily at 3 P. ill.
(ttundnyN exccpled).
7

at

WHARF

$1.00.

FARE
Passengers by this line

reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and incouvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and Stale Rooms Dr sale by D. II. Young,
No. 266 Middle street
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
J. U. COY EE, Jr., Geu’l Act.
dec2?-75
nre

cure a

LINE.

ALLANS

Montreal

Ocean

UNDER CONTRACT

Steamship

Co.

CONVEYANCE OF THE

FOR

Canadian ami United State* Mail*.

CONNECTIONS.

NEW

Passengers booked to London

derry

Ou aad after WEDIVESDAY, 44<ly iust.
and until further notice.
TRAINS WILL RUN AS

11.15

m.

a

1.15 P. HI.—Passenger tiain from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE

Johnson, Vt.,

CONNECTIONS.

and

Liverpool,

Return Tiolceta
granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship

FOLLOWS:

GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. HI.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, rnnning through without change to St.
Johnsbury, Danville, Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. Sr M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c., &c.
4.40 P. HI.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. HI,—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and Intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at

MORAVIAN, Capt. Graham,
Will leave this pert for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, March 18th, 1876,
Immediately after the arrival ot the Train of the previous day from Montical.
To be followed by the
Steamship Circassian, Capt. Smith
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according ro accommodations). 070 to 080
Intermediate passage.

Payable

40

in Gold or its equivalent.
Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A ALLAN, No
India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Dratt8 on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 23. 1875.
nov24dtf

For Freight

or

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls

and

Fieedom.

Eastport, Calais

and

Windsor and

8c. Johu, Rigby,
Halifax.

At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryehurg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

83T*Freight trains

TWO

leave

m.

J.

Portland daily at 9.20

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, Dec. 21, 1875.

oct25dtf

Boston & Maine
SPRING ARRANGEMENT,

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland am! Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
*rains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at first-class dining rooms.
Parlor Gar« on 3.10 P. M. trim from Portland
and 8 3° A M, train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Oen’ISup
S. H. SaEVENS, (iun’i Ag’t, Portland,

gnj*dt
IJ Ki JVJ.il A Ju

it. It.

_

Monday, October 251b, 1875.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
Belfast and Dexter at t!2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.

Skowhegan 1.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Brunswick

$7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland $7.00 a. m., 1.40‘p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston $7.00 a. m., 1.35, 5.15 p. m.
Farmington 1.40 p. m.
Tbe tl2.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close

nection
Halitax

with E. & N. A.

Railway

foi

PER

WEEK !

On and after Monday, December 20tb, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. I> S. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Sf.,
every Monday at 6.00 p. m., for
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every
Thursday.
Until further notice the Steamer Chase will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at 1 p. m.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediac,

o'clock, p.m.

Train, will Irnre Portland for
a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving
at Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Reluming, leave Bomiou at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
3.30 d. m., arriving at Portland at 1.15, 5.
8.15 p. m.
For Cowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
For (Manchester and Concord and Upper
Railroad (via New Market Junction) at 0.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For fwreat Falls at 6.15, 9 00 a. m., 3.10, p.m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
For Scarborough Beach, Bine Point, Old
Orchard Bench. Naco. Bidtleford and
Henuebunk at 6.15, 9.00. a. m.,3.10 5.30 p. m.
(Moruiug Trains will leave Kenuebauk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

iH.AlJJI.Ki

TRIPS

Amherst, Pictou, Fredcrickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
B3Er“*Freight received on days cf sailing until 4

Commencing March 6, 1676.

A. R. STUBBS. Agent,
dtf

mar2l

HAftrsn lll,

r ua

On ami after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Cant. G.
LOWELL, will leave Hurpawell Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. in., touching at C'hebeaaae, l.ittlt Cheand
bengue
Long ImIuimI. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf; at 3 p m. touching at the above
Will
touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
landings
For particulars inquire of Captain on board or
STEPHEN KICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dti
my8

"PORTLAND
AND

—

FIIILA»ELPniA.
ClydeJs

Iron Line of

Steamers,

Running between Providence
nd Philadelphia every WED\ NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
_*5*®'* Portland ami all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading K R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South anu Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full intormation given by D. I). C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J B. COYLE, Jr.,
Portland.

WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

Janll !y

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

CO.

con-

St. John and

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, Oetoi er 25,1875.
oc25dtf

TO

NEW

YORK.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Arrangement of

Trains* commencing

Nov. 8, 1875.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.50 A. HI. for Rochester, Nashun and
Worce»ter connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nanhaa with ExpreMii Train tor Low el
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with ExpreMS
Train (or Fitchburg; and Uoomoc Tunnel Line, aDd arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
‘J.OO P. HI Train connect* at Kochciiter
with B. & M. trains for Dover, Boston, <^c.
4.00 P. HI. New A orb ExprcHH Drawing
Kroom Car to W«rce»ter and Sleeping car from
Worcester to New Vork via Springfield all
rail connecting at f.rand Trank Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at WeMbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R. R. from Bangor, Rockland, and all inter,
mediate Stations, at Nashua t >r Lowell and
Boston, and at W©reenter (Union Depot) with
Boston
Albany Railroad for Springfield,Albany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
New Vork about 5.00

a. m.

A

sleeping

is

car

reserved at Worcester for this train.
d.20 p. iii. train for Gorham.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan
points.
ExpresH Train leave* Worcester at4..*!5 P.
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., and New Vork at 10.00
A M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
^“Tickets can be found at BARNES BROS., No.
28 Exchange Street, and at tbe Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
my?

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Fiauklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY ami THURSDAY, at 6
M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, evMONDAY ami THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
eryThe
Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making
P.

this the moot convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to ami from New

York.

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to s< nd their freight to the
Steameis as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

NTONTiNGTON
FOR NEW

_dtf

Florida

and

the

AHEA D

South

This

-"VIA.

Mass.

Marti

quire

MACHINE,
the

and

SOT

mch3

Agent*, Portland, .Tie.
febt7eod&w3m

SEWING

len-

SMUGGLER,

Dil

Magic

and

EDWARD TJLDEN.

charm.9>

in the bouse to use in case of emergency.
TKY IT INTERNALLY,

aul7

The
Steamer
LEWISTON,
Deeriug. will
itave
Kail road Wharf, Portland, every
’IhurMiH) mning. at IO o’clock.
For Rockland. Camden. Belfast. Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Die. Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiaspoit.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Rond»»y morning ni 3 00 o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Eucksport) arriving in
Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dtf
Gen*l Agent,
p

To

Attorney and General Agent of Massachusetts of the
Craftsmen’s Life Assurance Company, No. -19 Sears

40 Broad Ntreet, Near Bold & Ntock Exchange, Wew York.
<l&xv3m4
janl2
a

purify

to

The great benefit I have received from the use of
VEGETINE induces me to give my testimony in its
favor. I believe it not only of great value for restoring the halth, but a preventive of diseases peculiar to
the spring and summer seasons.
I would not be without it for ten times Its cost.

BROKERS*,

•‘It works like

it,

upon

VEGETINE

prepared

Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—‘‘First
come

directly

ovate, has any just claim upon public attention.
When the blood becomes lifeless and stagnant, either
from change of weather or of climate want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any other cause, the
Vegetine will renew the blood, carry off the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels,
and impart a tone of vigor to the whole body.
The
conviction is, in the public mind as well as in the
medical profession, that the remedies supplied by
the Vegetable Kingdom are more safe, more successful in the cure of disease, than mineral medicines.
Vegetine is composed of roots, barks and herbs. It
is
pleasant to take, and is perfectly safe to give an
infant. Do you need it? Do not hesitate to try it.
You will never regret it.

AND

Captain
P^iajSr^-TTTnr
'Sm

Bomiou at 6.15, 9.00

are

Vegetine is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks, roots and herbs, and so
strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradi-

that does not act

FITTING

—

For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOuDWIN & CO., Boston, Ma<§.
fel9
d4wt

WATERS’

Properties

1(8 Medical

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and Invigorates the Whole System.

Catarrh, Byipepsia, Habitual Cos*
tivencMM, Palpitation.o« the Heart, Headache, Files, Nervousness and General
FroNtratiou of the Nervous
NyMtem, no
medicine lias ever given such perfect satifactioii as
the Vegetine.
It purifies the blood, cleanses all
other organs, and possesses a controlling power over
the nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact, Vegetine is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only relia
bleBMIOD PFEtlFlFK yet placed before
tte public.
Are not the many testimonials given for the different complaints satisfactory to any reasonable person
snftering from any disease mentioned above, that
they can be cured? Read the different testimonials

AN© SHOES

BOOTS

ARD

RAILROAD.

We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of mautels and have been appointed
and no one can doubt. In many of these cases
by the Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland | given,
the persons say that their pain and suffering cannot
aud vicinity’ for all goods manufactured by them.
be expressed, as in case of Scorfula, where, apparently, the whole body was one mass of corruption.
We have ou bond tire largest and best asIf Vegetine will relieve pain, cleanse, purify and
sortment of ot«y house in the state. BUI Ij Ifsuch diseases, restoring the patient to perfect
cure
EHS ANl* CONTRACT©RSI wil And it to
health after trying different physicians, many remetheir advantage to call and examine our
dies, suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof, if
goods.
you arc a sufferer, you can be cured?
Why is this
NIJTTEK BROS. & CO.
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid.
It
can truly be
Me.
Portland
as Marks! Square
called the Great Blood Purifier. The great source
eodtf
anl7
of disease originates in the blood; and no medicione

NICE

—

TUB

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

DEPOT AT 1'OOT OF INDIA ST

For

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

USE

Offices

U EXCHANGE ST.,

VEGETINE

uicerauon anu

feb!6d4wf

OATMEAL
geuine Oatmeal Soap

m.

Trains will arrive as follows:
I
Mall t rain from Gorbam and Intermediate Stations
I
at 8.30 a. in.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and
5.45 p. m.

•

ENT AND DIURETIC.

The Wonderful Blessings of God on
Labors of MOODY & 8ANKET in Europe
and America. Best book and chance for men or
women wanting a good business and do good
offered this year. Also new maps of U. S. A.,
World and all Bible lands and Centennial
Apply at once to D. L.
Pub., Concord, N. H.

1.000 AGENTS, Teachers, Students. Men and
to
Women, wauted
sell
CENTENNIAL
GAZETTEER of the U. S. shows grand
results of lOO Year* Progress A vihole library. Boston Globe.—Not a luxury, but a neceMity.
Jnter-Ocean.—Hest selling Book Pub. Good Pay.
Want Gen. Agt. in every city ot 10,000. Address,
-I. C. iTlcCl UDY & CO., Fhila., Pa.
feblO
d4w*

PUFF I PUFF!! PUFF!!!
magical Puzzle Box.

H

A

Marhlized

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Poud,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10

FOB

PENOBSCOT, MT. DESERT
MACH1AS.

Pameuger

NEWLY fenced Pasture within one mile ot the
City to let for a term of years.
J. B. THORNTON,
feb2leodtf
Oak Hill.

££ LOOK

^Combination.
^GUERNSEY,
^

GRAHAM, G7 Liberty Street, New York.

Pasture

...»_—

tage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has giveu universal satisfaction to all who have

g

Carries a % inch ball with accum
fifty leet, without powder or
<0
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For salo
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with permanent ammunition for target practice indoors
*
and for sporting out of doors.

ORTUJVE TEIiLEU. —Madame N. Z
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune

Teller and Doctress, can he consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame \1. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which

P 1£

racy

<«29t*

glO Per Day
made by energetic salesmen
Call at

*

z

in Wall Street often
leads to fortune. A
Men and Idioms ot

page Book, entitled.
Wall Street, explaining everything.

m

O

WXnn

72

Auburn and Lew-

—

Trade

Silver

a

Long Bange Breech Loading
Practice Pistol & Targets.

BULLETIN.

iston.

for

m

dollar, being 1* inch, in diameter, handsomely put
up ami sell readily at sight. The uio<( valuable

Estate

l’eal

tram at 1.40 p.

Express

Portland. June 21, 1875.

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,
wear and color to
SOLID SILVER OR GOLD,
Presenting a large variety of beautiful Detiigni iu

WIXTER AXI) SPRING ARRANGEMENT
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

follows:

Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewlplon.
or Gorbam and intermediate stations at

Mail train
7.10 a. in.

Passenger

r <

G,

On and after Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
jtgSgggss; trains
will run as

THE

THE

ARRANGEMENT

WINTER

oat;

S TEA MB

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

p.

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ & Harmony,

<I3m

be

A

.T9arch

eouimencc

Circulars and Portland references address
augliMf
H. F. EATON, Principal.

PERSONS

LEASE.

fiHHE House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
JL situated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
in24deodtf
Portland. Me.

A

will

AIiKB^.

For

AGENTS

profitably

now

7 .'’2 Miles of well-furnislied

t/x

No. 55
tbe easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
front and
offices in

Steam Engine and Boiler.
filHE ENGINE an upright, of about six horse
X powei. and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power ot the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LoWELL, 36 Union street or W. II. PENNELL
'neSSdtf.
CO., 38 Unioa street.

Has a superior Seminary Course for Ladies.
For
circulars address
HEY. A. W. BURR, Princ’l.
Hallo well, Me.
teb26eod3wSM&VV

A COAL MINE.

TOTETl

Rent Work nt moderate Price*.

PLEASE.

'Walnut.

Extensive and of superior quality
operated, with

F.

To Let.

244= Middle Street*
A I M :-T 0

—

PINE,

Price, Twenty-live Cents.

jau8

ACRES
OF

which may he found in raying quantities,

on

DESIRABLE bouse to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace. Inquire at No. 641 Congress St.
dec3tf

to the close of the first 100 years ot our National Independence, including an account ot the coming
(irand Centennial Exhibition, 700 pages, fine
engravings. low price, quick sales. Extra terms. Semi for
Circular. P. W. ZIEQLEK & CO„ 518 Arch Street,
Phila., Pa._
mhllttw

The

—

Weeks

Opens Iflascii 2«sh.

atf

UNIVERSAL

PHOTOGRAPHER,

viz;

HEAVILY TIMBERED LAND!

Exchange Street.

Centennial

,

Hirer,
County, Kentucky,

the

To Let.
RENTS, $10, $15, and $20 per month.
to
SMALL
J. It. KING,
Apply
mar8tt

WANTED

31* -£L 3VE SS O KT

Cumberland

Dlacli

Corner of High and Danlorth
Streets. House in good repair, has 9 rooms, and
pantry and attic; good cemented cellar, furnace,
gas aud Sebago water; good wood bouse and large
garden. Inquire at No. 18 High Street,
mabdtf
PETER HANNA.
on

MADE;

wonderful

on

Clinton

To Let.

and

minerals,

Situated

FURNISHED

and

in

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists of the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

TO LET.
or unfurnished.
Apply at
No. II Uaaco St. References required.
mhl5
dtf

COUGHS, COLDS, HOAitSENESS,

We

Property!

A V aluable

Rooms

SECURE A IIOJ1E NOW.
Full information sent FREE to all parts of the
world. Address
O. F. DAVIS,
fe29d4wf Lana Com’r U.P.R.R.. Omaha, Nebraska.

CLEAVES.

Term ni Thirteen

Spring;

(formerly 153)

327

THE
Spring Street, Portland
feb24dtfNATHAN

CEDAR,

FOR

The French ministry has been definitely constituted as follows: Dufaure, Vice President
of the Council and Minister of Justice; Picard,
Minister of the Interior; Waddington, Minister
of Public Instruction and Worship; Christophle, Minister of Public Works; Teisserence

March 12th, around the entire coast of England and parts of the French coast. Numerous shipping casualties are reported.
In five small townships along the Danube 521
houses collapsed from the 7th to the 9th inst.

G

NEBRASKA.

/I TVlt1 V

For Sale.
occupied by me, No.

house

mchI5-tf

They give

Farm or

Farm for Male or ExmMfcchnugc for City Properly —Located
iSiiffisffi»Qfin Peering, three miles trom Portland;
WmtBSSBm*Plenty of wood and water; Good orchard
Buildings in nice order. Price $3,500. Apply to
WM. II. JERR1S, Real Estate Agent.
March 7, 1876.
ma7d3w*

—

Newbury Street.
Also Store or Shop in basement corner of Congress
and India streets. Inquire as above.

worn

a

CSoo»l

a

12,600

flinvr

WORLD-ttENOWNED PATENT

Stamped

apply

TO LET.

Chiropodists,

Corner of Brown, St., Portland, Me.

by

desirable 3 Story Wooden Dwelling, No. 88
State Street (with or without the furniture), is
tor sale at a bargain and on reasonable tcitns
For particof payment. Possession given May 1st
to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
ulars,
mhlldlw
93 Exchange St.

—

Newbury street,
rooms; $12.50
HOUSE
per month; Sebago water included.
Enquire
lOS

STEAMERS.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Classical ami Scientific Academy.

THE
offered

dtf

BOARD.

FOREIGN.

The Senate today definitely elected D’ Audit,
fet Pasquier as president, and MM. Martel
and Duclerc of the Left, and Gen. L’Admiranlt
and M. Kerdiel of the Right, vice presidents.
A very severe enow storm prevailed Sunday,

THIS OFFICE

janlT_

RAILROADS.

hALLOWELL

SALE !

Lost Dog.

501 l-i CONGRESS STREET,

wounuea.

de Bart, Minister of Agriculture and Commerce; Admiral Fourichou, Minister of Marine; Leon Say, Minister of Finance; Gen.
DeCissey, Minister of War; Dae de Cazes,
Minister of Foreign Affairs.
All the members
of the Dew cabinet belong to the Left Centre.

dtf

To Let.
And all

FOR

ON
M

EDUCATIONAL.

ESTATE
—■

A

MEDICAL

urer

drowning.

—

Congress or Exchange Streets, a small Locket,
containing one picture. The finder will be
rewarded by leaving it at Stoekbridge’s Music Store.

MOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

night.
A mad dog, supposed to belong in Taunton,
with a collar marked F. Flynn, 548,ran a muck

--

CITY,

YORK

WESTMINSTER

WITH

the river
Nolan of
Lawrence, a teamster. He probably committed suicide Nov. 6th, on account Gf domestic
unhappiness. The body was sent to Lawrence.
The mangled remains of Daniel Lyons, employed by Rice & Wright on the Rock Cut at
West Deerfield, Mass., on the Troy and Greenfield R.R., were found Monday forenoon beside

Aye.

Broadway, 7lh
42d Street,

Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modem improvements.
Rates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y., and Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga.
feb2ld&wly9

at

Hoes £au,Hover, Hei was Domed Sunday.
OCO.
Charles Nolan, a brakeman, was fatally
crushed Thursday, while coupling cars in the
yard of the Fitchburg railroad.
A young man named Fred White was found
drowned in Leonard’s Pond, Randolph, Mass.,

—

TO LET.

£20,000.
The

LOST AND FOUND.

A regular agency to facilitate tho sale of
cadetships has been unearthed in New York, it
s said.

feb21

destroyed

Wanted.
a Grocery Store, by a young
A man who has had
over two y ars experience;
can furnish best of reference.
Address or apply to
“CLERK,’* Central Tea Store, 4^6 Congress Street,
malldtf
Portland, M
SITUATION in

Boarders Wanted.
wishing board in a private family
town
will please atldress, Press Oftice. with
up
marGd2w*
references, L. D.

Caucus of the Democrats of tho House last
night agreed upon the Payne financial bill.
It is reported on good authority apparently
that the committee on foreign relations of the
Senate has decided to report against the confirmation of Richard H. Dana, Jr., recently appointed Minister to the Court of St. James.
This result has been brought about by Gen.
Butler and ex-Gov. William Beach Lawrence,
both of whom opposed Mr. Dana on personal
grounds. Lawrence charges that Dana pirated
his notes to Wheaton’s International Law, aud

REAL

A

adopted.
Plymouth church examiniug committee have
commenced the trial ot Henry C. Bowen.
Nothing new has been elicited so far.
could have been

Bunion Ointment

The Alms house at Norwich, Conn., was
burned Sunday and 14 of the inmates perished
in the flames. Most of them were old people
from 60 to 70 years of age, Seven bodies were
taken from the ruins burned to a cinder and
unrecognizable. Five inmates were injured by
jumping from windows, two of them fatally.
The entire number of inmates was 84.

Wanted.
SITUATION as filer, by a young man who
thoroughly understands filiug aud running
all kinds of circular saws and other mill machinery
Address
J. p. MORRISON,
ma!3d2w*
West Cumberland, Me.

KING CHARLES SPANIEL.
The
A SMALL
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving

THE LATEST.

at

the State

WANTS._

Atlantic Coast Line

of

Kailway s.

Leave New York 3 and S P. M., all rail via Wash-

ington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or Columbia, Augusta, Savantfah, Jacksonville, etc.; 8.40
and 9.30 A. M. (Limited Express) via Bay Line trom
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, thence
as above; and 3.00 P. M. Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Portsmouth, Va., a.ul as above.
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at night over
the entire line
Baggage checked through.
Information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
Passenger A gent,General Office, 229 Broad Tway, N
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Office

Connecting Lines.
dec31d3m

A.

Is

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

ton & Providence R. R. Depot
dallv, except Sunday
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at
stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegaut and popular steamer Stonington every Tnesday, lhursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
ninny* in advance of nil other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston
& Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Hollins & Adan
s’, 22 Kxchange >t..and \V D. Little ca Co.’s,49}
Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKIXS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger A g'.t, New York.
President,
ocll T3
Utf

Halifax,

1875,

TRAIN'S WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
Boston 2.00 (except Mondays),9.( 0 a.
m.,3.10 n in

arriving at 0.15 a. m., 1.45. 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New York and Western
truing,
E.yuii. Mnlt-Iu, Nrwbnrypon nml Portsmouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a.
3.10
in.,

Dover

at

9

a.

m., 3.10 p.

a.

m„ 3.10 p.

p.

m

in.

Woltboro Cochrsiir nud Ureal Full, at 9
a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Kliol. Konth Berwick Junction,
Ivorlh Berwick, Well* nud Ktnucbunk
at 9 a. m.,3.10 p. ni.
Hiddcford, *nco, Went Ncnrboroniih, Ncnrborongh nnd Cape Elizabeth at 0 a. in.,

3.10,

5.20 p.

Nova

The splendid new iron steamship
“BEHAIUDA,"C«pt Cleaver, will

Grand
Trunk
Kailway
►
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
-———A 00 p. ni. for HALIFAX, direct.
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to*- Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pietou. and
steamers for Priuce Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breion, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns.
N. F.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. H. COYLE
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
leave

JOHN POUTFOUS, Agent.

oct28<ltf

13 0 STO N

ni.

—

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE
BohIor at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. in., 12.15 (except Mondays

*“

ivaui* hr;) Unc.

Leave each port every WedVy & Sit’J’y.

ftio W liar faff c#
3p.m.

From Long Wharf, Boston,
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia. at 10 a. ni
I usurance one halt he rate of
sailing vessels

ni.

KASTEKN KAILRO.IU TRAIN*
directly through to points on the Maine Central
Railroad without transfer, and make direct cm.nec
lion in Portland with all Steamboais and Railroads
diverging therefrom.
Pullman Parlo- nnd Hlreping Car- are
run on all
through trains. Stops for relreshmeu
made at the usual places,
oelldtf
GEO. BACHELDER, Supt.
run

AND

1*II1IA»EBJ4HM

a. ni.

l.ynn at 8.59 a. m., 12.58. 8.27 p. m.
8nlrlll at 9.12 a. 111., 1 10, 8.40 p 111.
Portsmouth at 11 a. in,, 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. in.. 4.45 p. m.
t.rrnt Fat Is at 10.22 a. m„ 4.19 p. ill.
Keunebnuk at 12.10, 4.03 11.20 p. ni.
Kiddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20,11.38 p
Saco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36, 4.25, 11.42 p. in.

Scotia,

With connection* to Prmcf *•. lwurd Inland, ('ape lire ton and Nj John*. 1\. >

UNTIL ULHTHEK NOITCE,

b’lourr.irr nnd Kncbporl at 9

OTRERH,

Only Inside Kome
Avoiding Point Judilli.

MAI Id LINE TO

RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, Oct. Ilth,

OP ALL

Hie

POPE. Genl. Pass. Agent.

EASTERN

IJIIIE

YORK,

Freight tor the West t>> the Penn H R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Corn mission.
P4SSAOR ThX HOLLARS
For Freight or Passage apply to
F.

Jn23-ly

15.
TO

NAUPNON, Agent,
Long Wharf,

ponton.

